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Abstract
Nonlinear systems possess complex dynamic with phenomena that can either be detri-
mental or profitable. To better visualize, understand and optimize nonlinear behaviors,
new methods such as continuation for single-parametric analysis or for computation of
nonlinear normal modes have been proposed in recent studies. However, nonlinear sys-
tems can have correlated multiple parameters yielding their analysis fastidious and diffi-
cult to apprehend. Therefore, this thesis proposes new methods for efficient parametric
analysis and the computation of nonlinear normal modes to better visualize and under-
stand nonlinear behaviors yielding sets of parameters for the optimization of nonlinear
systems.
First, the detection, localization and tracking of bifurcation point for parametric analy-
sis along a single variable is recalled. Then, bifurcation tracking is performed on a Jeffcott
rotor and a Nonlinear Linear Tunable Vibration Absorber (NLTVA) to better understand
their global dynamic. Afterwards, a new method called "multi-parameter recursive con-
tinuation method" is provided for parametric analysis of nonlinear system. With this
method, parametric analysis of nonlinear system along multiple system parameters can
be made. This method has then been applied to a NLTVA to push to apparition of Isolated
Solutions (IS) at high amplitude of forcing increasing the efficiency of such absorbers.
Another method is then proposed for nonlinear modal analysis though Nonlinear Nor-
mal Modes (NNM) computation using Harmonic Balance Method (HBM). The presented
tool permits computing NNM, their stability and bifurcation points. A generalization to
non-conservative NNM to compute the phase and the energy resonances is presented.
The concept of energy balance is extended to take in account the generalization to non-
conservative NNM. It results from this generalization a new concept called fictive force
that permits system to target specific point of the NNM. Then, a 2-DOFs nonlinear system
are taken as example with respect to several designs. First, a analysis of nonlinear dynam-
ics is provided based on underlying symmetries of the system. Then, symmetry-breaking
event is analyzed with the help of NNM and bifurcation tracking. Afterwards, the ex-
perimental feasibility of NNM tracking is assessed and a validation of non-conservative
NNM is performed on a system with cubic nonlinear damping.
The previous parametric and nonlinear modal analyses are applied to MEMS array in
order to provide a better understanding of its nonlinear dynamics and to propose alterna-
tive mass sensing technique. Several complex phenomena are detected and explained. A
frequency synchronization of bifurcations points due to electrostatic coupling is found in
MEMS array and explained. Isolated branches of both periodic solutions and Nonlinear
Normal Modes are detected in MEMS array. The properties of merging and apparition
of IS and isolated NNM in MEMS array are then analyzed. Then, the mechanisms of
detection using MEMS array based on nonlinear phenomena such as hysteresis cycle and
symmetry breaking are proposed.
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General introduction
Motivations and objectives
Parametric analysis are useful tools to better apprehend nonlinear dynamics of systems.
At first analytic parametric analysis were performed. However, these methods were more
adapted for system with few degree of freedoms (DOFs). Then, numerical methods, such
as continuation methods, were being developed. At the moment, single parameter contin-
uation methods are referent for numerical parametric analysis.
Another way to analyze the nonlinear dynamics of a system is to perform nonlinear
modal analysis. The concept of normal modes has been extended from the linear to the
nonlinear domain and currently three definitions are available. The first one is attributed
to Rosenberg. This definition considers NNMs as synchronized periodic solutions. Since,
the definition has being modified to non-necessarily synchronized periodic solutions in
order to take modal interactions into account. A second definition based on normal form
theory is due to Jezequel and Lamarque. Both of these definitions have the advantage ex-
tending the known concept of linear normal modes to the nonlinear domain, whereas the
last definition of NNMs yields a new concept for NNM characterization. Indeed, Shaw
and Pierre define NNMs as invariant manifolds in phase space. This definition has the
advantage of being compatible with non-conservative NNMs computation. However, to
establish the NNM, a 2D invariant manifold must be computed. Considering NNMs as pe-
riodic solutions is interesting because a large framework of studies on the computation of
periodic solutions is available. Currently, stability and bifurcations of NNMs as periodic
solutions are not yet addressed with HBM and a generalized method for the computation
of conservative and non-conservative NNMs is yet to be developed.
With the advancements in nonlinear dynamics, several methods have been proposed
to deal or to exploit the nonlinearities. For nonlinear absorber, it is possible to tune system
parameters in order to achieve equal amplitude on the two peaks of the resonances. With
bifurcation tracking applied on the resulting nonlinear tuned vibration absorber (NLTVA),
isolated solutions are uncovered and limit the operating range of the device. Moreover,
theirs evolution depend on multiple system parameters that are inter-correlated. Conse-
quently, new methods for parametric analysis need to be developed to provide the evo-
lution of those isolated solutions with respect to multiple system parameters and designs
that can increase the efficiency of the device.
Concerning MEMS resonators, some works proposed to cancel nonlinearities,
1
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whereas other studies came up with the ideas of exploiting some nonlinearities such as
bifurcations and associated hysteresis cycles. A second step was to consider the archi-
tecture of devices such as arrays of MEMS. Several domains of study were addressed
such as parametric resonance, modal interactions, the types of coupling and tunable de-
vices to correct defects or change system properties. Spletzer came up with the idea to
use the mode shapes of a MEMS array to increase its sensitivity for mass sensing. The
method considers a symmetrical array of MEMS and is called "mode localization" due
to the localization of the mode on the beam where the added mass is dropped. However,
the nonlinear phenomena behind MEMS arrays are not yet fully understood. With the
increase of system parameters, the creation of recursive methods for parametric analysis
with respect to multiple system parameters would permit more complete analysis.
In this thesis, the NLTVA and electrostatically actuated resonant MEMS arrays are
addressed. Due to nonlinearities, those systems present some complex behaviors often
depending on multiple inter-correlated parameters. To analyze, those systems adequately
a new efficient multi-parametric analysis method needs to be proposed and NNMs are
gonna be used. The parametric analysis must provide efficiently the evolution of point
of interest with respect to multiple system parameters. Concerning NNMs, the compati-
bility between the computation in HBM of periodic solutions and NNM must be insured.
Since the NNMs can becomes unstable, encounter bifurcations points and be submitted to
symmetry-breaking events, methods for stability and bifurcation analysis of NNMs must
be developed. In order to propose a general characterization of NNMs, an extension to
non-conservative NNMs must be provided. At the end, these new methods are applied
to: the NLTVA to increase the operating range by pushing isolated solutions at higher
amplitudes, and MEMS arrays to better understand its nonlinear dynamics and to pro-
vide additional mechanisms for mass sensing. Consequently, the thesis has the following
objectives:
• Providing a new method for parametric analysis that is both recursive and multi-
parametric.
• Providing a method that permits the numerical computation of NNMs, as well as
their stability and bifurcations using Harmonic Balance Method.
• Extending the concept of NNMs to the non-conservative case with respect to the
extended Rosenberg definitions. To provide a generalized method for NNM com-
putation, the non-conservative NNMs must be computed with the same method as
for conservative NNMs.
• Applying these methods to a MEMS array to better understand its dynamics.
• Proposing methods for mass sensing with different configurations of MEMS arrays.
To this end, the thesis is organized as follows.
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Overview
In Chapter #1, a state of the art is presented. A summary of available methods for periodic
solution, stability and bifurcations calculations is provided and a method based on HBM
is detailed. Then, the topics of parametric analysis and NNM are addressed. Finally,
a brief review on MEMS for mass sensing, on the improvement of MEMS through the
exploitation of nonlinearities and on MEMS arrays is presented. First, the methods for
parametric analysis and NMM computation are presented. They are then applied to a
MEMS array for mass sensing applications.
In Chapter #2, the topic of parametric analysis is addressed. First, the detection, lo-
calization and tracking of bifurcations for parametric analysis is recalled. A NonLinear
Tuned Vibration Absorber (NLTVA) and a Jeffcott rotor are taken as examples for bifur-
cation tracking. Then, a multi-parametric recursive continuation method for parametric
analysis is proposed fulfilling the first objective. The method is then applied to the NLTVA
to push the ISs at higher amplitude of forcing.
In Chapter #3, the NNM computation based on HBM is explained. First, a method
of resolution for computing conservative NNMs is presented. Then, two extensions to
non-conservative NNMs are proposed: the phase resonance and the energy resonance.
The presented extensions are characterized by new conservative equations taking into ac-
count the damping effect into the conservative terms. In order for forced responses to
target specific NNMs, forcing vectors applied to the system and achieving energy balance
are identified. Finally, by obtaining a new conservative equation characterizing the non-
conservative NNMs, the presented method for NNM computation can compute both con-
servative and non-conservative NNMs, leading to a generalized method for NNM compu-
tation using HBM with respect to the extended Rosenberg definition. Moreover, forcing
vectors identification allows forced responses to target specific NNMs linking both non-
linear modal analysis and frequency response analysis. Then, the computation of stability
and bifurcations of NNM based on HBM is presented and illustrated on several examples.
The topics of symmetries, isolated solutions and isolated NNM are addressed.
In Chapter #4, arrays of resonant MEMS for mass sensing are considered. First,
NNMs and related responses curves are computed using averaging methods in order to
study the effect of the electrostatic coupling on the nonlinear dynamics. When the cou-
pling terms are considered, bifurcations that appear on the different responses curves of
the beams occur at the same frequencies. A validation of the results is then made by
means of numerical calculations. Then, parametric analysis and nonlinear modal analy-
sis are performed on symmetric MEMS arrays to observe the change in the dynamics
before and after symmetry-breaking induced by the addition of a small mass. Finally,
mechanisms for mass sensing using MEMS arrays are presented.
3
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Chapter 1
State of the art
This chapter presents the state of art of different topics linked
to the analysis of nonlinear dynamics and resonant MEMS for
mass sensing. Firstly, some numerical methods for nonlinear
dynamics analysis of periodic solutions are presented. Then,
the literature related to stability, bifurcation and parametric
analysis is summarized and succinctly explained. Secondly,
the definitions of Nonlinear Normal Modes (NNMs) are
recalled. A summary of some techniques needed for
calculating NNMs, their stability and bifurcations is
proposed. Finally, review on MEMS for mass sensing
applications, the exploitation of nonlinear phenomena and
MEMS array are presented.
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Harmonic balance method for nonlinear dynamics analysis of periodic solutions
1.1 Harmonic balance method for nonlinear dynamics
analysis of periodic solutions
Generally speaking, finding non-approximated analytical solutions of nonlinear equations
of motions is impossible. Therefore, methods of approximations are used in order to
obtain quasi-analytical solutions. At first, analytical methods such as multi-scale methods
[NAY 08b], averaging methods [VER 06, VER 18], normal form theory [HOL 81] were
used to compute approximated solutions. However, with the arrival of more efficient
computers, numerical and pseudo-numerical methods started to be more and more used
to solve nonlinear problems. Nowadays, various numerical methods can be found in the
literature for the computation of periodic solutions. They belong either to the time domain
or to the frequency domain.
Time domain methods based on step by step time integration were used to obtain pe-
riodic solutions. Such methods are useful to analyze transient responses generated by
punctual events, but they are not efficient to find steady-state periodic solutions because
the transient state can be long especially for system with a light damping. Moreover,
nonlinear systems can exhibit multiple basins of attraction leading to multiple permanent
solutions. Furthermore, only stable permanent solutions can be obtained by time integra-
tion techniques with the initial conditions inside a specific basin of attraction. To obtain
the basin of attraction of the system, one could use "Cell to Cell mapping" presented in
[HSU 13]. One way to improve those methods is to solve the equation of motion using
the shooting method presented in [SUN 97, NAY 08a, SEY 09]. The periodic solution
is directly computed by solving a boundary value problem (BVP). When applied to large
problem, solving the BVP is time consuming. Moreover, the period of the oscillation must
be chosen appropriately for the computation. Therefore, several researches were made to
improve the computational time. Stoykov and Margenov used parallelization techniques
to speed the resolution [STO 14]. Another way to reduce the computational time is to
consider a discretized BVP. This method called orthogonal collocation has since been
implemented in softwares such as AUTO [DOE 98, DOE 07], MATCONT [DHO 03],
COLSYS [ASC 79], DDE-BIF [ENG 00] and COCO [DAN 11]. As example of appli-
cations, shooting method was used by Sundararajan in [SUN 97] to study the responses
of rigid unbalanced rotor supported by squeeze-film dampers and smooth bearings. Ker-
schen et al. [PEE 09, KER 14] used a shooting method to compute Nonlinear Normal
Modes (NNMs). Compared to a frequency domain resolution method, the method cannot
filter specific harmonics, resulting in a too precise method in some cases. For example,
with an infinite number of modal interactions, the method can lead to an infinite compu-
tational time by trying to compute all modal interactions.
Concerning frequency domain approaches, a very popular method is the harmonic
balance method (HBM) which expands the unknown state variables and nonlinear forces
in truncated Fourier series. By computing directly the periodic solution in the frequency
domain, the periodicity of the solution is already imposed by the modelling. This scheme
is praised because of its efficiency and its versatility in handling nonlinearities. Krylov
7
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and Bogoliubov were the first to introduce the term of "harmonic balance" by analyz-
ing nonlinear systems with a single harmonic [KRY 16]. With the HBM, the nonlinear
terms are computed in the frequency domain by means of the alternating frequency-time
(AFT) scheme [CAM 89]. By going back and forth between time and frequency domains
with discrete Fourier transform (DFT), the nonlinear terms can be computed. Over time,
many improvements have been introduced and the HBM can now handle systems with
many types of nonlinearity such as the non-differential [KRA 13] and the non-smooth
ones [NAC 03, SCH 16]. The efficiency of the method has been enhanced by adaptive
schemes such as the automatic selection of harmonics of interest [JAU 10, GRO 12].
The method also also has been extended to take quasi-periodic solutions into account
[SCH 06, GUS 08, PEL 14, ZHO 15]. Coupled with a continuation technique, the method
provides the equilibrium curve of periodic solutions with respect to a varying system pa-
rameter. Two main continuation techniques are used, the arc-length continuation based
on tangent prediction steps and on orthogonal corrections [CRI 81, VON 01, SEY 09] or
the asymptotic numerical method [COC 09].
In this section, the analysis of periodic solutions with HBM is addressed. First, the
computation of periodic solution is described. Then, the techniques of continuation are
recalled. Finally, the computation of nonlinear terms and their derivatives is explained.
1.1.1 Computation of periodic solution with HBM
In order to explain HBM, let a nonlinear dynamical system have n degrees of freedom
(DOFs) and the following nonlinear equation of motion:
Mẍ(t)+Cẋ(t)+Kx(t)+fnl(x, ẋ) = f(t) (1.1)
with x(t) the displacement vector composed by the n DOFs, M , C and K the mass,
damping and stiffness matrices, fnl the vector of nonlinear forces, f the external forcing
vector. The harmonic balance method allows periodic solutions to be computed directly
on the Fourier base B(ωt). In order to compute the solution of the equation of motion,
x(t) and fnl vectors are approximated by Fourier Series truncated at order H with a pul-
sation ω .
B(ωt) = [1 cos(ωt) sin(ωt) . . . cos(Hωt) sin(Hωt)]
x(t) = X0 +∑Hk=0
[
Xkc cos(kωt)+X
k
s sin(kωt)
]
= (B(ωt)⊗In)X
fnl(x, ẋ) = F
0
nl +∑
H
k=0
[
F knlc cos(kωt)+F
k
nls sin(kωt)
]
= (B(ωt)⊗In)Fnl
f(t,x, ẋ) = F 0 +∑Hk=0
[
F kc cos(kωt)+F
k
s sin(kωt)
]
= (B(ωt)⊗In)F
with ⊗ corresponding to the Kronecker tensor product. Once projected onto the Fourier
base B(ωt), the Fourier coefficients are obtained with a Galerkin method.
X = 〈x(t),B(ωt)〉 =
[
X0
T
,X1c
T
,X1s
T
, . . . ,XHc
T
,XHs
T ]T
Fnl = 〈fnl,B(ωt)〉 =
[
F 0nl
T
,F 1nlc
T
,F 1nls
T
, . . . ,FHnl c
T
,FHnl q
T ]T
F = 〈f ,B(ωt)〉 =
[
F 0
T
,F 1c
T
,F 1s
T
, . . . ,FHc
T
,FHs
T ]T (1.2)
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with X , Fnl , F the Fourier coefficients of the displacement vector, the vector of non-
linear forces and the forcing vector of size L = n(2H + 1) and 〈g,h〉 the scalar product
corresponding to the Galerkin method:
〈g,h〉= 1
ω
∫ 2π
ω
0
g.hdt (1.3)
The Fourier coefficients of the velocity and acceleration vectors can be written as:
Ẋ = 〈ẋ(t),B(ωt)〉 = ω[∇⊗I2H+1]X
Ẍ = 〈ẍ(t),B(ωt)〉 = ω2[∇2⊗I2H+1]X
where ∇ represent the time derivative operator.
∇ = diag(0,∇1, ...,∇ j, ...,∇H) with ∇ j = j
[
0 1
−1 0
]
(1.4)
By introducing Eqs. (1.2) and (1.4) into Eq. (1.1), the residualR(X,ω) of the nonlinear
dynamic equation in the frequency domain is obtained:
R(X,ω) =Z(ω)X+Fnl(X,ω)−F = 0L (1.5)
with
Z(ω) = ω2∇2⊗M +ω∇⊗C+I2H+1⊗K = diag(K,Z1, ..Z j, ..,ZH)
with Z j =
[
K− j2ω2M − jωC
jωC K− j2ω2M
]
(1.6)
If a direct relation exists between Fnl and X , one can use such relation. However, some
nonlinear forces cannot be expressed directly as a function of X . In this case, the Al-
ternative Frequency-Time (AFT) method can be used to compute the nonlinear terms
[CAM 89]. The AFT method using Discrete Fourier transforms (DFT) is used to com-
pute the displacement vector x(t) in the time domain, to calculate the nonlinear forces fnl
and then to put them back in the frequency domain, see Eq. (1.7). The calculation of Fnl
and its derivatives is detailed in Section 1.1.3.
X
DFT−1−−−−→ x(t), ẋ(t)−−−→ fnl(x, ẋ)
DFT−−−→ Fnl(X) (1.7)
Then, a Newton-Raphson algorithm is used to compute the periodic solution of Eq. (1.5): RkXδXk = −Rk
Xk+1 = Xk +δXk
 (1.8)
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1. State of the art
with RX the partial derivative of R with respect to X , the exponent k indicating the
number of the current iteration:
Rk =R(Xk,ωk) RkX =
∂R
∂X
∣∣∣∣
X=Xk,ω=ωk
(1.9)
The corrections are made until the following relative error criterion is satisfied:
max(|R|)
max(‖Z ·X ‖,‖ Fnl ‖)
< ε (1.10)
The HBM has the advantage to transform a time-domain differential equation into an al-
gebraic equation in the frequency domain. This method is well adapted for the simulation
of resonant MEMS because of the presence of periodic responses.
1.1.2 Continuation techniques
Since nonlinear systems can exhibit complex dynamic behaviors such as multiple so-
lutions, resolution methods are often combined with continuation techniques. The arc-
length continuation is one of them. The frequency is added to the variables and a tan-
gent equation is added to the equation of motion as a supplementary constraint equation.
The method can then be combined with an adaptive step scheme to enhance the robust-
ness of the continuation algorithm [DOE 07] [SEY 09]. This technique is interesting for
nonlinear dynamics analysis because the continuation method can "turn back" in order
to obtain the complete response curve, including the multiple solutions. Continuation
techniques have been implemented in several softwares such as MATCONT [DHO 03],
AUTO [DOE 07], MANLAB [ARQ 07]. Cochelin et al. [COC 94] used continuation
techniques combined with asymptotical numerical method.
The continuation is carried out in two successive steps, the prediction and the correction.
Initialization of the predictor step The prediction step consists in finding the local
tangent of the solution curve. Then the current periodic solution is perturbed along this
tangent to obtain an approximated periodic solution following the curve, see Fig.1.1.
First, the periodic solution (X0,ω0) is calculated by solving Eq. (1.5) with the Newton-
Raphson algorithm presented in Eq. (1.8). The continuation method is then initialized.
For any predictor step, the tangent vector t= (∆X,∆ω)T must solve the first variation of
Eq. (1.5)
∆R(X0,ω0) =
∂R
∂X
∣∣∣∣
X0,ω0
∆X1 +
∂R
∂ω
∣∣∣∣
X0,ω0
∆ω1 = 0L (1.11)
The equation is then put under the following compact form:
R0X ·∆X1 +R
0
ω ·∆ω1 = 0L (1.12)
with R0X and R
0
ω the two partials derivatives, see Eq.(1.24), calculated at the current
periodic solution (X0,ω0). The initialization of the continuation method cannot use ar-
clength equation because no previous tangent vector has been computed. Therefore, to
10
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0 0,X
,X
t
s
tangent
predictor
step
X
ω
ω
1 1
ω
Figure 1.1 – Predictor step
compute the first tangent vector, the value of ∆ω1 is chosen as 1 or −1 depending on the
targeted direction of continuation:
R0X∆X1 =±R
0
ω (1.13)
Then, the tangent (∆X1,∆ω1) is multiplied by a step length ∆s and added to the point
(X0,ω0): (
X11
ω11
)
=
(
X01
ω01
)
+∆s
(
∆X1
∆ω1
)
(1.14)
Standard predictor step Once a first step has been performed, a tangent vector can be
calculated with Eq. (1.12). Since a previous tangent vector has already been computed,
the following arc length equation can be used to normalize the tangent vector(∆X j,∆ω j):
∆X j−1
T
∆X j +∆ω j−1∆ω j = 1 (1.15)
with ( j−1, j) the previous and current steps of continuation. To compute the tangent, the
Eqs. (1.12) and (1.15) are combined to form the following augmented system:(
R0X R
0
ω
∆X j−1
T
∆ω j−1
)(
∆X j
∆ω j
)
=
(
0L
1
)
(1.16)
Then, the tangent is multiplied by a step length ∆s and the sign of the scalar product
between the current tangent and the previous one. This operation permits an enhanced
robustness by preventing any direction leading to previously calculated periodic solutions
to be taken. Then the calculated predictor tangent (∆X j,∆ω j) is added to the system
parameters as in Eq. (1.14).
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Figure 1.2 – Corrector step
Corrector step However, due to the low order of the approximation and the non-
linearity of the analyzed equation, the prediction step does not provide a sufficiently accu-
rate periodic solution. Therefore, a correction step is added to the continuation algorithm
to realize corrections (δXkj ,δω
k
j ) in order to minimize the residue, see Fig.1.2.
RkX ·δXkj +Rkω ·δωkj =−Rk (1.17)
with k corresponding to the current iteration of Newton-Raphson algorithm. The correc-
tion are made orthogonal to the tangent direction (∆X j,∆ω j) calculated in Eq. (1.16).
∆X j
T
δXkj +∆ω jδω
k
j = 0 (1.18)
To calculate the correction, the following augmented system of equations composed of
Eqs. (1.17) and (1.18) is solved.
J k
{
δXk
δωk
}
=
[
RkX R
k
ω
∆X j
T
∆ω j
]{
δXkj
δωkj
}
=
{
−Rk
0
}
(1.19)
with J the jacobian of the augmented system of equations used for continuation. Once
the correction (δXkj ,δω
k
j ) are calculated, they are added to (X
k,ωk) to obtain the new
corrected variables. {
Xk+1 =Xk +δXkj
ωk+1 = ωk +δωkj
(1.20)
The corrections are made until the error criterion in Eq. (1.10) is satisfied. The obtained
set of parameters (X,ω) corresponds to a the new periodic solution along the continuated
curve. To compute the complete response curve, the continuation algorithm is repeated
with (X,ω) being the new 0th point of reference for the next continuation process.
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1.1.3 Computation of nonlinear terms and its derivatives with AFT
scheme
To perform the Newton-Raphson algorithm with HBM, the nonlinear forces and their
derivatives have to be computed in frequency domain. It is assumed that nonlinear terms
Fnl only depend on the displacement vectorX and the frequency of excitation ω included
in the residual, see Eq. (1.5).
To compute the derivatives of the nonlinear forces, several methods are available.
The finite differences method is by far the easiest to implement, however it can be time
consuming. The second method is based on Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The advantage
of this method is to store only the derivatives of the nonlinear terms. The third method
is based on DFT to compute the nonlinear derivatives [NAR 98]. This method is more
compact and more adapted to an implementation in software like MATLAB. However, the
method based on DFT requires to store full matrix such as Γ and Γ−1 which can increase
the computational time, see Eq. (1.23). In the remaining of this thesis, all simulations are
made with MATLAB. Therefore, the nonlinear terms are calculated with the AFT method
based on DFT, see Eq. (1.7).
First, an inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT−1) is applied. To do so, the periodic
solution is sampled. Time sample vector t̄ of size N is taken evenly every ∆t = TN to cover
the entire period of periodic solution. For sampling reason, the number of samples N must
be greater than (2H+1). In the rest of the thesis, the number of samples is N = 2(2H+1).
Then, the displacement vector x̄ and its corresponding velocity ¯̇x are sampled at those
time samples. The following expression of those vectors is obtained by expressing time
sample as in Eq. (1.2).
x̄= [x(t1), . . . ,x(tN)]T
= [T(ωt1)⊗In, . . . ,T(ωtN)⊗In]TQ
= (Γ⊗In)X
¯̇x= [x(t1), . . . ,x(tN)]T
= [T(ωt1)⊗In, . . . ,T(ωtN)⊗In]T (∇⊗In)X
= ω(Γ⊗In)(∇⊗In)X = ω[(Γ∇)⊗In]X
(1.21)
Finally, the time vector of nonlinear terms f̄nl is computed using the displacement and ve-
locity vectors. The nonlinear terms in the frequency domain is then obtained by applying
a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) :
Fnl = (Γ
−1⊗In)f̄nl(x̄, ¯̇x) (1.22)
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with
Γ =
1 cosθ1 sinθ1 . . . cosHθ1 sinHθ1... ... ... ... ...
1 cosθN sinθN . . . cosHθN sinHθN
 Γ−1 = 1
N

2 . . . 2
cosθ1 . . . cosθN
sinθ1 . . . sinθN
...
...
cosHθ1 . . . cosHθN
sinHθ1 . . . sinHθN

(1.23)
One can note that Γ and its inverse Γ−1 do not depend on ω and do not need to be updated
during the continuation. During the two continuation steps presented in the two previous
subsections, the following derivatives are used:
RX =Z(ω)+
∂Fnl
∂X
, Rω =ZωX+
∂Fnl
∂ω
(1.24)
with
Zω =
∂Z
∂ω
= 2ω∇2⊗M +∇⊗C (1.25)
The derivatives of nonlinear terms are computed as follows:
∂Fnl
∂X
=
∂Fnl
∂ f̄nl
∂ f̄nl
∂ x̄
∂ x̄
∂X
+
∂Fnl
∂ f̄nl
∂ f̄nl
∂ ¯̇x
∂ ¯̇x
∂X
= (Γ−1⊗In)
∂ f̄nl
∂ x̄
(Γ⊗In)+(Γ−1⊗In)
∂ f̄nl
∂ ¯̇x
ω[(Γ∇)⊗In]
∂Fnl
∂ω
=
∂Fnl
∂ f̄nl
∂ f̄nl
∂ ¯̇x
∂ ¯̇x
∂ω
= (Γ−1⊗In)
∂ f̄nl
∂ ¯̇x
[(Γ∇)⊗In]X
(1.26)
with the diagonal matrices:
∂ f̄nl
∂ x̄
= diag
(
∂fnl
∂x
∣∣∣∣
t=t1
, . . . ,
∂fnl
∂x
∣∣∣∣
t=tN
)
∂ f̄nl
∂ ¯̇x
= diag
(
∂fnl
∂ ẋ
∣∣∣∣
t=t1
, . . . ,
∂fnl
∂ ẋ
∣∣∣∣
t=tN
) (1.27)
1.2 Stability and bifurcation analysis
For nonlinear systems, continuation techniques permit obtaining all the periodic solutions
with respect to a varying frequency of excitation. Due to the nonlinearities, solutions can
be multiple and be either stable or unstable. Various types of stability such as the stability
of Lyapunov, the orbital stability or the asymptotic stability can be found in the littera-
ture. Ge et al. in [GE 01] used the direct Lyapunov method to compute the stability of
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periodic solutions of a rotated pendulum excited by the base. Wiggins et al. in [WIG 03]
used asymptotic stability to analyze the evolution of the fixed point on the Poincaré sec-
tions. Further information on stability calculation are included in the following refer-
ences: Nayfeh and Balachandran [NAY 08a], Govaerts [GOV 00], Kuznetsov [KUZ 13],
Seydel [SEY 09], Guckenheimer [GUC 13] and Verhulst [VER 06]. For the computation
of periodic solutions, the linearized stability is considered. The Floquet theory is based
on the analysis of the eigenvalues of the so-called monodromy matrix in the time domain,
whereas it relies on a quadratic eigenvalue problem obtained by Hill’s method and HBM
in the frequency domain.
At some specific points, the stability of the periodic solution is ill-posed and the im-
plicit function theorem is invalidated. Such points, called bifurcations, are indicative of
a number of solutions greater than one, amplitude jumps, loss of stability, change of dy-
namical regime, quasi-periodicity, chaos, etc ... [SEY 09]. Their precise computation is
therefore of high interest. Bifurcation points are computed with two main classes of al-
gorithms. The first one comprises the so-called minimally extended systems which add
to the equilibrium equation a single scalar equation defined with a bordering technique.
The other class relies on standard extended systems which add a set of equations charac-
terizing the bifurcation by means of the eigenvectors. Bifurcation points can be classified
by their co-dimension. Co-dimension 1 bifurcations found on limit cycles are composed
by Limit Points (LPs), Branch Points (BPs) and Neimark-Sacker points (NSs). LP bi-
furcations are associated with dynamical phenomena such as loss of stability, amplitude
jumps or generation of ISs that can lead to unexpected behavior. The first calculation
of LPs with standard extended systems was proposed by Seydel [SEY 79b, SEY 79a],
then by Moore and Spence [MOO 80] and Wriggers and Simo [WRI 90] amongst others.
The calculation of LPs with minimaly extended systems was first proposed by Griewank
and Reddien [GRI 84], then used in multiple works [GOV 00, BAT 03]. The coupling of
standard extended systems with HBM was developed by Petrov [PET 16] in the case of
branch points and by Xie et al. [XIE 16a] in the case of LPs. However, the character-
ization of codimention-2 bifurcations in the framework of the HBM is not addresses in
the literature. In Section 2.1, descriptions for the detection and localization of Bogdanov-
Takens and Zero-Hopf bifurcations are proposed. The detection, the localization and the
tracking of codimension-1 bifurcations is also recalled.
In Subsections 1.2.1 and 1.2.2, the two methods used for linearized stability computa-
tion are recalled. Then, in the Subsection 1.2.3, bifurcations analysis is detailed, based on
the previously recalled linearized stability. Hill’s method and the associated bifurcation
analysis are taken as references in the rest of the thesis.
1.2.1 Floquet Theory
Floquet theory is used for stability calculation of periodic solutions in the time domain.
This theory is based on the analysis of the eigenvalues of the so-called monodromy matrix.
First, the equation of motion (1.1) is reduced to a first order differential equation:
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˜̇x(t) = F · x̃(t)− f̃nl(x̃, ˜̇x)+ f̃(t)
with F =
[
0n In
−M−1K −M−1C
]
, x̃= [x(t), ẋ(t)]T ,
f̃nl(x̃, ˜̇x) = [0n, M−1fnl(x, ẋ)]T , f̃(t) = [0n, M−1f(t)]T (1.28)
x(t) is composed of a small perturbation y(t) added to the periodic solution x0(t) of the
Eq. (1.28):
x(t) = x0(t)+y(t) (1.29)
Then a Taylor series is applied to the combination of Eqs. (1.29) and (1.28). By keeping
only the linear terms, the following equation is obtained:
ẏ = J f (x̃0, t) ·y(t) =
(
F − ∂ f̃nl
∂ x̃
∣∣∣∣
x̃=x̃0
)
·y(t)
with
∂ f̃nl
∂ x̃
=
[
0n 0n
M−1 ∂fnl
∂x M
−1 ∂fnl
∂ ẋ
]
(1.30)
The differential equation possesses exactly 2n independent solutions y j, with j =
1,2, ...,2n, which form the following solution matrix, see [DIE 68]:
Y (t) = [y1(t) y2(t) · · · yn(t)] (1.31)
J f being periodic of the same periodic as x(t), the solution matrix respects the following
equation:
Ẏ = J f (x̃0, t)Y (1.32)
t is then replaced by t ′ = t +T in Eq. (1.32). As J f is periodic of period T , the following
equation is obtained:
dY
dT
= J f (x̃0, t)Y (t) = J f (x̃0, t)Y (t ′) (1.33)
The obtained equation is equivalent to Eq. (1.30) but with Y (t +T ) as solution. How-
ever, it exists only 2n independent solutions, therefore Y (t +T ) can be expressed as the
multiplication of Y (t) with a transformation matrix Φ.
Y (t +T ) = Y (t)Φ (1.34)
Φ performs a change of basis and is called the monodromy matrix. The initial conditions
Y (t = 0) are the identity matrix I2n. Therefore, the monodromy matrix Φ is equal to
Y (T ). In order to compute the monodromy matrix Φ, the following equation has to be
integrated in the time domain:
M φ̈(t)+(C+
∂fnl
∂ ẋ
)φ̇(t)+(K+
∂fnl
∂x
)φ(t) = 0n (1.35)
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Stable (1,0)(-1,0)
Unstable
Im(η)
Re(η)
Figure 1.3 – Stability with respect to Floquet multipliers displayed on the complex plan
with the following initial conditions:
φ(t = 0) = [In 0n] et φ̇(t = 0) = [0n In] (1.36)
Being inconditionnally stable, the implicit Newmark schema is used to integrate this linear
system. The monodromy matrix is then obtained after one period of time integration.
Then, the eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix, called Floquet multipliers, are used
to perform the stability analysis of periodic solutions. The solution is stable when all
eigenvalues are within the unity circle (Re, Im),(|η j| ≤ 1∀ j ∈ [0,2n]). Conversely, when
an eigenvalue cross the unity cercle (∃ j tq : |η j| > 1), the solution becomes unstable, a
bifurcation appears and the theorem of implicit function is invalidated, see Fig. 1.3
1.2.2 Hill’s method
UnstableStable
Im(λ)
Re(λ)
Figure 1.4 – Stability with respect to Floquet exponents displayed on the complex plan
For frequency domain methods, computing the stability directly in the frequency do-
main is more advantageous. A variant of the Floquet theory, called Hill’s method, uses
the Floquet exponents to compute the stability of the periodic solutions in the frequency
domain [VON 01] [PEL 14]. The following equation represents the relation between the
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Floquet multipliers η and the Floquet exponents λ :
η j = e
λ j2π
Ω (1.37)
Hill’s method is also a perturbation method. The periodic solution x0(t) of the equation of
motion (1.1) is perturbed with a small periodic perturbation modulated by an exponential
s(t) = s̃(t)eΛt :
x(t) = x0(t)+s(t) (1.38)
Since the perturbation is considered small, a linear approximation is retained:
fnl(x̃, ˜̇x)≈ fnl(x̃0, ˜̇x0)+
∂fnl
∂ x̃
(x̃0, ˜̇x0)s(t)+
∂fnl
∂ x̃
(x̃0, ˜̇x0)ṡ(t) (1.39)
Combining Eqs. (1.1), (1.38) and (1.39), yields:
Ms̈(t)+
(
C+
∂fnl
∂ ˜̇x
(x̃0, ˜̇x0)
)
ṡ(t)+
(
K+
∂fnl
∂ x̃
(x̃0, ˜̇x0)
)
s(t) = 0n (1.40)
s̃(t) is approximated by a truncated Fourier series at the order H:
s̃(t) = φ0 +
H
∑
k=1
(
φkc coskωt +φ
k
s sinkωt
)
= (T (ωt)⊗I)φ (1.41)
By applying the same Galerkin procedure as in Section.1.1.1, the following quadratic
eigenvalues problem (QEP) is obtained:
Q(X,λ ,φ) = (RX +Λ∆1 +Λ
2∆2)φ= 0L (1.42)
with Λ the complex eigenvalues,φ=φr+ iφi the complex eigenvectors,RX the jacobian
matrix defined in Eq. (1.24) and:
∆1 = ∆1l +∆1nl
= 2ω∇⊗M +I2H+1⊗C+∆1nl
= diag
(
C,
[
C 2ωM
−2ωM C
]
, . . . ,
[
C 2HωM
−2HωM C
])
+(Γ−1⊗In)
∂fnl
∂ ˜̇x
(Γ⊗In)
(1.43)
∆2 = I2H+1⊗M (1.44)
The quadratic eigenvalue problem from Eq. (1.42) can be reduced to a classical linear
eigenvalue problem:
(Ĵ −Λ ·I2L)φ̄= 02L (1.45)
with
Ĵ =
[
0L IL
−∆2−1RQ −∆2−1∆1
]
and φ̄=
(
φ
Λφ
)
(1.46)
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Once solved, 2L complex eigenvalues Λ of Ĵ are obtained.
Λk = λ j + ilω
with j ∈ [0,2n] , k ∈ [0,2L] , l ∈ [−H,H] , 2L = 2n× (2H +1) and i2 =−1 (1.47)
For an infinite number of harmonics, only 2n of the found eigenvalues are equal to the
Floquet exponents [MOO 05] with n being the number of DOFs of the system. However,
the difficulty lies in finding the 2n eigenvalues among the 2L found eigenvalues that are the
closest to the 2n Floquet exponents. In the rest of the thesis, the 2n eigenvalues with the
smallest imaginary parts are retained. As an alternative, Lazarus and Thomas [LAZ 10]
proposed to use the eigenvalues associated with the most symmetric eigenvectors of the
Hill matrix. A solution is stable when the real part of all exponents are below zero.
Conversely, when a single eigenvalue crosses the imaginary axis, the solution becomes
unstable, see Fig. 1.4.
1.2.3 Bifurcation analysis
Stable
Instable
(1,0)(-1,0)
Period
Doubling
Limit Point
Neimark Sacker
Neimark Sacker
Branch Point
Im(η)
Re(η)
Figure 1.5 – Bifurcations with respect to Floquet multipliers displayed on the complex
plan.
The methods for bifurcation localization and calculation depend on the domain in
which the bifurcation analysis is performed. For time domain, the bifurcation analysis
uses the Floquet multipliers obtained from the monodromy matrix, see Subsection. 1.2.1.
A bifurcation point occurs when one of the Floquet multiplier crosses the unit circle,
see Fig. 1.3. The following types of bifurcations can appears during the continuation
of Nonlinear Normal Modes (NNMs) and periodic solution of discrete time dynamical
forced system [KUZ 13]:
• A Limit Point (LP) and a Branch Point (BP) are co-dimension 1 bifurcations that
appears for η = 1.
• A Neimark Sacker (NS) is a co-dimension 1 bifurcation that appears for η = e
2πω2
ω1
with ω1
ω2
/∈Q.
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• A Strong resonance (SR) are co-dimension 2 bifurcations characterized by
η = 2πω2
ω1
with ω1
ω2
∈ Q. The period doubling (PD) is a co-dimension 1 bifurcation
that is a special case of Strong Resonance (SR) bifurcations with η =−1.
Stable
Limit Point
Neimark Sacker
Neimark Sacker
λ= 0
λ=iθ
λ=-iθ
λ=iω/2
λ
Period Doubling 
Period Doubling=-iω/2
Unstable
Im(λ)
Re(λ)
Figure 1.6 – Bifurcations with respect to Floquet exponents displayed on the complex
plan. θ /∈ 2πQ
In the case of discrete frequency methods such as the HBM, the characterization of
these bifurcations is based on Hill’s method. With Hill’s method, a bifurcation appears
when a Floquet exponent λ crosses the imaginary axis, see Fig. 1.6. As stated in Sub-
section 1.2.2, the Floquet multipliers η and the Floquet exponents λ are linked by Eqs.
(1.37) and (1.47). Therefore, performing stability analysis using Hill’s method transforms
the unity circle from the Floquet theory into the imaginary axis. Contrarily to the charac-
terization of bifurcations obtained in the time domain, Hill’s method provides a frequency
domain characterization with new considerations. Bifurcation points in the frequency do-
main are characterized as follows:
• A LP appears for λ = 0 andRTωφ 6= 0
• A BP appears for λ = 0 andRTωφ= 0.
• A NS bifurcation appears for λ = 2πω2
ω1
with ω1
ω2
/∈Q.
• A SR bifurcation appears for λ = 2πω2
ω1
with ω1
ω2
∈ Q. One can see from Eq. 1.47,
that for ω1
ω2
∈ N it exists l ∈ [−H,H] such that an eigenvalue Λ = 0. In such case,
when the HBM is used to compute the periodic solution, SR bifurcation can be
computed as a pitchfork bifurcation which is a particular case of BP. This remark
is based on a generalization of the characterization of PD as a pitchfork bifurcation
when the HBM is used, see [PIC 94]. The period doubling bifurcation is a special
case of Strong Resonance (SR) bifurcations. PD bifurcation appears for λ =−1.
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Limit Point (LP) A co-dimension 1 bifurcation called Limit Point (LP), saddle-node or
fold bifurcation, occurs when η = 1, see Fig. 1.5, and no additional branch of solutions
exists. The LP is a point where two fixed points respectively stable and unstable collide
together and then disappear, see Fig. 1.7. In order to obtain both solutions, resolution
methods combined with continuation technique such as the ones presented respectively
in presented in Subsections 1.1.1 and 1.1.2 are needed. Such methods permit following
the periodic solutions through the LP bifurcation while being able to compute unstable
solutions.
Limit Point
X
α
Figure 1.7 – Limit Point bifurcation
Branch point (BP) A co-dimension 1 bifurcation Branch Point (BP) occurs when
η = 1, see Fig. 1.5, and an additional branch of solutions exists. Before the BP, a unique
solution exits. After the BP, the previous solution changes its stability and two new stable
or unstable solutions appear from the critical point, see Fig.1.8. In order to follow the
new branch of solutions, branching methods are used. Two types of Branch Point can
be highlighted, the transcritical bifurcation and the pitchfork bifurcation. A transcritical
bifurcation is a point where the continuated curve loops back on itself. At such point,
the stability of the new branch of solutions changes, see Fig.1.8a. A pitchfork bifurcation
represents the breaking of an underlying symmetry of the system, see [SEY 09]. Locally,
the new branch is symmetric with respect to the main branch, see Fig. 1.8b. The stability
of the new branch does not change at the pitchfork bifurcation. Two types of pitchfork
bifurcation can occur, the super- and the sub-critical bifurcations which are characterized
by the stability of the appearing branch of periodic solutions. For the supercritical pitch-
fork bifurcation, the new solution branch is stable, see Fig. 1.8b. Conversely, for the
subcritical pitchfork bifurcation, the new solution branch is unstable, see Fig.1.8c.
Neimark Sacker (NS) A co-dimension 1 bifurcation Neimark Sacker (NS), also called
secondary Hopf bifurcation [SEY 09], occurs when η = e±iθ and θ = 2πω2
ω1
where ω1
ω2
/∈Q.
It is not necessary to verify that ω1
ω2
/∈Q since NS bifurcations are the only co-dimension
1 bifurcations with Im(λ ) 6= 0, see Fig. 1.5. At such bifurcation point, the periodic
solution changes its stability and a new branch of quasi-periodic solutions appears from
the critical point. The quasi-periodic solutions can be represented as a torus composed by
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Transcritical
X
α
(a) Transcritical
bifurcation
Pitchfork
supercritical
X
α
(b) Supercritical
pitchfork bifurcation
Pitchfork
subcritical
X
α
(c) Subcritical
pitchfork bifurcation
Figure 1.8 – Branch Point bifurcation
the pulsation ω1 of the previous limit cycle and a new pulsation ω2, see [KUZ 13]. The
NS bifurcation can either be supercritical, see Fig. 1.9a, or subcritical, see Fig. 1.9b.
Neimark-Sacker
supercritical
X
Quasi Periodic
Quasi Periodic
Periodic
α
(a) Supercritical NS
subcritical
X
Quasi Periodic
Quasi Periodic
Periodic Neimark-Sacker
α
(b) Subcritical NS
Figure 1.9 – Neimark-Sacker bifurcation
Strong Resonances (SR) The co-dimension 2 bifurcation Strong Resonance (SR), also
called internal resonance, occurs when η = e±iθ with θ = 2πω2
ω1
and ω1
ω2
∈ Q. When en-
countered on Nonlinear Normal Modes (NNMs) the SRs are also called modal interaction
bifurcations. At such a bifurcation point, the solution of period ω1 changes its stability
and a new branch of periodic solutions with a period ω2 appears from the critical point.
At the bifurcation point, the topology of the periodic solutions is the same as the pitchfork
bifurcation. Co-dimension 1 bifurcation Flip, also called period doubling, occurs when
η = −1, see Fig. 1.5. Its a special case of strong resonances with ω1
ω2
= 12 . The periodic
solution changes its stability by going through the Flip bifurcation and a new branch of
solutions appears. However, the new branch of solutions is now 2T periodic instead of T
periodic.
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1.3 Parametric analysis by continuation of localized
point
A parametric analysis is difficult to perform in the case of nonlinear dynamical systems.
Because of all the complex behaviors such as multiple solutions and branching points,
specific methods. A first step to more efficient parametric analysis has been achevied by
creating bifurcation tracking algorithms. They permit a chosen bifurcation to be tracked
with respect to a single varying system parameter. Although bifurcation tracking permits
to visualize the evolution of the system dynamics, a mono-parametric analysis method is
not sufficient to deal with the complex topology of nonlinear systems. Therefore, multi-
parametric continuation methods need to be created. In this thesis, a multi-parametric
continuation method for the recursive continuation of specific points is proposed. The
idea behind the method proposed in Chapter 2 is to use a constraint equation character-
izing extremum points to provide additional equations. With the obtained equations, a
recursive algorithm that can perform multi-parametric analysis of nonlinear systems is
proposed. In the literature, some researchers use constraint equations coming from the
domain of optimization to perform optimization by continuation. Kernevez and Doedel
[KER 90] used a descent optimization algorithm coupled with a shooting method and
continuation to perform optimization of Isolated Solutions (IS) of nonlinear systems by
tracking specific bifurcation points. To our knowledge, the use of constraint equations
from the optimization domain to perform multi-parametric recursive continuation is not
addressed in the literature.
The proposed multi-parametric recursive continuation method, applied to nonlinear
dynamical systems, is conveniently initialized by the continuation of bifurcations. Sec-
tion 2.3 describes the IS analysis of the forced responses of a NonLinear Tuned Vibra-
tion Absorber (NLTVA). In this investigation, the multi-parametric recursive continuation
method uses bifurcation tracking as an initialization.
First, a summary of the literature on bifurcation tracking is presented. Then, a pro-
posed method for multi-parametric recursive continuation is contextualized with research
combining continuation, optimization and recursion by taking into account critical points.
1.3.1 Bifurcation tracking
The tracking of bifurcations permits efficient parametric analysis to better understand the
complexity of the dynamical behavior of nonlinear systems. LP tracking was first done
by Jepson and Spence [JEP 85] with standard extended systems. It was also used to ana-
lyze the sensitivity of critical buckling loads to imperfections [ERI 99, BAG 02, REZ 14].
Codimension-1 bifurcation tracking for dynamical systems has been incorporated in sev-
eral softwares. Algorithms based on minimally extended systems can be found in the
books of Kuznetsov [KUZ 13] and Govaerts [GOV 00] and have been implemented in the
MATCONT software [DHO 03]. On the other hand, bifurcation tracking based on stan-
dard extended systems is used in the softwares AUTO [DOE 07], LOCA [SAL 05] and
COCO [DAN 11]. The tracking of codimension-1 bifurcations points using minimaly
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extended system combined with the HBM with application to large-scale mechanical sys-
tems was proposed by Detroux et al. [DET 15b]. Xie et al. [XIE 16a] implemented
the continuation of LPs and Neimark-Sacker bifurcations using standard extended sys-
tems and HBM to analyze a nonlinear energy sink (NES), see Fig. 1.10, and a nonlinear
Jeffcott rotor.
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Figure 1.10 – Frequency responses and Neimark-Sacker bifurcation tracking extracted,
after [XIE 16a]
1.3.2 Multi-parametric method
When dealing with nonlinear systems, one parameter continuation methods may be too
limited because system parameters are often inter-correlated. Therefore, multi-parametric
continuation methods are interesting tools for analyzing the behavior of a system when
several or all the parameters vary. To develop such a method, additional constraint equa-
tions need to be appended to the extended system in order to free additional system para-
meters. Constraint equations characterizing extremum points are good candidates for this
purpose. In this case, multi-parametric continuation methods are close to the methods of
the literature dealing with optimization. Several references deal with optimization algo-
rithms coupled with continuation techniques to provide new multi-parametric methods.
For instance, it was used in homotopy techniques where a small parameter is introduced
to link two problems. This technique was notably used in optimization for smoothing
techniques [NG 02, DES 09, MOB 15] and for the fitting of optimal system kinematics
[HAN 95, LIU 99]. Continuation methods were also used to explore the topology of
extremums for large parametric deformations [RAO 89]. The methods resulting from the
coupling of optimization algorithm and continuation techniques have since been extended
in several directions such as multi-parametric algorithms, recursive methods and critical
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set point analysis [JON 86, GUD 88]. Concerning multi-parametric algorithms, Wolf and
Sanders [WOL 96] proposed a multi-parametric homotopy technique for computing op-
erating points of nonlinear circuits. Then, Vanderbeck [VAN 01] used a multi-parametric
optimization by recursion to optimize a manufactering cutting process. Recursion-based
optimization was addressed by Schuetze et al. [SCH 05] who proposed a recursive sub-
division technique to perform multi-objective and multi-parametric optimization. Since
then, multi-parametric optimization was coupled with continuation, Kernevez and Doedel
[KER 90] used a descent optimization algorithm coupled with a continuation method to
perform the optimization of ISs of nonlinear systems. Later, Balaram et al. [BAL 12]
combined the method from Kernevez and Doedel with a genetic algorithm in order to pro-
vide a global algorithm of optimization by continuation. They used this method to mini-
mize the acceleration of a Duffing oscillator and to tune nonlinear vibration absorbers.
From the different examples of research, the constraint equations corresponding to
extrema have been retained. There are the most likely to occur during continuation and
are points of high interest for parametric analysis. Moreover, tracking extrema allows
the same structure of augmented system to be used at each level of continuation, thus
permitting multi-parametric recursive continuation method to be created.
1.3.3 Applications
Optimization of NLTVA In the litterature, the NLTVA was used for many applications.
Wang [WAN 11] tuned a NLTVA to minimize the critical limiting depth induced by chat-
ter during machining process. An optimized hysteretic NLTVA was used by Carpineto et
al. [CAR 14] for minimizing the vibrations of structures. Detroux et al. [HAB 15] opti-
mized a NLTVA by generalizing Den Hartog’s equal-peak method to nonlinear systems.
The NLTVA was also used in passive control of Airfoil flutter by Mahler et al. [MAL 16]
who optimized a NLTVA to push the appearance of the post-critical regime at higher flux
velocities. Besides its advantageous properties, the NLTVA also presents some unwanted
adverse dynamical phenomena such as the generation of ISs. These isolated resonance
curves are periodic solutions detached from the main response curves. They are therefore
difficult to compute by simply continuating the main response curves.
Isolated solution (IS) In order to properly design nonlinear systems, it is important to
be able to detect ISs. ISs were first studied in 1951 by Abramson [ABR 55]. Since then,
several scenarios for the creation of ISs have been revealed. DiBerardino and Dankow-
icz [DIB 14] showed that ISs can be created by introducing asymmetry into a nonlinear
system. In [MAN 16], the presence of IS is explained analytically by analyzing the 1:3
internal resonance configuration between two Duffing oscillators for different couplings.
In [ARR 16], an experiment was carried out to illustrate the IS phenomenon between a
Duffing oscillator and a clamped-clamped beam at a 1:3 internal resonance configuration.
In both papers, the frequency gap between the response curve and the IS was calculated
and explained by means of phase-locking. Gatti investigated a mechanical system com-
posed of a primary mass linked with nonlinear coupling to a smaller second mass. He used
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Figure 1.11 – Frequency responses of the primarily mass with a LTVA and a NLTVA
under equal peak constraints, after [HAB 15]
analytical methods to compute frequency response curves of coupled oscillators and un-
covered IS [GAT 10], then he used LP curves to predict the appearance of IS [GAT 16b].
These researches have since been applied to a nonLinear vibration absorber to predict its
dynamics while reducing the vibration of the primiraly mass [GAT 16a, GAT 18]. De-
troux et al. [DET 15a] presented a method to localize the ISs in a NLTVA using LP
continuation. The presence of IS was also explained with NNM continuation and internal
resonances. In [HIL 16], Hill et al. calculated the NNMs of a NLTVA system composed
of a Duffing oscillator coupled to a linear oscillator with a cubic spring. They used an
energy balance method to link the energy of the modes to the amplitude of the force to
be injected into the damped system in order to obtain a frequency response curve with
the same level of energy. By superimposing the obtained NNM with the response curve,
IS phenomenon was explained by means of internal resonances. Using singularity theory
and HBM, Habib et al. [HAB 17] analyzed the mechanism of IS creation in a Duffing
oscillator with nonlinear damping and demonstrated the link between the damping force
and ISs, see Fig. 1.12b. The same singularity theory was used by Cirillo et al. [CIR 17]
to study IS topology based on hysteresis, bifurcation and isola center points.
Some references dealing with IS optimization also exist. For a NES system, Starosvet-
sky and Gendelman [STA 09] showed that it is possible to remove ISs by adding a well
tuned piece-wise quadratic damping into the mechanical system. Gourc et al. [GOU 14]
showed that ISs can be removed while conserving the energy pumping property by
working on the values of the system parameters. Concerning the NLTVA, Cirillo et al.
[CIR 17] showed that a fith order nonlinear spring can be tuned to remove the ISs gener-
ated by the cubic spring. However, it turned out that IS can be generated when increasing
the order of the nonlinear additional spring. Kernevez and Doedel [KER 90] mixed a
continuation method with a steepest descent algorithm to obtain a unique local optimum.
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(a) Presence of IS and INNM in an asymmetric
system, after [HIL 16]
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(b) System with sinusoidal damping presenting
multiple IS, after [HAB 17]
(c) Detection of IS with LP continuation, ex-
tracted, after [DET 15a]
Figure 1.12 – Some IS analysis present in the literature
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They used a so-called optimization by continuation of isola center with respect to one
system parameter to optimize ISs.
1.4 Nonlinear Normal Modes for nonlinear modal analy-
sis
Normal modes analysis is central to the understanding and the simulation of vibrating
systems. In classical linear theory, Linear Normal Modes (LNMs) can be used to uncouple
equations of motion and are closely associated to the property of linear superposition.
Thanks to this, the LNMs are exploited for various purposes such as modal reduction,
finite element model, experimental vibration analysis.
Linear modal theory is based on multiple properties of LNMs. The invariant property
insure that modes shapes and frequency associated to the LNMs do not change in time.
The orthogonality property allows any free or forced vibration to be expressed as a linear
superposition of LNMs. Another interesting property of LNMs is their unconditional
stability. However, the properties of superposition and unconditional stability are not
conserved in nonlinear systems. Thus, the generalization of LNMs to NNMs is needed
and several definitions of NNMs have been proposed in order to extend the concept of
normal modes to the nonlinear equation of motions.
1.4.1 Definition of Nonlinear Normal modes (NNMs)
The concept of Nonlinear Normal Modes is the result of many attempts to extend the con-
cept of Linear Normal Modes to nonlinear dynamics. The first step towards NNMs was
made by Lyapunov by proving the existence of synchronous periodic solutions in a Hamil-
tonian system next to equilibrium points. By using this theorem, Rosenberg [ROS 62]
extended the definition of normal modes to define NNMs as synchronous periodic solu-
tions. Recently the Rosenberg’s definition of NNMs was extended by Peeters et al. to
take into account non necessarily synchronous periodic solutions [PEE 09]. The exten-
sion of Rosenberg’s definition allows internal resonances to occur. By using the theorem
provided by Poincaré [POI 15] and Dulac [DUL 12], a second definition for NNMs based
on normal form theory was presented by Jézéquel and Lamarque [JEZ 91]. Considering
NNMs as non-necessarily synchronous periodic solutions or normal forms provides a di-
rect extension of linear modes to nonlinear dynamics. Other theorems were used to yield
new concepts for NNMs characterization. The center manifold theorem introduced by
Carr [CAR 12] was used by Shaw and Pierre [SHA 91] to define a NNM as an invariant
manifold in phase space. The definition of NNMs as invariant manifolds can be viewed
as a new representation of NNMs. The extended definition of Rosenberg for NNMs is the
one retained for the computation of NNMs in this Thesis.
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1.4.2 Linear vs Nonlinear modal analysis
Nonlinearities appear frequently in real systems and trying to model such systems with
linear modal theory without considering the nonlinearities leads to erroneous solutions.
Therefore, a nonlinear modal analysis needs to be performed to take into account the
complex behavior arising from the nonlinearities of the system. When generalizing the
concept of normal modes to the nonlinear domain, the orthogonality and the superpo-
sition properties have been lost. Consequently, NNMs loss the main properties used for
model reduction. On the other hand, NNMs are still invariant and present some interesting
features:
Forced Resonances As in linear modal analysis, NNMs can be used to understand
forced resonances. A forced resonance occurs when a NNM of the system is excited.
For a nil amplitude of oscillation, the forced resonances happen as in linear theory. How-
ever, with an increase of energy in the system, the frequency and the modal shape of the
NNM change. The frequency of the modes can decrease leading to a softening effect,
or increase leading to a hardening effect. Sometimes in MEMS applications, some cases
of mixed behavior can be observed. Mixed behaviors in MEMS are characterized by an
hardening effect for lower amplitude and a softening behavior for high amplitude, see
Fig. 1.13. These effects can be seen as a dependency of the equivalent linear stiffness
coefficient with the amplitude of oscillation.
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Figure 1.13 – Frequency responses of a single MEMS resonator with hardening, mixte and
softening configuration, after [NGU 13], superimposed with their corresponding NNMs
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Changes of stability and bifurcations In nonlinear modal analysis, the concepts of
stability and bifurcation points are additional features. Stability and bifurcation analysis
are important parts of nonlinear modal analysis because they give interesting information
about the local changes of the nonlinear dynamics of NNMs. In linear modal analysis,
the stability of the modes cannot change, bifurcations cannot appears and the number of
normal modes cannot exceed the number of Degree Of Freedom (DOF) of the system.
However, in nonlinear modal analysis, NNMs can become unstable with the increase of
the amplitude of excitation, leading to the establishment of phenomena such as hysteresis
cycles and jumps. As in nonlinear frequency responses, NNMs can contain bifurcations.
Bifurcation points are symptomatic of new behaviors such as new branches of periodic,
quasi-periodic and static equilibrium, leading to a number of NNMs superior to the num-
ber of DOFs. Figure. 1.14 shows a bifurcation on the second NNM leading to two new
stable NNMs and an unstable one. Some bifurcations are strongly related to symmetries
present in the equation of motion and can exist only in these symmetric configurations. If
ever these symmetries are to be broken, so do their associated bifurcations. The breaking
of such bifurcations leads to the birth of isolated branches of NNMs (INNM). Therefore,
a symmetry analysis of the equation of motion is important, because these symmetries
determine the birth of INNMs.
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Figure 1.14 – Stable and unstable NNMs with a single bifurcation from Subsection 3.5.2
Modal interactions The notion of modal interaction is not new and is already present in
linear modal analysis and in rotor dynamics. In linear modal analysis, a modal interaction
occurs when the frequencies of two modes are equal. Therefore, the two LNMs respond at
the same frequency but are distinct from each other because of the orthogonality property.
In rotor dynamics, the gyroscopic matrix is proportional to the speed of rotation and is
superimposed to the damping matrix. However, the resulting equations of motions stay
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linear with respect to the displacement. Therefore, in rotor dynamics modal interactions
are more often encountered since modes can cross each other. Nevertheless, due to the
orthogonality property the modes stay distinct. But in nonlinear modal analysis, due to
the changes of frequency, of modal shape of the NNMs and due to the absence of the
orthogonality property, NNMs can cross each other and be equal at some points; see for
example the 3:1 modal interaction represented in Fig. 1.15.
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Figure 1.15 – Representation of NNMs with a 3:1 modal interaction, after [KER 09]
One can see the advantage of using nonlinear modal analysis to observe the dynamics
of nonlinear systems. Indeed, it brings important information on the dynamics that are
not accessible with classical linear modal analysis.
1.4.3 Computation of conservative NNMs
The first investigations defined and computed NNMs as periodic solutions by using ana-
lytical methods [MAN 72, JOH 79, RAN 92, NAY 94, VAK 01, GEN 04, MIK 10]. Then,
with the appearance of continuation methods, NNMs started to get computed numerically.
Pesheck et al. [PES 01a] used a numerical method based on invariant manifold theory to
compute the NNMs of a rotor blade. Lee et al. [LEE 05] proposed to use Pilichuk work,
see [PIL 85], to compute NNMs by solving an associated nonlinear boundary value prob-
lem with a shooting method. Then Arquier et al. [ARQ 06] used a shooting method
coupled with the Asymptotic Numerical Method (ANM) to compute NNMs. Peeters et
al. [PEE 09] proposed a shooting method to compute NNMs. Some others researchers,
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such as Lewandowski [LEW 94, LEW 97a, LEW 97b], used HBM to compute NNMs
with respect to the synchronous definition of NNMs. Since then, the same methodwas
used to compute NNMs by Ribeiro [RIB 99a, RIB 99b], by Stoykov [STO 11] and by
Arquier [ARQ 06]. Then, NNMs as non-necessarily synchronous periodic solutions were
introduced. Sarrouy [SAR 11] used HBM to compute NNMs of a structure with cyclic
symmetry. Krack [KRA 13] proposed a method to compute NNMs with distincts states
using HBM. Moussi et al. [MOU 13] used HBM coupled with ANM to compute non-
smooth NNMs of a system under impact forces. Renson et al. [REN 16] presented a
review of methods for NNM computation in both time and frequency domain.
Phase condition and continuation method To compute NNMs as non-necessarily syn-
chronous periodic solutions, a phase condition has to be introduced. Indeed, unlike peri-
odic solutions of forced systems, NNMs are computed from an autonomous differential
equation. Consequently, the phase of the NNM is unknown and needs to be imposed. To
do so, an augmented system is considered. One simple way to eliminate the arbitrari-
ness of the phase is to impose a component of the solution to zero at the beginning of a
period. Rinzel [RIN 80] used this phase condition to compute periodic solutions of the
Hodgkin-Huxely equation. Renson et al. [REN 16] used the velocity displacement vector
obtained in the frequency domain set to zero as phase condition. However, not all NNM
can be computed by using such a phase condition. Chua and Lin [CHU 75] presented
an algorithm that automatically selects an adapted phase condition consisting in fixing a
specific component of the periodic solution. This method fixes the problem but is still not
optimal.
Other phases conditions can be found in the literature. Some phase conditions pre-
sented by Doedel [DOE 81] are based on the orthogonality between the vectors describ-
ing the periodic solution and its velocity. Accordingly to the author, the phase condition
representing the orthogonality law at a specific time is better used for theoretical purpose,
whereas the phase condition based on the integral of the orthogonality law over one period
is best suited for numerical methods. These two phase conditions are notably analyzed
and used in the literature by Seydel et al. [SEY 09] and Beyn et al. [BEY 07] for the
computation of periodic solutions computation. However, the resulting augmented sys-
tem composed of the equation of motion and the phase condition is overconstrained. To
perform continuation methods based on matrix inversions, various methods can be found
in the literature. Renson et al. in [REN 16] used the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse to per-
form the continuation of the overconstrained augmented system. An alternative method to
the Moore Penrose inversion is proposed by Munoz-Almaraz in [MUN 03]. By introduc-
ing an parameter of relaxation into the equation of motion, this method permits a square
jacobian to be generated in order to perform the continuation with standard inversion and
the computation of linearized stability.
Stability and bifurcation analysis Linearized stability analysis of periodic solutions
can be performed by means of Floquet theory. Nevertheless, during the computation of
NNMs as non-necessarily synchronized solutions, the non-uniqueness coming from the
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undetermined phase generates a trivial singularity. One method to perform the stabil-
ity analysis consists in considering the eigenvalues without the trivial singularity. After
implementing this stability analysis method in AUTO, Doedel et al. [DOE 03] provided
minimally extended systems characterizing both the trivial singularity and co-dimension 1
bifurcation points. However this method can lead to false detection of bifurcations points
due to numerical errors. By using deflation techniques the trivial singularity can be re-
moved. In [NET 15], Net and Sanchez used the shooting method combined with deflation
techniques to obtain a modified jacobian characterizing bifurcations points.
1.4.4 Extension to non-conservative NNMs
Shaw and Pierre [SHA 93] used the invariant manifold definition of NNMs presented in
[SHA 91] to compute non-conservative NNMs. Pesheck was the first to use the definition
proposed by Shaw and Pierre. In [PES 01b], he used a Fourier-Galerkin method to com-
pute the invariant manifold of a rotating beam. Then, the proposed method was used by
Legrand et al. [LEG 04] to compute NNMs of a rotating shaft and by Laxalde and Thou-
verez [LAX 09] to asses the non-conservative NNMs of turbomachinery bladings with
dry friction. In [REN 14], the invariant manifold definition for NNMs wasused to provide
a finite-element based method to compute non-conservative NNMs. However, all these
descriptions consider non-conservative NNMs as oscillations that gradually loss energy.
In Section 3.2, an extension to non-conservative NNMs using the extended definitions
of Rosenberg is proposed. The idea behind this extension is to compensate the energy
decrease due to damping by introducing additional terms in the equation of motion while
not modifying the original non-conservative NNM. To our knowledge, the definition pro-
posed by Rosenberg has only been used by Krack [KRA 14] for the computation of non-
conservative NNMs, see Fig. 1.16. He introduced artificial negative damping matrix to
insure the energy balance of the problem. However, it was not proven that the introduction
of the artificial damping matrix did not modify the non-conservative NNMs.
1.5 Nonlinear dynamics of resonant MEMS
Micro-Electro-Mechanical-Systems, conviniently called MEMS, are used for many
everyday life applications such as aeronautic, automobile, telecommunication, bio-
medical and so on. Due to their very small size MEMS sensors present many advantages
such as being lightweight, cheap to produce, energy efficient and offering the possibility
to work in parallel. Compared to other types of MEMS, resonant MEMS sensors present
the advantage to work close to the resonant frequency giving several advantages. The
high amplitude of vibrations permits to work outside the ambient noise, to increase the
dynamical range and the system sensitivity up to ≈ 1018g [EKI 04]. Moreover, the char-
acteristics specific to the resonance such as the resonance frequency or the maximum of
amplitude can be used to detect very small perturbations. For instance, a change in the
axial force or an added mass dropped onto the sensor can be detected by monitoring the
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Figure 1.16 – Frequency responses and non-conservative NNM of a forced friction-
damped rod, after [KRA 14]
resonance of the MEMS sensor. This process was used for many applications such as
measurements of acceleration in [ALB 91], of forces in [HAG 02] or of added mass in
[NGU 15].
The MEMS part of the sensor is usually made of a micro-beam which can be driven
by thermal, electromagnetic, piezoelectric, electrostatic actuators. The electrostatic actu-
ation is easy to implement even if the control of the actuation force is less efficient than
other techniques such as piezoelectric or thermal actuation. To implement an electrosta-
tic actuation of the MEMS, the side of the micro-beam must be made conductive. Then,
the micro-beam is actuated by electrostatic forces generated between the beam and the
electrodes. The electrostatic force is influenced by the bias voltage Vdc and by the alter-
native voltage Vac. Vdc controls the static deflection of the beam, whereas Vac controls the
amplitude of oscillations around its static deflection. When both Vac and Vdc are used for
actuation, their respective effects on the nano-beam response influence each other.
1.5.1 Electrostatic actuated MEMS for mass sensing
At present time, using M/NEMS resonators makes the detection of very tiny mass pos-
sible. The MEMS sensor is forced on its fundamental mode by an electrostatic actuator.
Then an added mass is dropped onto the resonant MEMS, see Fig. 1.17. By analyzing
the difference in the dynamic of the MEMS, the added mass is quantified. For exam-
ple, a mass sensor operating at ultra-high frequency (1.3 GHz) is capable to detect 10−18g
[PEN 06] and recently a NEMS-based mass spectrometer accessed masses above 500kDa
(1Da = 1.66×10−27kg) [HAN 12]. The approach used by Hannay permits the molecules
to be detected in real time. It consists in tracking simultaneously multiples frequencies
of the resonant sensor. By tracking multiple modes, the localization and the mass of the
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Figure 1.17 – Single MEMS resonator employed for mass sensing (CEA Leti)
molecule can be obtained. However, it is difficult to detect simultaneously many particles
and separate one of them in order to drop it onto a micro/nano beam. Detecting several
masses at the same time legitimates the research on resonator arrays.
Alternative techniques for mass sensing are being developed. In [YOU 08],
[YOU 09], a MEMS device is excited at a frequency close to two times the principal
resonance. This excitation gives a clear transition between the state without and with
an added mass onto the MEMS. Moreover, it seems that the quality factor has little in-
fluence onto the phenomena. Others researchers compared the sensitivity of the torsion
and bending modes of the micro-bream [LOB 08]. Xie et al. used the first torsion mode
based on Rayleigh-Ritz theory [XIE 08]. Experimental results show that the sensitivity
of the first bending mode compared to the second one is superior by one order of mag-
nitude. Moreover, the sensitivity increases when the added mass is closer to the edge
of the micro-beam. In [JAB 16], the dynamics of higher modes of a clamped-clamped
microbeam resonator was analyzed. Then, a proof a concept was realized. The higher
modes of the beam were excited experimentally by using partial electrodes.
Zhang et al. [ZHA 05] and Thomas et al. [THO 13] studied the parametric resonance
and showed that the sensitivity is highly increased due to the sharpness of amplitude tran-
sition in this regime. In [TUR 01] and [ZHA 04], the mass variation is computed by
means of the frequency shift of the first order stable limit of the parametric resonances.
This method has for advantage to not depend on the quality factor and is therefore more
adapted to applications in open air such as chemistry or biology. Moreover, the sensitiv-
ity is higher by one to two more orders of magnitude than the detection using primary
resonance with the same resonant sensor.
Davis et al. [DAV 07] proposed a new architecture of free-free MEMS resonator for
mass sensing application. The idea was to integrate the readout and the actuation into the
device to improve the quality factor of the sensor into the device. At first characterization,
a quality factor up to 38000 in high vacuum and 13000 at medium vacuum was reached.
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1.5.2 Improving MEMS by exploiting nonlinearities
One of the application of resonant MEMS sensors using electrostatic actuation is mass
sensing. In the last decade, the dimensions of MEMS have been reduced down to
sub-micro-metric regime, thus improving the detection sensitivity up to the zepto-gram
(10−24kg) [YAN 06]. However, with the reduction of the dimensions comes the appear-
ance of adverse nonlinear behaviors.
First, the main consideration was to control these adverse nonlinear behaviors in order
to insure the integrity of the devices. Ruzziconi et al. [RUZ 13] studied a microbeam un-
der axial load and electric excitation. The robustness of stable motions, the disappearance
of main attractors and potential jumps to pull-in were studied under disturbances with dy-
namical integrity concepts. In [KAC 10b], the nonlinear dynamic of a clamped-clamped
nanobeam was studied and two critical amplitudes were proposed: one representing the
limit of voltage above which the dynamics presents multiple solutions, and the other one
defining the limit of voltage above which pull-in occurs. In [NAY 07] and [KAC 12] the
authors show pull-in effects can happen and potentially damage the sensor. Other re-
search focused on canceling the nonlinearities. In [KAC 15], Kacem et al. showed that
the combination of simultaneous resonance and compensation of nonlinear terms can lead
to dynamic stabilization of the nanoresonator and make the amplitude of vibration pos-
sible close to the gap without pull-in, see Fig. 1.18. Pallay et al. [PAL 17] proposed
to use repulsive electrostatic actuation to avoid pull-in instability and to achieve large
out-of-plane oscillations. An analysis of MEMS dynamics under repulsive actuation was
made leading to the following conclusions. The use of repulsive actuation prevents some
behaviors, such as pull-in phenomena, to appear. The softening and hardening behaviors
are inverted compared to attractive actuation. The softening part appears for low am-
plitudes of oscillations, whereas the hardening behavior appears for high amplitudes of
oscillations.
Figure 1.18 – Canceling nonlinearities in single resonant MEMS sensor, extracted from
[KAC 10a]
Then, exploring and exploiting nonlinear phenomena to improve performance has
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recently received significant attention. A review of past, present researches on the use of
nonlinear phenomena in MEMS was proposed by Rhoads [RHO 10]. Indeed, with the
excitation of MEMS in the nonlinear regime comes an increase in sensitivity [YUR 06].
For example, in [YUR 95], the nonlinear resonance is used to suppress amplification noise
from an circuit of oscillators. In [ALD 05], the noise induced by the switch between two
stable states in the nonlinear resonance permits an accurate measurement of the frequency.
In the nonlinear regime, the mass sensitivity limit imposed by the thermo-mechanical
noise during utilization in the linear regime can be overtaken [BUK 06].
Kumar et al. proposed a new technique based on amplitude jumps induced by instabil-
ity of the frequency resonance in nonlinear regime [KUM 12]. The operating point of the
device is chosen close to a Limit Point bifurcation. As a result, when a small added mass
drops onto the MEMS, a large amplitude jump occurs. With this technique, the previous
limitations induced by the mass detection based on frequency shift are overcome. Indeed,
even a very small mass could generate large jumps in amplitude, resulting in a consider-
able increase of mass sensitivity. The method has since been improved by Nguyen et al.
[NGU 15] with an automatic re-initialization exploiting hysteresis cycles and paving the
way for real-time detection. Figure 1.19 shows for m = 0 the responses of the MEMS
going from Ωmin→ A1→ Ωmin. But with the additional small mass, the response of the
MEMS goes from Ωmin → B1 → B2 → A2 → D2 → D1 → Ωmin. Contrarily to the first
cycle, the second cycle shows an amplitude Wmax > 0.2 which is therefore considered as
the threshold for the detection. Then, the quantification of the added mass m is made by
comparing ∆Ω to a chart.
Pull-in can also be used to increase the sensitivity of the device. Younis et al.
[YOU 09] used the pull-in instability phenomenon of a micro-resonator to design a new
method for mass detection in which the jump to pull-in acts as a switch with a mass thresh-
old. Khater et al. [KHA 09, KHA 11] studied two actuation modes, one static mode with
Vdc and one dynamical mode with additional Vac. They concluded that the sensitivity
increases when the forcing levels lead to amplitudes of oscillation close to the pull-in.
To either give more flexibility to the use of the device or to correct possible defects,
tunable MEMS are needed. The recent work by Li et al. [LI 17] showed that the non-
linear behavior of MEMS can be tailored to a specific dynamics by using structural op-
timization. Two examples of beams were presented. One was designed to minimize the
cubic nonlinearity whereas the second was designed to maximize it. Hajhashemi et al.
[HAJ 12] proposed a method to adjust the bandwidth and the resonance frequency of two
micro-resonators that are electrostatically coupled using a middle electrode. Walter et al.
[WAL 16] used a method based on tunable electrostatic actuation and mode localization
to compensate manufacturing defects in a single MEMS.
1.5.3 MEMS array
Current technology permits fabricating large arrays composed of a few as well as of thou-
sands of MEMS or NEMS, the dynamics of which results from electrical, magnetical and
mechanical couplings. The dynamical behavior of such arrays is studied experimentally
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Figure 1.19 – Canceling nonlinearities in single resonant MEMS sensor, extracted from
[KAC 10a]
or theoretically in [BUK 02, LIF 03, CRO 04, LIF 11].
Theoretical models are still not fully established and exploited because of the com-
plex nonlinear dynamics induced by nonlinear couplings and higher number of DOFs.
Some recent works adressed these complex behaviors. For example, Karabalin et al.
[KAR 09] considered an array of two nanoresonators coupled by an elastic force and in-
dependently excited around their resonant frequencies. They showed that the linear and
low nonlinear responses of a nano-resonator can be modified by the excitation of the other
nano-resonators. The vibration of one oscillator can be used to change the nonlinear dy-
namics of another oscillator and thus increase its dynamical range. When two resonators
are strongly excited in their nonlinear domain, the response curves become more com-
plex. Lifshitz et al. [LIF 03] used perturbation methods to study the response of a MEMS
array under parametric excitation in the weak nonlinear regime. Their results showed
that increasing the number of oscillators makes the branches of solutions more and more
numerous. Multistability and bifurcations of parametric resonances have also been stud-
ied by Bitar et al. [BIT 15, BIT 17]. In addition to the numerous branches of solutions,
modal couplings also occur in the dynamics of a beam array. For example Gutschmidt
et al. [GUT 08, GUT 10a, GUT 10b, GUT 12] studied a beam array in a 1:1 resonance
configuration as well as 3:1 internal resonances near pull-in. Kambali et al. [KAM 15]
focused on understanding the coupling of different modal frequencies and their tuning
mechanisms. In the study, modal frequencies were tuned by adjusting Vdc in order to
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rescale the beam array into a specific configuration. Studies on modal couplings and in-
ternal resonances not only permit a better understanding of the dynamics of beam arrays,
but also give some insights on specific configurations such as the symmetric one.
Because a real MEMS array is not composed of trully identical beams, researchs are
currently working on correcting the manufacturing defects by tuning specific features of
the MEMS array. Porfiri [POR 08] showed that the vibrational properties of an array
of identical microplates can be tuned by properly adjusting Vdc applied across adjacent
microplates. In the same way, Akgul [AKG 11] proposed to tune voltages in order to
correct the phase and frequency mismatches of the MEMS array. Ashok et al. [ASH 18]
proposed to use non-uniform beams to increase the bandwidth of MEMS array device.
Tao and Choubey [TAO 18] analyzed the consequences of variability on MEMS arrays.
The results showed that due to variability, the quality factor of the device diminishes.
These works offer several possibilities to compensate defects and to bring the sensor back
into the desired configuration.
Spletzer et al. [SPL 08] compared mass sensing methods based on the change of the
MEMs array eigenmodes with the frequency shift method obtained with a single resonant
MEMS sensors. The addition of an added mass onto one of the beams of the array affects
the shape of the modes. The change is as much as three orders of magnitude greater
and improve the sensitivity of mass sensing. A localization of the mode occurs where
the mass was added. This study opens the door to new methods for mass sensing based
on the localization effect of modes rather than the shift in frequency. In [THI 09], the
authors used the method of mode localization for mass sensing purposes. A study of the
influence of asymmetry in the MEMS array was performed. Wang et al. [WAN 12] used 5
mechanically coupled beams to perform a mode localization analysis. For a symmetrical
configuration, the added mass generates a higher amplitude of oscillation on the beams at
both ends of the array. A review of studies using mode localization is provided by Zhao
et al. [ZHA 16].
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Chapter 2
Parametric analysis by tracking of
bifurcations and extremum points
This chapter focuses first on the numerical aspects related to
the detection, the calculation and the tracking of bifurcations.
A Nonlinear Tuned Vibration Absorber (NLTVA) and a
Jeffcott rotor are treated as examples for bifurcation tracking.
Then a multi-parametric recursive continuation method of
specific points such as bifurcation points is provided. The
method, based on successive continuation of extremum, is
then applied to a NLTVA to push the birth of IS at higher
amplitude of forcing.
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Bifurcation analysis
This chapter builds on the theoretical aspects introduced in the previous chapter to
address advanced topics such as detection and the multi-parametric tracking of bifurcation
points.
First, indicators for bifurcation detection along a followed curve are presented. Then,
augmented systems for the accurate calculation of bifurcations are described. By using
both continuation techniques and augmented systems characterizing bifurcation points,
an approach for direct parametric analysis by tracking bifurcation points of nonlinear dy-
namical systems is recalled. Instead of computing multiple responses curves with various
values of system parameters, bifurcation tracking permits performing an efficient para-
metric analysis with respect to one varying system parameter. The method is based on the
HBM for the calculation of periodic solutions. Then, bifurcation tracking is applied to a
Jeffcott rotor and a NLTVA to perform parametric analysis and observe the evolution of
LP and NS bifurcations.
Secondly, an algorithm based on multi-parametric recursive continuation of extremum
points is presented. The notion of extremum point is used to propose an original method
of multi-parametric recursive continuation. Then, the characterization of the extremum
point with an equality constraint function from continuated curve method is described.
Then, this characterization is used to establish a recursive extremum point in successive
increasing codimension. To finish, the multi-parametric recursive continuation algorithm
is presented.
Finally, the multi-parametric recursive continuation method is applied in Section #2.3
to the NLTVA to optimize Isolated Solutions (IS). By applying the multi-parametric re-
cursive continuation method to the NLTVA, the topological skeleton and extremum points
of the IS are obtained. The limit of existence of IS and extremum points optimizing the
zone without IS are found and used to improve the NLTVA.
Conclusions are drawn in the last section.
2.1 Bifurcation analysis
For nonlinear dynamical systems, an important role on the dynamics is played by nonlin-
ear phenomena such as bifurcations. Bifurcations are periodic solutions where the implicit
function theorem is ill-posed and where most of the dynamical changes of the systems oc-
cur. Therefore, a parametric analysis based on bifurcation tracking seems a good way to
apprehend the nonlinear dynamic of the system. In this subsection, the detection, local-
ization and tracking of bifurcation points using indicators and standard extended system
are presented. First, codimension-1 bifurcations are recalled based on the works from
[XIE 16a]. Then two codimension-2 bifurcations, Resonance 1:1 (R1) and Limit Point
Neimark Sacker (LPNS) bifurcations, are presented. The characterization of bifurcation
points with respect to Hill’s method combined with the equation of motion in HBM is
used to compute the bifurcation points.
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2. Parametric analysis by tracking of bifurcations and extremum points
2.1.1 Detection of bifurcations
A bifurcation point appears when a Floquet exponent λ crosses the imaginary axis, see
1.6. As stated in the state of the art Subsection 1.2.3, codimension-1 bifurcations can be
distinguished from each other by the way the Floquet exponents cross the imaginary axis.
In Subsection 2.1.2, the localization and the tracking of these bifurcations is recalled.
During the continuation, the augmented system used for bifurcation tracking can again
be ill-posed at some points. These points are called codimension-2 bifurcations. The
codimension-2 bifurcations R1 and LPNS are treated in this Section.
Codimention-1 bifurcations To detect codimention-1 bifurcation points along the con-
tinuated curve of periodic solutions, the following properties are used:
• Regular Points are well define, thereforeRX is not singular.
• Limit Points (LP) are characterized by a singularity in the jacobian RX . Its deter-
minant det(RX) can be used as an indicator in order to detect such bifurcations.
The bifurcation is detected when the corresponding indicator det(RX) changes its
sign along the continuated curve. To be sure that no additional branch appears from
the bifurcation, the jacobian J of the extended system defined in Eq. (1.19), must
be invertible, i.e., det(J) 6= 0.
• Branch Points (BP) are associated with the birth of a new branch of solutions. When
a new branch of solutions appears, the jacobian J becomes singular. Consequently,
the determinant det(J) can be used as an indicator of BP along the continuated
curve.
• Neimarck-Sacker bifurcations (NS) are associated with the birth of quasi-periodic
regime. At a NS bifurcation, a quasi-periodic branch of solutions appears and the
stability of the periodic solution on the main branch changes. A NS bifurcation
appears when a pair of Floquet exponent crosses the imaginary axis with λ =±iκ =
2πω2
ω1
with ω1
ω2
/∈ Q. Indicators used for NS detection have been proposed in the
following documents [SEY 09][KUZ 13][GOV 00]. These indicators also detect
SR with ω1
ω2
/∈ N.
ϕNS1 = ∏
1≤ j<i≤n
λi +λ j
ϕNS2 = det(2JBI2n)
(2.1)
where JB is a diagonal matrix composed by the 2n Floquet exponents and  stands
for the bialternate product. However, these indicators can also detected Neutral
Saddle points where (λi,λ j) form a pair of opposite reals.
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Bifurcation analysis
Codimension-2 bifurcations Codimension-2 bifurcations are detected on the curve ob-
tained by bifurcation tracking. To detect codimention-2 bifurcation points onto the con-
tinuated curve of bifurcations, the following properties are used:
• A 1 : 1 Resonance (R1) appears during the continuation of LPs when a sec-
ond eigenvalues becomes zero. Therefore, there exist two singular eigenvalues
λ1 = λ2 = 0. When the jacobian RX contains two singularities, the quadratic
eigenvalue problem has a singular eigenvalue with algebraic multiplicity equal to
two and geometric multiplicity equal to one. In order to detect a R1 using the LP
indicator, a small modification needs to be done to the jacobian. Since the jacobian
RX already presents a singularity associated with an eigenvector v, the regularized
jacobianRX+vvT can be used to detect a R1 along the LP tracking curve. There-
fore, a R1 occurs when the determinant det(RX +vvT ) changes sign. Additional
information on possible new branch of solutions can be obtained with respect to the
current bifurcation tracking curve. For LP continuation, the birth of a new branch
of solution is indicated by a change of sign of the determinant of the jacobian J
defined in Eq. (1.19). For BP continuation, the indicator must be regularized with
respect to the eigenvector vJ associated to the singularity of J . Then, the appari-
tion of a new branch can be detected by a change of sign of the determinant of the
regularized jacobian J +vJvTJ .
• A Limit Point Neimarck Sacker (LPNS) bifurcation can appear either on branches
of NS or LP bifurcations. This bifurcation is characterized by the combination of
NS and LP bifurcations with λ1 = 0 and λ2 = 2πω2ω1 with
ω1
ω2
/∈ Q. Therefore, the
detection of the LPNS bifurcation differs depending on which bifurcation is con-
tinuated. For LP continuation, the LPNS is detected when a pair of eigenvalues
crosses the imaginary axis with λ = ±2πω2
ω1
with ω1
ω2
/∈ Q. Therefore the same in-
dicator as for NS can be used. On the other hand, for NS continuation, the LPNS
is detected when a single eigenvalue crosses the imaginary axis. Therefore, the LP
indicator can be used.
2.1.2 Localization and tracking of bifurcations
In this subsection, the localization of the presented bifurcations is considered. Then, the
topic of bifurcation tracking is addressed. The added value of this subsection lies in the
localization of the codimension-2 bifurcations in the HBM framework.
Limit Point (LP) At LPs, the stability of the periodic solution changes. In forced sys-
tem, the LPs also represent extremums with respect to the frequency of the periodic so-
lution. They are detected by monitoring the eigenvalues Λ of Q which is equivalent to
det(RX) = 0, see Eq. (1.42). The LP bifurcations are characterized as follows [XIE 16a]:[
RXφ= 0L
φTφ−1 = 0
(2.2)
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2. Parametric analysis by tracking of bifurcations and extremum points
Once detected, the augmented system obtained by adding Eq. (2.2) to (1.5) can be used
to localize a LP bifurcation:
LP(Y ) =
 RRXφ
φTφ−1
= 02L+2 (2.3)
with Y = (X,ω,φ). Then a Newton-Raphson algorithm is used to solve the nonlinear
system (2.3):
LPY (Y k)δY k = −LP(Y k)
Y k+1 = Y k +δY k
(2.4)
where (k,k+ 1) indicate respectively the current and the next iteration and the jacobian
LPY is given by:
LPY =

RX 0L×L Rω
(RXφ)X RX (RXφ)ω
0TL 2φk
T 0
 (2.5)
Branch Point (BP) and branching BPs are bifurcation points from which new
branches of solutions emerge. One branch changes its stability by crossing the BP, while
the other one can be either stable or unstable. The most common types of BP that can
occur are the transcritical and the pitchfork bifurcations. The transcritical bifurcation is a
point where the curve crosses itself and generates a loop in the response curve. It plays an
important role in the creation of ISs, see imperfect transcritical bifurcations in [SEY 09].
On the other hand, the Pitchfork bifurcation is usually associated with the breaking of
an underlying Z2 symmetry, see [SEY 09] p. 238. At such a point, the new branch of
solutions arising from the BP does not respect the symmetry. The BP is thus detected
when both the stability changes and the new branch appears. The BP bifurcation can be
characterized by the following equations, see [XIE 16a]: RXφ= 0LRTωφ= 0
φTφ−1 = 0
(2.6)
Once detected, the augmented system of size 2L+2 obtained by adding Eq. (2.6) to (1.5)
can be used to compute a BP bifurcation:
BP(Y ) =

R
RXφ
RTωφ
φTφ−1
= 02L+3 (2.7)
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Bifurcation analysis
with Y = (X,ω,φ). Then a Newton-Raphson algorithm is used to solve this nonlinear
system (2.7):
BPY (Y k)δY k = −BP(Y k)
Y k+1 = Y k +δY k
(2.8)
where (k,k+ 1) indicate respectively the current and the next iteration and the jacobian
BPY is given by:
BPY =

RX 0L×L Rω e j
gXT 0TL 0 0
(RXφ)X RX (RXφ)ω 0L
0TL 2φk
T 0 0
0TL RTω 0 0

(2.9)
The difference between Transcritical and Pitchfork bifurcations lies in the degeneracies
of their normal form. Once localized, the distinction between them can be made by cal-
culating the term φT (RXφ)Xφ.
Transcritical ⇒ φT (RXφ)Xφ 6= 0 (0 Degeneracy)
Pitchfork ⇒ φT (RXφ)Xφ = 0 (1 Degeneracy)
(2.10)
Once the BP bifurcation has computed, the branching onto the new branch of solution
can be operated. For a regular point on the frequency response curve, the regularized
continuation (3.14) gives a unique tangent of the solution, but at a BP two tangents exist.
Therefore there are two independent vectors φ= (φ1,φ2) ∈ RL+1 solution of RPφ= 0
with P = (X,ω) and a unique left eigenvector φg ∈ RL of RP such that RTPφg = 0.
Consequently, Eq. (2.7) has to be calculated at the second order to obtain the two tangents.
P = P0 + εY1 + ε
2Y2
R(P ) = R(P0)+ εRPP1 + ε
2 (RPP2 +RPPP1P1)
(2.11)
with ε being the pseudo-arclength path parameter. So the differential at order two is equal
to:
RPP2 +(RPP1P1) = 0 (2.12)
By multiplying equation (2.12) by φTg , the following equation is obtained:
φTg (RXXX1X1 +RXωX1ω1 +Rωωω1ω1) = 0 (2.13)
Since there are two independent vectors φ= (φ1,φ2) ∈ RL+1 solution of RPφ= 0, the
new tangent can be written as (X1,ω1) = (φ1 +αφ2,α) with φ1 the eigenvector in Eq.
(2.7) and φ2 the displacement part ∆X of the tangent predictor step calculated in Eq.
(3.15). By introducing the tangent into Eq. (2.13), the following equation is obtained:
aα2 +bα + c = 0 (2.14)
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2. Parametric analysis by tracking of bifurcations and extremum points
with
a = φTg ((RXφ2)Xφ2 +2(RXφ2)ω +Rωω)
b = φTg ((RXφ1)Xφ2 +(RXφ1)ω)
c = φTg (RXφ1)Xφ1
(2.15)
The resulting tangent solution depends on the type of the BP bifurcation:
• Transcritical: c 6= 0
There are two solutions:
α1 =
−b+
√
b2−ac
a
α2 =
−b−
√
b2−ac
a
(2.16)
• Pitchfork: c = 0
There are two solutions:
α1 = 0
α2 =
−2b
a
(2.17)
Finally the branching can be made by perturbing (X,ω) in the direction of the new de-
termined tangent.
Neimark-Sacker NS bifurcations are points representing the birth of quasi-periodic
solutions. They occur when a pair of Floquet exponents crosses the imaginary axis with
λ =±iκ and κ = 2πω2
ω1
with ω1
ω2
/∈Q. These exponents are then introduced into Eq. (1.42).
The obtained equation, characterizing NS bifurcation, is separated in two equations rep-
resenting respectively the real and the imaginary part.
EQ1NS =
EQ2NS =

RXφ1−κ∆1φ2−κ2∆2φ1 = 0L
RXφ2 +κ∆1φ1−κ2∆2φ2 = 0L
qTφ1
φT1φ1−1
(2.18)
with q an arbitrary vector such that 〈q,φ1〉 6= 0. The results of NS localization can vary
depending on the chosen normalization vectors. For the following normalization condi-
tions φT1φ2 = 0 andφ
T
1φ1 = 1, κ = 0 andφ2 = 0 are solution of Eq. (2.18). The resulting
equations correspond to Eq. (2.2) that characterizes LP bifurcations [GRI 83] [ROO 85].
Because R1 bifurcations are located at the beginning or the end of a curve of NS bifur-
cations, this formulation could be useful in that case to go through the bifurcation, thus
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Bifurcation analysis
allowing the detection. Once detected, the augmented system of size 3L+2 characteriz-
ing NS bifurcation is obtained by adding Eq. (2.18) to Eq. (1.5). The initial value of κ is
taken equal to the evaluation of the eigenvalue λ after the detection.
NS(Y ) =

R(X,ω)
RXφ1−κ∆1φ2−κ2∆2φ1
RXφ2 +κ∆1φ1−κ2∆2φ2
qTφ1
φT1φ1−1

= 03L+2 (2.19)
with Y = (X,φ1,φ2,κ,ω). Then a Newton-Raphson algorithm is used to solve this
nonlinear system (2.19):
NSY (Y k)δY k = −NS(Y k)
Y k+1 = Y k +δY k
(2.20)
where (k,k+ 1) indicate respectively the current and the next iteration and the jacobian
NSY is given by:
NSY =

RX 0L×L 0L×L 0L Rω
EQ1X RX − (κ)2∆2 −κ∆1 −∆1φ2−2κ∆2φ1 EQ1ω
EQ2X κ∆1 RX − (κ)2∆2 +∆1φ1−2κ∆2φ2 EQ2ω
0TL qT 0TL 0 0
0TL 2φ1
T 0TL 0 0

(2.21)
with
EQ1X = (RXφ1)X −κ(∆1φ2)X
EQ2X = (RXφ2)X +κ(∆1φ1)X
EQ1ω = (RXφ1)ω −κ(∆1φ2)ω
EQ2ω = (RXφ2)ω +κ(∆1φ1)ω
(2.22)
The branching onto a branch of quasi-periodic solutions is out of the scope of this thesis.
Resonance 1:1 (R1) A R1 bifurcation can be encountered on a NS curve or on a LP
curve. On the NS curve, the R1 bifurcation either starts or ends the continuated curve,
whereas the R1 bifurcation can be encountered everywhere on a LP curve. These bi-
furcations are interesting for quasi-periodic analysis because they represent the limits of
existence of NS bifurcations. A R1 bifurcation is characterized by two singular eigenval-
ues λ1 = λ2 = 0 of the jacobianRX and solutions of the quadratic eigenvalues problem of
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2
1
LP
NS
R1 α
α
Figure 2.1 – R1 bifurcation
Eq. (1.42). Since it is the quadratic eigenvalue problem that rules the stability of the sys-
tem, the characterization must be done on the quadratic eigenvalue problem and not on the
jacobian RX . If the characterization was made on the jacobian RX , the R1 bifurcation
would be characterized with the two following equations:[
RXφ= 0L
RXξ = φ
(2.23)
On the other hand, when the characterization is made with the quadratic eigenvalue prob-
lem, the two equations characterizing the R1 bifurcation are:[
RXφ1 = 0L
RXφ2 =−∆1φ1
(2.24)
One can see that those two augmented systems are not the same. Only the second aug-
mented system Eq. (2.24) can localize R1 bifurcation appropriately. Once the R1 bifur-
cation is detected on either a LP or a NS curve, the augmented system obtained by adding
Eq. (2.24) to Eq. (1.5) can be used to compute R1 bifurcation.
R1(Y ) =

R
RXφ1
RXφ2 +∆1φ1
φT1φ1−1
φT2φ1

= 03L+2 (2.25)
where Y = (X,φ1,φ2,ω,α) with α the varying parameter used during NS or LP contin-
uation. φ is initialized with the eigenvector obtained during LP or NS continuation when
the detection occurs. Then a Newton-Raphson algorithm is used toto solve the nonlinear
system (2.25):
R1Y (Y k)δY k = −R1(Y k)
Y k+1 = Y k +δY k
(2.26)
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Bifurcation analysis
where (k,k+ 1) indicate respectively the current and the next iteration and the jacobian
R1Y is given by:
R1Y =

RX 0L×L 0L×L Rω Rα
(RXφ1)X RX 0L×L (RXφ1)ω (RX)αφ1
(RXφ2)X +(∆1φ1)X ∆1 RX (RXφ2 +∆1φ1)ω (RX)αφ2 +(∆1)αφ1
0TL 2φ1
T 0TL 0 0
0TL φT2 φ
T
1 0 0

(2.27)
2
1
LP
LPNS
NS
α
α
Figure 2.2 – LPNS bifurcation
Limit Point Neimark Sacker (LPNS) A LPNS bifurcation can be encountered any-
where on a NS or on a LP curve. These bifurcations represent a point of coalescence of
LP and NS curves. Therefore, a LPNS bifurcation is characterized by the combination of
the LP characterization λ1 = 0 and the characterization of NS bifurcation (λ2,λ3) =±iκ
with κ = 2πω2
ω1
and ω1
ω2
/∈Q. The equation of characterization of LPNS is the following:
EQ1NS =
EQ2NS =

RXφ2−κ∆1φ3−κ2∆2φ2 = 0L
RXφ3 +κ∆1φ2−κ2∆2φ3 = 0L
φT1φ1−1 = 0
qTφ2 = 0
φT2φ2−1 = 0
(2.28)
Concerning the normalization vector, an analogy with ZH normalization vectors can be
made [KUZ 13] p330. It is said that the Fredholm Alternative Theorem insure the follow-
ing orthogonality properties 〈φT1 (φ2 + iφ3)〉= 0. Once the LPNS bifurcation is detected
on either a LP or a NS curve, the augmented system obtained by adding Eq. (2.28) to
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2. Parametric analysis by tracking of bifurcations and extremum points
Eq. (1.5) can be used to localize it. When the detection occurs, the eigenvector obtained
during LP or NS continuation is used for the initialization of the associated φ.
LPNS(Y ) =

R
RXφ1
RXφ2−κ∆1φ3−κ2∆2φ2
RXφ3 +κ∆1φ2−κ2∆2φ3
φT1φ1−1
qTφ2
φT2φ2−1

= 04L+3 (2.29)
where Y = (X,φ1,φ2,φ3,ω,α) with α the varying parameter used during NS or LP
continuation. Then a Newton-Raphson algorithm is used to localize solve the nonlinear
system (2.29):
LPNSY (Y k)δY k = −LPNS(Y k)
Y k+1 = Y k +δY k
(2.30)
where (k,k+ 1) indicate respectively the current and the next iteration and the jacobian
LPNSY is given by:
LPNSY =
RX 0L×L 0L×L 0L×L 0L Rω Rα
(RXφ1)X RX 0L×L 0L×L 0L (RXφ1)ω (RXφ1)α
EQ1NSX 0L×L RX − (κ)
2∆2 −κ∆1 EQ1NSκ EQ
1
NSω EQ
1
NSα
EQ2NSX 0L×L κ∆1 RX − (κ)
2∆2 EQ2NSκ EQ
2
NSω EQ
2
NSα
0TL 2φ1
T 0TL 0TL 0 0
0TL 0TL qT 0TL 0 0 0
0TL 0TL 2φ1
T 0TL 0 0 0

(2.31)
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with
EQ1NSX = (RXφ2)X −κ(∆1φ3)X
EQ2NSX = (RXφ3)X +κ(∆1φ2)X
EQ1NSκ =−(∆1φ2)ω −2κ∆2φ1
EQ2NSκ = (∆1φ1)ω −2κ∆2φ2
EQ1NSω = (RXφ2)ω −κ(∆1φ3)ω
EQ2NSω = (RXφ3)ω +κ(∆1φ2)ω
EQ1NSα = (RX)αφ1−κ(∆1)αφ2−κ
2(∆2)αφ2
EQ2NSα = (RX)αφ2 +κ(∆1)αφ1−κ
2(∆2)αφ3
(2.32)
Bifurcation tracking When a system parameter α is modified, dynamical phenomena
such as bifurcation points can vary continuously. Therefore, a direct continuation of bi-
furcations can be used for parametric analysis. First, the bifurcation has to be localized
with the default value of the chosen system parameter α0 chosen at the beginning of the
simulation. Once the bifurcation has been localized, the chosen system parameter α is
added as a new unknown to the set of system parameters Y used to compute the bifurca-
tion. Then, as for the continuation method presented in Subsection 1.1.2, the continuated
augmented system is formed by an arc-length equation and by the augmented system B
characterizing the bifurcation. The continuation of bifurcations is performed in two steps,
a predictor step and a corrector step.
Before applying the predictor step, the initialization of the continuation method has to
be performed. To initialize the continuation method, the tangent vector t = (∆Y1,∆α1)T
is computed with ∆α1 =±1 depending on the desired direction of continuation:
BY 0∆Y1 =−∆α1Bα (2.33)
Then, the obtained tangent t1 = (∆Y1,∆α1)T is normalized, multiplied by a step length
∆s and added to the starting point (Y 01 ,α
0
1 ):
(Y 11 ,α
1
1 )
T = (Y 01 ,α
0
1 )
T +∆st1 (2.34)
Then, a Newton-Raphson algorithm is used for the corrections. The correction vector
(δY k1 ,δα
k
1) is searched in the direction orthogonal to the tangent vector t1 of the predic-
tion step: [
BkY B
k
α
(∆Y1)
T ∆α1
]{
δY k1
δαk1
}
=−
{
Bk
0
}
(2.35)
Then, the correction vector is added to the previous computed point:(
Y k+11
α
k+1
1
)
=
(
Y k1
αk1
)
+
(
δY k1
δαk1
)
(2.36)
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2. Parametric analysis by tracking of bifurcations and extremum points
The corrections are made until convergence with respect to the error criterion presented
in Eq. (1.10). The obtained point is taken as the new starting point (Y 02 ,α
0
2 ) for the next
predictor step. Once the continuation method has been initialized with a first step, the
predictor step can be performed. A constraint equation is appended to ensure that the
tangent vector t1 = (∆Y j,∆α j)T at the step j of continuation is parallel to the previous
tangent vector: [
B0Y B
0
α
(∆Y j−1)
T ∆α j−1
]{
∆Y j
∆α j
}
=−
{
B0
1
}
(2.37)
The tangent vector is then normalized and multiplied by a step length ∆s and by the sign of
the scalar product between the current tangent and the previous one. This step prevents the
continuation method to go backwards on a previously calculated point. Once the tangent
vector has been computed, a succession of prediction and correction steps are performed
until the chosen range for the system parameter α has been swept.
2.1.3 Computation of derivatives during localization and tracking of
bifurcation
During the bifurcation analysis, the derivatives of R, RXφ and ∆1φ with respect to
the free parameters (X,ω,α) have to be computed. The derivatives of the jacobian RX
and Rω are described in Eq. (1.24) in Subsection 1.1.3. The derivatives Rα , (RXφ)X ,
(RXφ)ω , (RXφ)α , (∆1nlφ)X , (∆1nlφ)ω and (∆1nlφ)α are constructed as follows:
Rα = ZαX+Fnlα(X,ω,α)−Fα(X,ω,α)
(RXφ)X = (FnlXφ)X
(RXφ)ω = Zωφ+(FnlXφ)ω
(RXφ)α = Zαφ+(FnlXφ)α
Rωω = 2(∇2⊗M)X+Fnlωω(X,ω,α)
(∆1φ)X = (∆1nlφ)X
(∆1φ)ω = 2(∇⊗M)φ+(∆1nlφ)ω
(∆1φ)α = (∆1lφ)α +(∆1nlφ)α
(2.38)
with Zω computed with Eq. (1.25), the nonlinear terms Fnlα and the derivative Fα of the
forcing vector obtained with the AFT method described in Section 1.1.1. Zα and (∆1l)α
are build depending on which system parameter has been chosen as α . Before computing
(FnlXφ)X , (FnlXφ)ω , (FnlXφ)α , (∆1nlφ)X , (∆1nlφ)ω and (∆1nlφ)α with the AFT
approach, the vector φ is sampled as in 1.1.3.
ϕ̄1 = [ϕ1(t1), . . . ,ϕ1(tN)]T = (Γ⊗In)φ
ϕ̄2 = [ϕ2(t1), . . . ,ϕ2(tN)]T = (Γ⊗In)(∇⊗In)φ
ϕ̄3 = [ϕ3(t1), . . . ,ϕ3(tN)]T = (Γ⊗In)(∇⊗In)X
(2.39)
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Bifurcation analysis
Once the sampled vectors (ϕ̄1,ϕ̄2,ϕ̄3) are obtained, (FnlXφ)X , (FnlXφ)ω , (FnlXφ)α ,
(∆1nlφ)X , (∆1nlφ)ω and (∆1nlφ)α can be computed.
(FnlXφ)X = (Γ
−1⊗In)
(
∂
∂ x̄
(
∂ f̄nl
∂ x̄ ϕ̄1 +
∂ r̄
∂ ¯̇xϕ̄2
)
(Γ⊗In)
+ ∂
∂ ¯̇x
(
∂ f̄nl
∂ x̄ ϕ̄1 +
∂ f̄nl
∂ ¯̇x ϕ̄2
)
ω
(
(Γ∇)⊗In
))
(FnlXφ)ω = (Γ
−1⊗In)
(
∂
∂ ¯̇x
(
∂ f̄nl
∂ x̄ ϕ̄1 +
∂ f̄nl
∂ ¯̇x ϕ̄2
)
+ ∂ f̄nl
∂ ¯̇x
)(
(Γ∇)⊗In
)
X
(FnlXφ)α = (Γ
−1⊗In) ∂∂ ᾱ
(
∂ f̄nl
∂ x̄ ϕ̄1 +
∂ f̄nl
∂ ¯̇x ϕ̄2
)
Fnlωω = (Γ
−1⊗In)
(
∂
∂ ¯̇x
(
∂ f̄nl
∂ ¯̇x ϕ̄3
))(
(Γ∇)⊗In
)
X
(∆1nlφ)X = (Γ
−1⊗In)
(
∂
∂ ¯̇x
(
∂ f̄nl
∂ ¯̇x ϕ̄1
)(
Γ⊗In
)
+ ∂
∂ x̄
(
∂ f̄nl
∂ ¯̇x ϕ̄1
)
ω
(
(Γ∇)⊗In
))
(∆1nlφ)ω = (Γ
−1⊗In) ∂∂ ¯̇x
(
∂ f̄nl
∂ ¯̇x ϕ̄1
)
ω
(
(Γ∇)⊗In
)
X
(∆1nlφ)α = (Γ
−1⊗In) ∂∂ ᾱ
(
∂ f̄nl
∂ ¯̇x ϕ̄1
)
(2.40)
where ∂fnl
∂ ¯̇x is computed in Section 1.1.3 and
(
∂fnlxϕ
∂ x̄ ,
∂fnlxϕ
∂ ¯̇x ,
∂fnl ẋϕ
∂ x̄ ,
∂fnl ẋϕ
∂ ¯̇x
)
are (nN×
nN) size blocs diagonal matrix build as follows in the time domain:
∂fnlxϕ
∂ x̄ = diag
(
∂fnlxϕ
∂x
∣∣∣
t=t1
, ..., ∂fnlxϕ
∂x
∣∣∣
t=tN
)
∂fnlxϕ
∂ ¯̇x =
∂fnl ẋϕ
∂ x̄ = diag
(
∂fnlxϕ
∂ ẋ
∣∣∣
t=t1
, ..., ∂fnlxϕ
∂ ẋ
∣∣∣
t=tN
)
∂fnl ẋϕ
∂ ¯̇x = diag
(
∂fnl ẋϕ
∂ ẋ
∣∣∣
t=t1
, ..., ∂fnl ẋϕ
∂ ẋ
∣∣∣
t=tN
) (2.41)
The jacobians can be computed analytically or by finite differences. The finite differences
can be performed either in the time domain:
(rxϕ)x =
∂rxϕ
∂x '
1
εx
[rx(x+ εxϕ)−rx(x)]
(rxϕ)ẋ =
∂rxϕ
∂ ẋ '
1
εẋ
[rx(ẋ+ εẋϕ)−rx(ẋ)]
(rxϕ)α =
∂rxϕ
∂α
' 1
εα
[rx(α(1+ εα))−rx(α)]
(2.42)
or in the frequency domain:
(RXφ)X ' 1εX [RX(X+ εXφ)−RX(X)]
(RXφ)ω ' 1εω [RX(ω(1+ εω))−RX(ω)]
(RXφ)α ' 1εα [RX(α(1+ εα))−RX(α)]
(∆1φ)X ' 1εX [∆1(X+ εXφ)−∆1(X)]
(∆1φ)ω ' 1εω [∆1(ω(1+ εω))−∆1(ω)]
(∆1φ)α ' 1εα [∆1(α(1+ εα))−∆1(α)]
(2.43)
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2. Parametric analysis by tracking of bifurcations and extremum points
ε = 10−6 is used to compute the perturbations εx, εẋ and εX :
εx = ε
(
‖x‖
‖ϕ‖
+ ε
)
εẋ = ε
(
‖ẋ‖
‖ϕ‖
+ ε
)
εX = ε
(
‖X‖
‖φ‖
+ ε
)
(2.44)
By normalizing the εx, εẋ and εX , the local stiffness of the problem is taken into account
leading to a higher precision of the finite differences.
2.1.4 Examples of bifurcation tracking
In this subsection, detection, localization and bifurcation tracking are performed on a
NLTVA and a Jeffcott rotor to better visualize and apprehend the global dynamic of those
systems.
Bifurcation analysis on the NLTVA A Duffing oscillator coupled with an attached
NLTVA, as depicted in Fig. 2.3, is studied. The NLTVA system is a Duffing oscillator
tuned in such a way as to absorb the energy vibration from the forced primary mass. The
nonlinear dynamical behavior of the system is governed by Eqs. (2.45).
m1 m2
x2x1 ,f(t)
k1
c1
knl1
k2
c2
knl2
Figure 2.3 – NLTVA mechanical model
m1ẍ1 + c1ẋ1 + k1x1 + knl1x31 + c2(ẋ1− ẋ2)+ k2(x1− x2)+ knl2(x1− x2)3 = f0 cosωt
m1ε ẍ2 + c2(ẋ2− ẋ1)+ k2(x2− x1)+ knl2(x2− x1)3 = 0 (2.45)
with k1 and k2 the stiffness coefficients of the linear springs, knl1 and knl2 the coefficients
of the nonlinear elastic forces, c1 and c2 the damping coefficients, ε = m2/m1 the mass
ratio. The primary mass is periodically forced at frequency ω and amplitude f0. The
NLTVA parameters k2,c2,knl2 are set according to the nonlinear generalization of the
Equal-Peak method presented in [HAB 15]:
kopt2 =
8εk1[16+23ε+9ε2+2(2+ε)
√
4+3ε]
3(1+ε)2(64+80ε+27ε2)
[N/(m.kg)]
koptnl2 =
2ε2knl1
1+4ε [N/(m
3.kg)]
copt2 =
√
k2m2(8+9ε−4
√
4+3ε)
4(1+ε) [Ns/(m.kg)]
(2.46)
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Bifurcation analysis
The remaining parameters of the system are set as follows: ε = 0.05, m1 = 1kg, c1 =
0.002Ns/m, k1 = 1N/m, knl1 = 1N/m3 in accordance with the literature [HAB 15]. The
nonlinear equations of the NLTVA are then put into the following matrix form:
r(x,ω, t) =Mẍ(t)+Cẋ(t)+Kx(t)+fnl(x)−f(ω, t) = 0 (2.47)
The vector x(t) gathers the displacements of the n= 2 DOFs,α is the vector of the system
parameters. The matrices M , C, K correspond to the mass, damping and stiffness ma-
trix, fnl represents the non linear forces and p the periodic excitation at frequency ω . By
applying the HBM to the differential Eq. (2.47) as detailled in [XIE 16b], the following
nonlinear algebraic system of size L = n(2H +1) in the frequency domain is obtained:
R(X,ω) =Z(ω)X+Fnl(X)−F = 0 (2.48)
with
Z(ω) = ω2∇2⊗M +ω∇⊗C+I2H+1⊗K = diag(K,Z1, ..Z j, ..ZH) (2.49)
Z j =
[
K− j2ω2M ωC
−ωC K− j2ω2M
]
where ⊗ stands for the Kronecker tensor product. The nonlinear frequency response
curves of the system for a fixed initial set of parameters (ω,α) and various amplitudes
of forcing are then obtained by coupling Eq. (2.48) with a continuation procedure such
as a pseudo arc-length technique [CRI 81, XIE 16a] as presented in Section 1.1.1. For
a forcing amplitude f0 = 0.005N, the curve is entirely stable, see Fig 2.4. For a higher
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Figure 2.4 – NLTVA frequency response - f0 = 0.005N
amplitude, such as f0 = 0.095N, LPs appear on the second peak of the response curve, see
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Figure 2.5 – NLTVA frequency response - f0 = 0.0095N
Fig. 2.5. LPs are localized with the augmented system presented in Eq. (2.3). For f0 =
0.11N, a zone of quasi-periodic solutions is delimited by two NS bifurcations, see Fig.
2.6. NS bifurcations are computed with the augmented system presented in Eq. (2.19).
For f0 = 0.15N, the frequency response curve in Fig. 2.7 contains new LP bifurcations
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Figure 2.6 – NLTVA frequency response - f0 = 0.011N
on the second peak of resonance and an isolated solution (IS). Then for f0 = 0.19N,
the amplitude of the response curve is suddenly multiplied by a factor three, see Fig.
2.8, due to the sudden merge of an IS and the response curve. To better visualize the
evolution of bifurcations with respect to the forcing amplitude, bifurcation tracking of
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Figure 2.7 – NLTVA frequency response - f0 = 0.015N
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Figure 2.8 – NLTVA frequency response - f0 = 0.019N
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2. Parametric analysis by tracking of bifurcations and extremum points
LP and NS bifurcations present in Fig. 2.8 are realized. The parametric analysis with
respect to the forcing amplitude f0 is performed with the method presented in Section
2.1.2. First, the LP of the second peak are continuated, see Fig. 2.9. The LP curve
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Figure 2.9 – NLTVA - LP curve from the second peak of resonance
presents three extremums with respect to the forcing amplitude. The first A1 extremum
appears around f0 = 0.93N and represents the birth of the LP bifurcations on the second
peak of the response curve. The second extremum A2 appears around f0 = 0.123N. This
extremum, called an isola center, represents the birth of additional LP bifurcations at
a point detached from the response curve. For higher forcing amplitudes, a branch of
solutions detached from the main response curve is emanating from the isola center. These
detached response curves are called isolated solutions (ISs) and are analyzed with more
details in Section 2.3. The third extremum A3 represents the merging point of the isolated
solutions with the main response curve. This is the reason why the amplitude of oscillation
increases so much with forcing amplitude higher than this extremum point, see Fig. 2.8.
Then, bifurcation tracking of the LPs present on the first peak on the response curve is
performed, see Fig. 2.10. The LP curve presents a single extremum point B1 with respect
to the forcing amplitude. Therefore, those LPs are not associated with any IS. Finally, the
continuation of the NS bifurcations is performed, see Fig. 2.11. One can see that both
ends of each NS curve are stopped by a R1 bifurcation. The R1 bifurcations are detected
using the augmented system presented in Eq. (2.25). A R1 bifurcation represents the
birth of a NS curve from a LP curve [KUZ 13]. Therefore, the continuated LP curve
must pass by all the detected R1 bifurcations. As seen in Fig. 2.11, the LP curve passes
by all the R1 bifurcations except one. Consequently, there must be an undetected LP
curve passing by this R1. For a forcing amplitude f0 = 0.3N, LP bifurcations appear
between the already merged isolated solution and the response curve, see Fig. 2.12. Once
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Figure 2.10 – NLTVA - LP curves from both peaks of resonance
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Figure 2.11 – NLTVA - LP and NS curve from the resonance
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2. Parametric analysis by tracking of bifurcations and extremum points
continuated and plotted with all the bifurcations curves, these LPs form a new branch to
which the previous R1 bifurcation belongs, see Fig. 2.13
The bifurcation tracking of LPs and NSs have lead to a better understanding of the
nonlinear dynamics of the NLTVA. Moreover, complex dynamical behaviors such as iso-
lated solutions have been uncovered. In Section 2.3, the analysis of isolated solutions is
conducted with the use of the multi-parametric recursive continuation presented in Sec-
tion 2.2. In the next paragraph the bifurcation tracking is applied to LPs and NSs present
in a Jeffcott rotor.
Bifurcation analysis on the Jeffcott rotor In a Jeffcott rotor, the amplitude of the
lateral displacement is limited by the rotor/stator gap. When the contact is established,
Coulomb friction and contact stiffness are considered as in [JIA 09] [PEL 14] [XIE 16b].
A disk of mass m is disposed at the middle of the shaft. The shaft is considered to have
a negligible mass compared to the disk. The contact stiffness is modeled by an isotropic
stiffness kc. According to these assumptions the rotor can be modeled by the following
equations normalized by the mass of the disk:{
ẍ+ cẋ+ kx+ kc
{
1− hr
}+
(x−µy sign(vrel)) = pbω2 cosωt
ÿ+ cẏ+ ky+ kc
{
1− hr
}+
(µx sign(vrel)+ y) = pbω2 sinωt
(2.50)
with the following parameters c = 5Ns/(kg.m), k = 100N/(kg.m), kc = 2500N/(kg.m),
h = 0.105m, pb = 0.1, Rdisc = 20h, ω0 =
√
kc/m being respectively the damping of the
shaft, the stiffness of the shaft, the isotropic stiffness during contact, the rotor/stator gap,
the amplitude of the disk, the radius of the the disk and the resonance frequency. The
unknown parameters r =
√
x2 + y2 and vrel = (xr ẏ−
y
r ẋ)+Rdiscω correspond to the ec-
centricity of the disk and the relative speed at the contact. {.}+ represent the positive part
operator. Problems with friction must be treated specially in order to be well-posed. In
this work, the Coulomb friction is automatically regularized in the frequency domain by
the AFT method which guaranty a well-posed problem.
First, the response curve is plotted with µ = 0.05, see Fig. 2.14. No quasi-periodic
solution is present on the response curve. However, two LPs are encountered near
ω
ω0
= (0.85,1). The first LP is a degenerated one. It appears when the contact is es-
tablished. The change of state between contact and non contact generate the degeneracy.
The second LP is non-degenerated. During the frequency sweep excitation, an hysteresis
cycle appears and the LP bifurcations delimit the cycle. For a high friction coefficient
such as µ = 0.11, see Fig. 2.15, the zone of quasi-periodic solutions delimited by NS
bifurcations appears. Such quasi-periodic solutions can lead to inverse precession which
can destroy the rotor. To sum up, it is important to obtain the evolution of LP and NS
bifurcations to properly design a Jeffcott rotor. Such parametric analysis are made with
the bifurcation tracking method presented in Section 2.1.2 with respect to the friction
coefficient µ . The LP and NS curves are obtained and presented in Fig. 2.16. The bifur-
cation curves obtained by bifurcation tracking pass by each computed bifurcation. The
bifurcation tracking allows to obtain the all evolution of these bifurcations with respect to
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Figure 2.12 – NLTVA frequency response - f0 = 0.030N
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Figure 2.13 – NLTVA - LP and NS curves from the resonance, LP curve appearing at the
location of the merge of the isolated solution with the main response curve
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Figure 2.14 – Jeffcott frequency response - µ = 0.005
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Figure 2.15 – Jeffcott frequency response - µ = 0.011
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Figure 2.16 – Jeffcott - 3D LP and NS curves
a single system parameter with a single computation. To better see the evolution of the
bifurcations with respect to the friction coefficient, Fig. 2.16 is projected onto the plane
(ω/ω0,µ) in Fig. 2.17. One can see that the LP and NS curves are coincident at a specific
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Figure 2.17 – Jeffcott - 2D LP and NS curves
point. This point represents a LPNS bifurcation. During the continuation of the LP and
NS curves, this bifurcation point is detected and localized with Eq. (2.29). Contrarily to
the NLTVA example, the end of the NS curve is not delimited by R1 resonances but by
bifurcations points degenerated by the change of state between contact and non-contact
of the rotor and stator.
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2. Parametric analysis by tracking of bifurcations and extremum points
In this subsection, the usefulness of bifurcation analysis and bifurcation analysis has
been presented with two examples, a NLTVA and a Jeffcott rotor. The parametric analy-
sis has allowed the dynamic of those systems to be better visualized. Moreover, some
complex phenomena such as isolated solutions in the NLTVA were uncovered during
bifurcation tracking. In the next Section 2.2, a multi-parametric recursive continuation
method is proposed.
2.2 Multi-parametric recursive continuation
Continuation methods are efficient tools for parametric analysis and more specifically
for tracking specific points such as bifurcations which govern the dynamical behavior of
nonlinear systems. However, a mono-parametric analysis is sometimes not enough and
multi-parametric continuation methods, i.e., when several or all parameters vary at the
same time, are essential to properly analyze and design nonlinear systems. Nevertheless,
a conventional multi-parametric continuation of solution points is almost unfeasible in
practice because of the disproportionate computational time required to obtain the whole
multi-dimensional solution surface. A more efficient approach consists in restricting this
surface to a set of points or curves by means of additional constraint equations. The pre-
sented multi-parametric recursive continuation uses recursive augmented systems based
on constraint equations characterizing extremum points. The key objective of the method
is to explore the topology of specific points found onto the frequency response curves by
tracking extremum points in the successive co-dimensions of the problem. The results
can then be used to optimize the safe operating zone of the nonlinear system and to make
it more robust with respect to adverse dynamical phenomena such as ISs.
In this section, the characterization of extremum points by a constraint equation and
its associated extended system are presented. Then, a recursive algorithm is generated
by successively appending new constraint equations to the extended system at each new
level of continuation, i.e., when a new parameter is freed.
2.2.1 Extremum point
The originality of the work lies in the fact that extremum point under equality constraint
can be rewritten depending on the constraint function alone. During continuation methods
with HBM, the continuated curve can be seen as the constraint in the following problem.
Therefore such characterization permits calculating extremums by using only the analytic
equation of the system obtained by HBM. Let the following problem be composed of
the function α(Y ) and the constraint G(Y ,α) = 0 with G being an arbitrary extended
system: {
α(Y )
G(Y ,α) = 0
(2.51)
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Let assume that within a local neighborhood there is a local extremum. The extremum of
the function α(Y ) with respect to Y is characterized by:
∂α
∂Y
= 0 (2.52)
By writing the first variation of the problem (2.51) and combining it with Eq. (2.52), the
following relationships are obtained:
∂α
∂Y = 0 ⇐⇒
{
∆α = ∂α
∂Y ∆Y = 0
∆Y T 6= 0
⇐⇒
{
GY ∆Y = 0
∆Y TGα 6= 0
(2.53)
So, when ∆α = 0, an extremum of the constrained problem (2.51) is solution of the fol-
lowing augmented system:{
∂α
∂Y = 0
G(Y ,α) = 0
⇐⇒

G(Y ,α) = 0
GY φ = 0
φTGα 6= 0
(2.54)
The condition φTGα 6= 0 that insures ∆α = 0 can be seen as a non-degeneracy condi-
tion. Such a condition is important if one wants to avoid degenerated points resulting
in an ill-conditioned jacobian during continuation. However, some of these degenerated
points will be calculated as the result of the recursive continuation in increasing codimen-
sion. Therefore it is important to extend the augmented system (2.54) characterizing the
extremum points when φTGα → 0 in order to also support such degenerated points.
When φTGα → 0, a normalization equation has to be added to the augmented system
(2.54) in order to avoid an ill-posed problem, leading to the following extended augmented
system: 
G(Y ,α) = 0
GY φ = 0
φTGα = 0
φTφ−1 = 0
(2.55)
In order to obtain an augmented system that provides both degenerated and non generated
extremum points, the equation associated with the degeneracy characterization has to be
withdrawn. 
G(Y ,α) = 0
GY φ = 0
φTφ−1 = 0
(2.56)
With an augmented system supporting the degeneracy, the robustness of the continuation
of extremum point is improved. One can note that this augmented system has the same
structure as the standard extended system used to characterize LP bifurcations. The aug-
mented system (2.56) has the advantage of characterizing the extremum points of a single
parameter α with respect to a vector of parametersY just by using the constraint function.
It also allows a recursive characterization of extremum points in increasing dimension.
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2.2.2 Recursive continuation of extremum points in increasing codi-
mension.
The multi-parametric recursive continuation method is based on the recursivity of the
extended system (2.56).
Initialization of the recursive continuation The recursive continuation can be started
from any solution point Y0 that can be characterized by an extended systemG0(Y0) = 0,
e.g., a bifurcation point or an extremum point (see [XIE 16a] for the definition of such
an extended system). For instance, if a LP of an equilibrium branch is chosen as starting
point, the extended system can be written as:
G0(Y0) =
R(X,ω)RXφ0
φT0φ0−1
= 02L+1 (2.57)
where the subsystem R(X,ω) = 0L is the equilibrium equation, and Y0 = (X,φ0,ω)
with X the vector of L unknown variables, φ0 the null right eigenvector of the jacobian
RX and ω a system parameter.
Recursive continuation A system parameter α1 ∈ α is then considered as a new un-
known and the branch of solutions of the system G0(Y0,α1) = 02L+1 is followed with
a continuation method. During the continuation, an extremum point is detected when
∆α1 = 0. The extremum point at the first level of continuation is called 1-extremum
point. To locate this point more precisely, an extended system similar to Eq. (2.56) is
used:
G1(Y1) =
G0(Y0,α1)G0Y0φ1
φT1φ1−1
= 04L+3 with Y1 = (Y0,φ1,α1) (2.58)
Then, another parameter α ∈ α α1 is considered as a new unknown and the branch of
solutions of G1(Y1,α) = 04L+3 is followed in order to find its extremum points with
respect to both parameters Y and α . This procedure is repeated in a recursive manner
until all the parameters in the set α have been used. In the following, the extremum
points found at the kth level of continuation are called N-extremum points. During the
continuation of Gk−1(Yk−1,αn), the k-extremum points with respect to α j, j = 1..k are
detected with ∆α j = 0 and then precisely located by solving:
Gk(Yk)=
Gk−1(Yk−1,αk)Gk−1Y jk−1φk
φTk φk−1
= 02k+1(L+1)−1 with Yk = (Yk−1,φk,αk)Y jk−1 = ((Yk−1,αk)\α j,αk)
(2.59)
In summary, the extended system (2.56) characterizing extremum points is used to create
a recursive extended system characterizing extremum points in increasing dimension. By
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using such a recursive characterization of extremum points, a multi-parametric recursive
continuation method can be implemented and applied to any specific point characterized
by the initial augmented systemG0(Y0).
2.2.3 Algorithm of multi-parametric recursive continuation
In order to recursively obtain all the branches of extremum points by continuation with
respect to a predefined set of parameters, the algorithm presented in Tab. 2.1 is used.
2.2.4 Results interpretation
The branches of extremum points obtained with the recursive continuation form a tree
with ramifications indicating increasing co-dimensions. The tree of extremum points can
be used to find local optimal sets of system parametersα, while the surrounding branches
form a topological skeleton defining the global dynamics of the system. In more concrete
terms, this skeleton can be used for instance to find the values of the parameters α for
which specific bifurcation points appear or collapse, i.e. by extension, the range of values
for which such points exist. This knowledge can then be exploited to appropriately choose
the value of the system parameters and insure a safe design.
2.3 Multi-parametric analysis of IS in a NLTVA
In this section, the multi-parametric recursive continuation is used to analyze the ISs
present in the NLTVA responses curves. The HBM is applied to the mechanical model
and standard extended systems are used to characterize LP bifurcations. Then, the recur-
sive continuation method presented in Section.2.2 is applied to these LPs. The recursive
continuation is composed of three levels of continuation with respect to a subset of three
system parameters: the amplitude f0 of the applied force, the nonlinear stiffness coeffi-
cient knl2 and the damping coefficient c2 of the NLTVA. On the first level, the LPs are
continuated with respect to the amplitude of the force f0. This level is used to explain
the birth and merging of ISs. On the second level, the birth and merging points of the IS
are tracked with respect to the previous subset of parameters plus the nonlinear stiffness
coefficient knl2 of the vibration absorber as additional parameter. Finally, on the third
level, the extremum points, where birth and merging of the ISs occur simultaneously, are
followed with respect to the previous subset of parameters plus the damping coefficient
c2 of the absorber. Finally, it is shown how the results of the multi-parametric tracking
can be used to optimize the dynamical behavior of the NLTVA and for robust design by
identifying sets of parameters insuring safe operating conditions.
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Step 0: Initialization
- Choose the set of system p parameters α= (α1, ..,αp) to use for
the multi-parametric recursive continuation.
- Define the bounded domainDα =Dα1× ...×Dαp in which the set
of parameters α is allowed to vary.
- Solve the extended systemG0(Y0) = 02L+1 to locate the selected initial
point Y0 to be continuated recursively.
Step 1: Level 1 of continuation and detection of 1-extremum
(a) Level 1 of continuation
* Consider α1 as a new unknown.
* Continue the branchG0(Y0,α1) = 0 with α1 spanningDα1
* Detect all the 1-extremum points with the indicator ∆α1 = 0
(b) Solve the extended systemG1(Y1) = 0 to precisely locate all
the 1-extremums Y1.
(c) End the algorithm if no 1-extremum is detected. Otherwise, go
to step 2.
Step k: Level k of continuation and detection of k-extremums
k = [2, ..., p] For each (k−1)-extremum Yk−1 located during step k−1:
(a) Level k of continuation
* Consider αk as a new unknown.
* Continue the branchGk−1(Yk−1,αk) = 0 with αk spanningDαk
* Detect all the k-extremum with respect to each parameters
α j ∈ [α1, ..,αk] with the indicators ∆α j = 0
(b) Solve the extended systemGk(Yk) = 0 to precisely locate
all the k-extremum points Yk detected in (a)
(c) End the algorithm if no k-extremum is detected or if k = p.
Otherwise, go to Step (k+1).
Table 2.1 – Algorithm of the multi-parametric recursive continuation method
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Figure 2.18 – Level 1: Continuation of LP. Stable (Purple), Unstable (Light Blue), LP
(Dark Blue), 1-extremum (Black)
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Figure 2.19 – Continuation of LP in the amplitude- f0 plane.
LP (Dark Blue), 1-extremum (Black)
2.3.1 Level-1 of LP continuation: ISs of the NLTVA
The parametric analysis is performed on the same system presented in the Subsec-
tion2.1.4. The system under consideration possesses ISs for some range of parameters.
The objective here is to characterize and track ISs in order to identify three zones: without
IS, with unmerged IS and with merged IS
In order to show the ISs and their various behaviors, the frequency response curves
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Figure 2.20 – Continuation of the maximums of amplitude. Linear knl2 = 0 (Black),
Equal peak knl2 = 0.0042N/m3
of the NLTVA are plotted in Fig. 2.18 for f0 = [0.1,0.15,0.21]N. For a low f0, there is
no IS. Then, an IS appears for a slighty higher f0 and finally merges for higher values
f0. Detroux et al. [DET 15a] have shown that it is possible to characterize the birth and
merging of ISs by tracking LP bifurcations with respect to f0 using the extended system
G0(Y0) = 0 described in Subsection 2.2.2.
To perform the parametric analysis of the ISs, the multi-parametric recursive contin-
uation method is applied to the NLTVA model with a LP as initial point for the method.
The continuation is performed with respect to the following set of system parameters: the
forcing amplitude f0, the coefficients of nonlinear stiffness knl2 and of damping c2. This
results in three levels of recursive continuation:
• Level 1: ( f0) Continuation of LP
• Level 2: ( f0, knl2) Continuation of the birth and merging point of ISs
• Level 3: ( f0, knl2, c2) Continuation of the point where ISs appear and merge simul-
taneously
The branch of LPs obtained at level 1 is plotted in Fig. 2.18. Fig. 2.19 shows the projec-
tion of this branch onto the amplitude- f0 plane. One can see that the two extremum points
obtained when ∆ f0 = 0 characterize the birth ( f0 = 0.12N) and the merging ( f0 = 0.18N)
of ISs. By varying the systems parameters, three regions can be identified: without IS,
with IS and with merged IS. Following the classification introduced by Detroux et al.
[DET 15a], these regions are characterized as "Safe" when the response curve has no IS,
"Unsafe" when the response curve exhibits an IS and "Unacceptable" when the IS has
merged with the response curve. These three regions present different dynamical behav-
iors. Concerning the "Safe" region, there is no IS for any value of the applied force f0, i.e.,
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there is no possibility of jumping onto a higher amplitude stable solution. Conversely, in-
side the "Unsafe" region, ISs with higher amplitude exist. Therefore, this region presents
a risk of jumping onto a stable solution at high amplitude. Finally the last region is called
"Unacceptable" because the IS has already merged with the response curve and exhibits
high amplitude solutions. These three regions have been defined by using the maximum
of amplitude as design criterion. One can see that there is no IS in the "Safe" and "Unac-
ceptable" zone since ISs regions either do not exist or have already merged. One can see
in Fig. 2.20 that the amplitude of the primarily mass is much more attenuated with the
equal peak design compared to a design of the vibration absorber without any nonlinear-
ity (knl2 = 0). Moreover, the vibration absorber under equal peak design remains more
efficient even after the merging of the IS.
2.3.2 Level-2 of LP continuation: continuation of the coincident
birth and merging of IS
Once the 1-extremum points characterizing the birth and merging of ISs have been pre-
cisely located with the extended system (2.58), they can be followed by considering the
nonlinear stiffness coefficient knl2 as a new variable and computing the branch of solu-
tions of G1(Y1,knl2) = 0. The subset of varying parameters at level 2 is then ( f0,knl2).
The resulting branch of 1-extremum points is plotted in Figs. 2.21 and 2.22. Figs 2.21a
and 2.21b show the branch for the same range of parameters as before whereas Figs 2.22a
and 2.22b show an extended view of the whole branch of 1-extremum points. Two 2-
extremum points can be observed on these extended views. The point at high amplitude
of forcing represents the upper limit of existence of IS, whereas the point at low ampli-
tude of forcing represent the lower limit of existence of IS. At these points, the birth and
merging of ISs are coincident, i.e., the unsafe region has disappeared. For values of f0 be-
tween these two points, ISs exist and for values of f0 below and above, there is no IS. The
level-2 extended system (2.59) G2(Y2) = 0 is used to locate precisely these two points
leading to sets of parameters ( f0,knl2) approximately equal to (0.0076N,0.0017N/m3)
and (16N,0.0076N/m3). To better visualize the absence of the unsafe region at these two
2-extremums, the branches of LP for these sets of parameters are plotted in Figs. 2.23a
and 2.23b.
It is clear from these figures that the "safe" region is schrinked in the first case (Fig.
2.23a) whereas it is considerably enlarged in the second case (Fig. 2.23b). In addition,
after projecting the 1-extremum branch of Fig. 2.22b onto the knl2- f0 plane, see Fig. 2.24,
there is no IS for knl2 > 0.0076N/m3 or knl2 < 0.0017N/m3 in the frequency response
curves whatever the value of the other level-2 varying system parameter f0. Moreover,
this projected 1-extremum can be used to identify the value of knl2 required to set the birth
of ISs at specific amplitude of forcing f0 between the upper and lower limit of existence
of ISs. For instance, the IS birth can be set at f0 = 0.5N by choosing knl2 ≈ 0.0068N/m3,
as shown in Fig. 2.23c. This confirms the possibility of tuning the birth or merging point
of ISs at a specific amplitude of forcing f0.
The efficiency of the vibration absorber of Fig. 2.25 can be verified by comparing
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(a) Continuation of the birth and merging of IS in the amplitude- f0 plane
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(b) Continuation of the birth and merging of ISs in the amplitude- f0 plane
(extended view)
Figure 2.21 – Continuation of birth and merging points (1-extremum). LP (Blue), 1-
extremum (Black), 2-extremum (Red)
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Figure 2.22 – 3D-Continuation of birth and merging points (1-extremum). LP (Blue),
1-extremum (Black), 2-extremum (Red)
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(a) LP curve for knl2 ≈ 0.0017N/m3
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(b) LP curve for knl2 ≈ 0.0076N/m3
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(c) LP curves for knl2 ≈ 0.0068N/m3
Figure 2.23 – LP curves using parameters associated with the two 2-extremum points and
the birth point at f0 = 0.5N. LP (Blue), 1-extremum (Black), 2-extremum (Red)
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Figure 2.24 – Projection of the branch of birth and merging points (1-extremum). On the
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the maximum of amplitude of the different designs. It can be observed in Fig. 2.25
that the equal peak design is the more efficient design before reaching its IS merging
point. However, once the merging point of the equal peak design is crossed, the design
with the set of parameters obtained for a birth point at f0 = 0.5N (Design #1) becomes
more efficient. In the same way, once the merging point of the the design with the set
of parameters obtained for a birth point at f0 = 0.5N is crossed, the design obtained at
the 2-extremum at high amplitude of forcing (Design #2) becomes more efficient. As a
results, the deisgn of the NLTVA can be optimized by appropriately choosing the value of
knl2 accordingly to the operating range of the forcing f0.
2.3.3 Level-3 of continuation: continuation of the coincident birth
and merging points of IS
At level 3 of the recursive continuation, the two 2-extremum points are tracked by con-
sidering the NLTVA damping coefficient c2 as a new unknown in the extended system
G2(Y2,α2) = 0. The subset of varying parameters at level 3 is then ( f0,knl2,c2). The
resulting branch of 2-extremum points is plotted in Fig. 2.26. All the points of this
branch provide a set of parameters ( f0,knl2,c2) for which the birth and merging of ISs
are coincident (no "unsafe" region). The projections of this branch on the c2- f0 and c2-
knl2 planes are displayed in Figs. 2.27a and 2.27b. Using the extended system (2.59)
at level 3 G3(Y3) = 0, several 3-extremum points are detected on this branch. Two
3-extremum points with respect to c2 and knl2 are obtained for (c2 = 0.029Ns/m,knl2 =
0.072N/m3, f0 = 1.03N) and (c2 = 0.0056Ns/m,knl2 =−0.0022N/m3, f0 = 0.036N) re-
spectively. The 3-extremum point with respect to c2 (Design #3) represents the upper limit
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(a) Comparison of the maximum of amplitude.
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(b) Comparison of the maximum of amplitude (extended view).
Figure 2.25 – Continuation of the maximum of amplitude. Linear for knl2 = 0N/m3
(Black), Equal Peak for knl2 = 0.0042N/m3 (Blue), Design #1 for knl2 ≈ 0.0068N/m3
(Green), Design #2 for knl2 ≈ 0.0076N/m3 (Orange)
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Figure 2.26 – Continuation of 2-extremum points. 1-extremum (Black), 2-extremum
(Red), 3-extremum (Blue)
of existence of ISs with respect to c2. Therefore, for c2 > 0.029e−2Ns/m, there is no IS
whatever the value of the other level 3 varying parameters ( f0,knl2). In the same way, the
3-extremum point with respect to knl2 (Design #4) represents the lower limit of existence
of IS with respect to knl2. Consequently, for knl2 <−0.0022N/m3, there is no IS whatever
the value of the other level 3 varying parameters ( f0,c2). However, the safe zone is very
small on this case ( f0 = 0N to 0.026N) and the practical realization of such a negative
stiffness is not a trivial task. Therefore, this design is not very attractive. For high values
of f0, the damping c2 and nonlinear stiffness knl2 coefficients tend to c2 = 0Ns/m and
knl2 ≈ 0.0076N/m3. The corresponding set of parameters is not usable since a system
with zero damping is not efficient anymore and may not lead to a periodic solution over
time. Above this asymptotic value of knl2, there is no IS whatever the value of ( f0,c2).
It is noteworthy that the highest 2-extremum point of Fig. 2.27 is close to this asymptote
value of knl2. Therefore, the presence of ISs at this point is almost not influenced by the
variation of c2.
2.3.4 Suitability of the designs of interest
From the previous results, it appears that designs #1, #2 and #3 are potential good candi-
dates for the optimization of the safe operating region of the NLTVA. The corresponding
sets of parameters ( f0,knl2,c2) are indicated with labels 1, 2 and 3 in Fig. 2.27 and
gathered in Tab. 2.2 in order to make their comparison easier. Here, the value of f0
corresponds to the end of the safe region, i.e., either the birth of ISs (Design #1) or the
coincident birth and merging of ISs (Designs #2 and #3). It can also be read as a measure
of the width of the safe zone. The values of (knl2,c2) obtained with equal peak or with
others designs have the same order of magnitude, while the operating range can be greatly
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Equal Peak (Ref) Design #1 Design #2 Design #3
c2[Ns/m] 0.0128 0.0128 (idem) 0.0128(idem) 0.029 (+127%)
knl2[N/m3] 0.042 0.0068 (+62%) 0.0076 (+81%) 0.0072 (+71%)
f0[N]
at IS birth 0.12 0.5 (×4) 16 (×130) 0.12 (×9)
Table 2.2 – Parameters comparison
increased.
The maximum of amplitude of the primary mass for these three designs is plotted
in Fig. 2.28 together with the results of the linear vibration absorber (knl2 = 0) and the
NLTVA with equal peak design. It is used to assess the efficiency of the absorber with the
tested designs.
Form this figure, it can be concluded that the equal peak design is the most efficient
one in the range of f0 = [0N − 0.12N], i.e., in its safe region as defined in Fig. 2.19.
Above f0 = 0.12N, the other designs are much more efficient. Design #2 seems supe-
rior to design #1 because its gives almost the same amplitude but has a much wider safe
region (up to f0 = 16N instead of 0.5N) while decorrelating the birth of IS from the damp-
ing coefficient c2. Finally, design #3 might be considered as the best compromise since
it provides the lowest amplitude in its safe region up to f0 = 1.03N while decorrelating
the birth of IS from the nonlinear stiffness coefficient knl2. In comparison with the equal
peak design, its safe region is 9 times wider. However, this design has worse performance
in the range f0 = [0N− 0.1N]. A way to improvement may consist in using hybrid ac-
tive/passive control to switch from one design to another one depending on the value of
forcing amplitude.
To sum up, the multi-parametric recursive continuation method provides useful infor-
mation by exploring the topology of the NLTVA ISs such as extremum points and zones
of existence. The tested designs have a larger safe region leading to a larger operating
range. Moreover, their vibration absorption efficiency is better than the equal peak design
for high values of forcing. Designs #2 and #3 provide robustness by limiting the influence
of c2 and knl2 respectively on the presence of IS. Design #3 is particularly interesting be-
cause the appearance of ISs is decorrelated from the nonlinear stiffness coefficient knl2
while keeping a better efficiency than other designs for high amplitudes of forcing. A per-
spective for improving the NLTVA would be to track LP curve with respect to the mass
ratio ε under equal peak constraints.
2.4 Conclusion
In this Chapter, parametric analysis methods for nonlinear system have been presented.
First, the detection, localization and tracking of codimention-1, R1 and LPNS bifurcations
have presented. Then, the bifurcation tracking method has been applied to a NLTVA and
a Jeffcott rotor. The dynamics of both systems have been analyzed with respect to a single
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system parameter. For the NLTVA, the evolution of LP and NS have been computed with
respect to the amplitude of forcing as varying parameter. In the Jeffcott rotor, the LP
and NS bifurcations have been tracked with respect to the dry friction coefficient. The
detection of codimension-2 bifurcations along the curve of codimension-1 bifurcations,
such as LP and NS, has given additional information about the dynamic of the system.
Secondly, an original and efficient multi-parametric recursive continuation algorithm
is proposed. The method is based on a characterization of extremum point with a con-
straint equation adapted for continuation process and for recursive characterization of
extremum point in increasing codimension. By applying the algorithm to a specific point
of a system, its topology and all its extremum are obtained with respect to the chosen
parameters. The information obtained with topological exploration can then be used to
optimize the system.
The algorithm then is applied to a NLTVA to explore the topology of IS, delimit the
zone of existence of IS and improve the efficiency of the vibration absorber. The obtained
results allows to visualize the topology of the NLTVA’s IS with respect to the amplitude
of the force, the nonlinear stiffness and the damping coefficients. Many information are
provided such as the topology of ISs, its extremum points and the limits of existence of
IS. By using sets of parameters obtained at certain points of interest, the unsafe region
can be minimized, the IS can be pushed at high amplitude of forcing and the birth of IS
can be decorrelated from certain system parameters leading to a more robust vibration
absorber with larger operating range and better absorption efficiency at high amplitude
of forcing. As a conclusion, the proposed method improves the efficiency of the NLTVA
while making the system more robust to the IS.
As a conclusion, an original and efficient method for parametric analysis is provided.
The method can perform parameter analysis with respect to multiple system parameter.
Moreover, the method can be applied to any point of any nonlinear system that can be
properly characterized. By applying the method to the NLTVA, the evolution of IS with
respect to several parameters has been uncovered leading to a robustification and opti-
mization of the system.
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Chapter 3
Nonlinear Normal Modes and a
generalization to non-conservative
systems
This chapter presents a new method to compute Nonlinear
Normal Modes (NNMs) and analyze their stability and
bifurcations points using HBM. In order to compute the
NNMs, a frequency phase condition and a quasi-null damping
coefficient are introduced. The formulation is extended to
non-conservative NNMs by considering conservative
equations characterizing the phase and energy resonances.
Then, the topic of energy balance is addressed and the
concept of fictive force is introduced with respect to the
considered non-conservative NNM. Secondly, the computation
of NNM stability and bifurcations is performed with a shifted
quadratic eigenvalue problem (QEP). Thirdly, the NNM
computation is applied to a 2-ddl system under various
designs. NNMs and bifurcations points are analyzed in light
of underlying symmetries. LP continuation is performed to
compute and analyze the evolution of isolated NNMs that
appear due to symmetry breaking. Then, specific points onto
at a given level of energy of resonance are targeted with the
help of the fictive force. The accuracy of the method is
discussed with respect to truncation of the fictive force.
Finally, the theory behind the energy resonance NNM is
validated on a system with cubic nonlinear damping.
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NNM computation method using HBM
This chapter builds on the previous chapters to address method of computation for
conservative and non-conservative NNMs, their stability and bifurcations based on HBM.
In section 3.1, the continuation method is explained. A phase condition in the fre-
quency domain, based on the integral of the scalar product of the velocity and displace-
ment vectors, is introduced. Then a parameter of relaxation is added to the autonomous
differential equation. In Section 3.2, the topic of non-conservative NNMs is addressed.
Non-conservative NNMs are characterized using a conservative equation obtained with
direct extension of linear modal analysis to the nonlinear domain. Two characterizations
of non-conservative NNMs are proposed: the phase resonance and the energy resonance.
The energy balance associated to non-conservative NNMs is introduced via the concept
of the so-called fictive force. In Section 3.3, a method to perform linearized stability
analysis based on a shifted quadratic eigenvalue problem (QEP) is proposed. The two
singular eigenvalues originating from the undetermined phase are translated in order to
compute the stability of non-autonomous ODEs. In Section 3.4, the bifurcation analysis
is performed with respect to this modified QEP. By using augmented systems, bifurca-
tions can be localized and continuated. Finally, in Section 3.5, the method is applied to a
2-ddls system with respect to several designs. The NNMs computed with the first design
exhibit various complex dynamical phenomena such as change of stability, bifurcation
points, tongues of modal interactions. The topology of the obtained NNMs is analyzed
under the light of an underlying symmetry. With the second design, the system presents
a geometrical symmetry. The NNMs are then computed and analyzed before and after
a simulated symmetry breaking event. It is shown that it is possible to branch onto iso-
lated NNMs (INNMs) by using a LP tracking method along a free varying parameter that
breaks the geometrical symmetry of the system. Afterwards, non-conservative designs
are considered. First, a design with viscous damping is used to assess the required ac-
curacy for the fictive force to target specific points of NNMs such as points or orbits of
modal interaction. Then, a system with cubic nonlinear damping is used to analyze the
performance of the energy resonance method.
The originality of this work lies in the theory used to compute the NNMs, their sta-
bility and bifurcations using HBM. Moreover, it opens several perspectives of use such
as experimental tracking of NNM with the help of the fictive force and the detection of
INNMs and ISs.
3.1 NNM computation method using HBM
Let’s consider the nonlinear dynamical system with n degrees of freedom (DOFs) of Eq.
(1.5). To compute the NNMs, the forcing vector is taken equal to zero, i.e., F = 0L in
order to obtain the following autonomous equation.
R(X,ω) =Z(ω)X+Fnl(X,ω) = 0L (3.1)
To obtain a periodic solution differs from the trivial one X = 0L, two more steps are
necessary. The first step consists in imposing a phase condition to insure the uniqueness
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3. Nonlinear Normal Modes and a generalization to non-conservative systems
of the periodic solution. Then, to relax the equation of motion, a fictive energy has to be
injected into the system.
3.1.1 Phase Condition
NNMs are solutions of an autonomous nonlinear equation of motion (3.1) which is invari-
ant under the temporal translation transformation:
x̂ : R2 → R
(x(t),∆t) 7→ x(t +∆t) (3.2)
Therefore, if x(t) is solution, then x(t +∆t) is also solution for any ∆t. In the time do-
main, the symmetry of temporal translation of the equation causes the non-uniqueness
of the solution. However, with the HBM, time is replaced by frequency. Therefore, the
expression of temporal translation symmetry is modified. Let’s explicit the invariant trans-
formation X̂ in the frequency domain, X̂(X,∆t) being the vector of Fourier coefficients
of the translated displacement x(t +∆t).
x(t +∆t) = X̂0(X,∆t)+∑Hk=0 X̂
k
c (X,∆t)cos(kωt)+X̂
k
s (X,∆t)sin(kωt)
= (B(ωt)⊗In)X̂(X,∆t)
x(t +∆t) = X0 +∑Hk=0X
k
c cos(kω(t +∆t))+X
k
s sin(kω(t +∆t))
= X0 +∑Hk=0X
k
c (cos(kωt)cos(kω∆t)− sin(kωt)sin(kω∆t))
+Xks (cos(kωt)cos(kω∆t)+ sin(kωt)sin(kω∆t))
= (B(ωt)⊗In)(Rot(∆t)⊗In)X
(3.3)
So for periodical solutions, the invariant transformation becomes the following:
X̂ : R2 → R
(X ,∆t) 7→ (Rot(∆t)⊗In)X
(3.4)
with
Rot(∆t) = diag(1,Rot1(∆t), ...,Rot j(∆t), ...,RotH(∆t))
Rot j(∆t) =
[
cos( jω∆t) −sin( jω∆t)
sin( jω∆t) cos( jω∆t)
]
(3.5)
So in the frequency domain, the equation of motion (3.1) is invariant under the transfor-
mation X̂ (3.4). The resulting non-uniqueness of the solution can be interpreted as an
undetermined phase of the periodical solution that generates a singularity in the jacobian
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NNM computation method using HBM
RX . In order to determine the eigenvector associated with the singularity, the first varia-
tion of the equation of motion (3.1) under the invariant transformation X̂ (3.4) is written
at fixed ω and at ∆t = 0:
R
X̂
∣∣
∆t=0
∂X̂(X ,∆t)
∂∆t
∣∣∣∣
∆t=0
+R∆t = 0
R
X̂
∣∣
∆t=0
∂X̂(X ,∆t)
∂∆t
∣∣∣∣
∆t=0
= 0
R
X̂
∣∣
∆t=0
(
∂Rot(∆t)
∂∆t
∣∣∣
∆t=0
⊗In
)
X = 0
RX (−ω∇⊗In)X = 0
(3.6)
So due to the invariance under the transformation X̂ , RX is singular with ϕ̄1 =
(∇⊗In)X as eigenvector. Thus, one phase condition g(X) must be introduced in or-
der to impose the phase and therefore the uniqueness of the solution. A simple phase
condition can be obtained by imposing a Fourier coefficient equal to zero (3.7) as fol-
lows:
g(X) =X(i) = 0 (3.7)
However, this phase condition does not minimize the profile of the solution X between
two steps of continuation. Therefore, using a phase condition based on fixed Fourier
coefficient leads to a drift of the phase along the curve. This phase drift can make the
analysis of solutions more complex, can generate numerical problems at some specific
points such as modal interactions and can increase the computational time.
For example, in the case of a cubic nonlinearity, imposing the amplitude of cos(3ωt)
equal to zero will be problematic if the initialisation of the NNM is made using the first
harmonic cos(ωt). Indeed cos(ωt)3 = 34cos(ωt)+
1
4 cos(3ωt), therefore setting the am-
plitude of cos(3ωt) equal to zero will make the continuation diverge. Thus, a more gen-
eral phase condition is needed in order to work independently from the nonlinearities and
to provide a solution easy to interpret. To fulfill these requirements, Seydel [SEY 09]
proposed the following phase condition in time domain based on the one implemented in
AUTO [DOE 81]:
g(ẋ(t),x(t)) =
∫ T
0
x j−1(t)T ẋ(t)dt = 0 (3.8)
where x j−1 is the displacement vector at the end of the previous continuation step. This
phase condition g(ẋ(t),x(t)) can be transposed from the temporal domain to the frequency
one. The obtained phase condition g(X) in the frequency domain will be the one used in
this work:
g(ẋ(t),x(t)) =
∫ T
0
x j−1(t)T ẋ(t)dt = 0 ß g(X) =XTj−1 (∇⊗In)X = 0 (3.9)
This phase condition minimise the change of phase between two consecutive steps of
continuation. By keeping the profile of the solution the closest to the former one, the nu-
merical continuation is robustified and the analysis of the curves is made easier. Thanks to
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the integral formulation of the phase condition, numerical problems that could be encoun-
tered at modal interaction have been removed. Moreover, one can note that the derivative
gX is equal to the eigenvector ϕ̄1 (3.6). So, another way to understand the phase condi-
tion would be to impose the evolution of the component of X along ϕ̄1 to zero and thus
restoring the uniqueness of the solution for whatever the values of the parameters (X,ω).
3.1.2 Equation of motion regularized by injecting fictive energy
By constraining the nonlinear equation of motion with the proposed phase condition, the
uniqueness of the solution has been restored. However, such a system is overconstrainted
and posses a non square Jacobian. To perform to the continuation of such a augmented
system, the method proposed by Munoz-Almaraz [MUN 03, ARQ 06] is used. This
method introduces a non-conservative fictive energy e f ic proportional to an relaxation
parameter µ into the equation of motion (1.5) in order to obtain a well posed problem.
Mẍ(t)+µe f ic(ẋ)+Kx(t)+fnl(x, ẋ) = 0n (3.10)
One can see that the equation of motion is no longer conservative if µ 6= 0. To obtain a
periodic solution the input and output of energy have to balance each other. Therefore the
relaxation parameter µ in the nonconservative term must converge to zero at a periodic
solution [MUN 03]. Thus, the conservative property and the invariant manifold of the
equation (1.5) are unchanged while permitting the system to be well posed. Then, by
applying the HBM as in Subsection 3.1, the modified equation of motion in frequency
domain is obtained:
R(X,ω,µ) =Z(ω)X+Fnl(X,ω)+µE f ic(X) = 0L (3.11)
For continuation purpose, the form of the fictive energy is not important as long as it
is non-conservative. However during bifurcation analysis the jacobian of the augmented
system is used. Therefore, the form of the fictive energy E f ic has to be taken equal to the
eigenvector ϕ̄1 to leave the eigenvectors and their associated eigenvalues unchanged.
E f ic = (∇⊗In)X (3.12)
With this form of fictive energy, the derivative Rµ with respect to the parameter of re-
laxation µ will be equal to gX at the beginning of each continuation step. Therefore, the
Jacobian of the augmented system composed of the phase condition and the fictive energy
has only its trivial singularity regularized.
3.1.3 Initialization and continuation
The NMMs are initialized from the LNMs. A linear modal analysis is performed using
the Jacobian RX of equation (3.11) at X = 0L. ω represents the frequency of the linear
normal mode and φ corresponds to the shape of the linear normal mode. Due to the
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NNM computation method using HBM
undetermined phase, two eigenvectors respectively composed of cos terms and of sin
terms are found. Then, the NNM calculation is initialized by branching along the chosen
linear normal mode. In the rest of the thesis, all initializations will be made along the
eigenvector composed of cos terms.
(ω2∇2⊗M +I2H+1⊗K)φ= 0 (3.13)
Once the solution have been initialized, the continuation of the NNM can be performed.
For the purpose, the following augmented system containing both the phase condition
(3.9) and the regularized nonlinear equation of motion (3.11) is used.[
R(X,ω,µ)
g(X)
]
=
[
Z(ω)X+Fnl(X,ω)+µE f ic
X∗j (∇⊗In)X j−1
]
=
[
02H+1
0
]
(3.14)
The pseudo-arc length continuation method uses a predictor-corrector scheme. The pre-
diction consists in adding a predictive tangent step to the solution in order to approximate
the next solution along the curve. Then iterative orthogonal corrections are made using
a Newton-Raphson algorithm to get back onto the curve. To perform the prediction, a
system is solved to obtain the tangent vector (∆X j,∆ω j,∆µ j). The Jacobian called JNNM
is composed of the Jacobian of the augmented system (3.14) plus the tangent predictor of
the previous step j−1 on the last row. The resolution is made as follows:
JNNM
∆X j∆ω j
∆µ j
=
 RX Rω RµgX 0 0
∆X j−1 ∆ω j−1 ∆µ j−1

∆X j∆ω j
∆µ j
=
0L0
1
 (3.15)
Then the tangent vector is multiplied by a step length s and added to the starting point:
X1j
ω1j
µ1j
=

X0j
ω0j
µ0j
+∆s
∆X j∆ω j
∆µ j
 (3.16)
During the second phase, the corrections are computed orthogonaly to the tangent as
follows:  RX Rω RµgX 0 0
∆X j ∆ω j ∆µ j

δXδω
δ µ
=−
Rg
0
 (3.17)
At each iteration k the unknowns are incremented until the residue is smaller than a user-
specific accuracy ε . 
Xk+1j
ω
k+1
j
µ
k+1
j
=

Xkj
ωkj
µkj
+∆s

δXkj
δωkj
δ µkj
 (3.18)
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3.2 Generalization of Nonlinear Normal Modes to non-
conservative systems
For a usual damping of a few percents, conservative and non-conservative NNMs give
almost the same results. However, for higher values of equivalent damping, the obtained
NNMs are different and the calculation method has to be chosen appropriately. Moreover,
when the damping is nonlinear, a high damping can be obtained at high amplitudes of
oscillations. Therefore, efficient methods to compute non-conservative NNMs are needed.
In the literature, some researches concern the influence of damping on the NNM.
In [KUE 15], an energy balance is applied to conservative NNMs to explore the con-
nection between NNMs and damped frequency responses. Others researchers take non-
conservative NNMs as periodical solutions at iso-energy level. To obtain periodical
solutions without losses of energy, an input of energy must be added to the equation.
Krack proposed to insure energy balance by introducing a fictive negative damping
[KRA 15]. The corresponding energy added to the NNM equation must not modify the
non-conservative energy.
In order to obtain the exact energy to be injected in the system, the following approach
is used. The conservative part of the nonlinear forces is first discriminated from the non-
conservative one. Secondly, Phase and Energy resonances are computed directly from
equations properties. The resulting equations characterizing the non-conservative NNMs
are conservative. Therefore, standard methods for NNM computation can be used. To
link the non-conservative resonances with frequency-responses, a fictive force F f ic is
introduced. This fictive force can be seen as the input of energy needed to insure the
energy balance of the non-conservative equations of motion. Moreover, this fictive force
can be used to target a chosen NNM with a forced response.
3.2.1 Characterization of conservative and non-conservative forces
An energy balance is used to characterize the conservative and non-conservative parts
of the nonlinear forces. To obtain non-conservative NNMs, the nonlinear force fnl has
to be separated into conservative fnlc and non-conservative fnlnc nonlinear forces. To
discriminate such forces, an energy balance is made on the equation of motion. We use
the fat that viscous damping is a pure dissipating force and the terms associated with the
mass and the stiffness are pure conservative forces. A conservative force is characterized
by the following property:∫ T
0 ẋ
∗fnl(x, ẋ)dt = 0
⇔
∫ T (1−a)
0 ẋ
∗fnl(x, ẋ)dt =
∫ Ta
0 ẋ
∗fnl(x,−ẋ)dt = 0
(3.19)
with a ∈ [0,1]. For periodic solutions, only a = 12 and forces symmetric with respect to
the speed vector ẋ are solutions to Eq. (3.19). Therefore, the nonlinear force fnl can be
separated into non-conservative fnlnc and conservative fnlc nonlinear forces represented
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Generalization of Nonlinear Normal Modes to non-conservative systems
respectively by the following symmetric and anti-symmetric functions:
fnl = fnlc +fnlnc with
[
fnlc =
1
2 (fnl(x, ẋ)+fnl(x,−ẋ))
fnlnc =
1
2 (fnl(x, ẋ)−fnl(x,−ẋ))
(3.20)
The conservative and non-conservative parts of the equation of motion are then introduced
as:
Now that conservative and non-conservative terms have been separated, the non-
conservative NNMs can be characterized.
3.2.2 Phase resonance
In this subsection, the non-conservative NNM corresponding to the phase resonance is
presented. The phase φ between the damped NNM X and the forcing vector F of Eq.
(1.5) is calculated:
φ = arctan
(
((∇bis⊗In)X)T (Rnc)
XT (Rc)
)
with ∇bis =
 0 01×2L
02L×1 IH⊗
[
0 −1
−1 0
]
(3.21)
with (Rc,Rnc) representing the conservative and non-conservative part of Eq. (1.5) cal-
culated in Eq. (3.20). In order to have a phase resonance,XT (Rc) has to be equal to zero
with XT (Rnc) 6= 0. Since X 6= 0, the equation corresponding to the Phase resonance is
obtained (3.22).
Rφ =
(
ω
2
∇
2⊗M +I⊗K
)
X+Fnlc = 0L (3.22)
One can note that Eq. (3.22) corresponds to the classical equation used to calculate un-
damped unforced NNMs of an equation with viscous damping. Since Eq. (3.22) is au-
tonomous, methods for conservative NNMs computation, presented in Section 3.1, can
be used to compute the non-conservative NNMs.
3.2.3 Energy resonance
In this subsection, the non-conservative NNM corresponding to the energy resonance is
presented.
Characterization of the energy resonance Let’s make the hypothesis that at the energy
resonance, all the energy related to the displacement X is provided by the wanted non-
conservative NNMXE , resulting inX =XE . The energy resonance occurs when:
∂XTX
∂ω
= 0 (3.23)
First, the Eq. (1.5) is conventionally rewritten as:
ZX+Fnl = (Z+MatFnl)X =AX = F (3.24)
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3. Nonlinear Normal Modes and a generalization to non-conservative systems
with A a matrix such that AX−F =R and MatFnl = MatFnlc +MatFnlnc. The ma-
trices (MatFnlc,MatFnlnc) do not need to be calculated since they will not be used in the
characterizing equation obtained at the end of the development. After some calculation
explain in Annexes 4.5, the equation characterizing the energy resonance is obtained:
RE =
((
ω
2
∇
2⊗M +I⊗K
)
X+(Fnlc)
)
− 1
2
(
∇
2
1⊗M +
1
2ω
∂ (MatFnlTc )1
∂ω
)−1
(
∇⊗C+ ∂MatFnl
T
nc
∂ω
)(
(∇⊗C)X+ Fnlnc
ω
)
= 0L (3.25)
with ∇1 and (MatFnlTc )1 defined in Appendix 4.5. The calculation of the partial deriv-
atives in Eq. (3.25) are presented in Appendix 4.5. Since Eq. (3.25) is autonomous,
methods for conservative NNMs computation, presented in Section 3.1, can be used to
compute the non-conservative NNMs.
Example 1: case of a viscous damping and a pure conservative forcing. In this case,
the non-conservative part of the nonlinear forces is null and Eq. (3.25) is reduced to:
ZX+Fnl−
1
2
(
I2H+1⊗M−1C2
)
X = 0L (3.26)
3.2.4 Fictive Force
In this work, non-conservative NNMs are defined as non-necessary synchronized period-
ical solutions at iso-energy level. To obtain periodical solutions without loss of energy,
an input of energy must be added to the equation of motion. However, the corresponding
energy added to the NNM equation must not modify the invariant manifold. To do so, the
equations corresponding to the phase and energy resonances are compared with the forced
equation of motion. Then, the input of energy, called fictive forces F f ic, is identified:(
R=ZX+Fnl−F f ic = 0L
Rφ = 0 ouRE = 0L
)
⇒ F f ic =ZX+Fnl− (Rφ ouRE) (3.27)
with (R,Rφ ,RE) corresponding respectively to the equations used to compute the forced
responses, the phase and the energy resonances. The input of energy, represented by the
identified forcing vector F f ic, corresponds to the required forcing vector that has to be
applied to the system in order to pass by the corresponding resonance point. The fictive
forces do not modify the non-conservative NNMs since they are identified from equations
Eqs. (3.22) and (3.25) characterizing them.
The fictive forces corresponding to the non-conservative NNMs are presented:
• Phase resonance
By performing the calculation with Eqs. (1.5) and (3.22), the force vector that has
to be applied to the system in order to pass through the phase resonance point is
given by:
F
φ
f ic = ω (∇⊗C)X+Fnlnc (3.28)
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Shifted quadratic eigenvalue problem for stability analysis
• Energy resonance
By performing the calculation with the Eqs. (1.5) and (3.25), the force vector that
has to be applied to the system in order to pass through the energy resonance point
is given by:
F Ef ic = ω (∇⊗C)X+Fnlnc +
1
2
(
∇
2⊗M + 1
2ω
∂ (MatFnlc)
∂ω
)−1
(
∇⊗C+ ∂MatFnlnc
∂ω
)(
(∇⊗C)X+ 1
ω
Fnlnc
)
(3.29)
In previous work, only the phase resonances were computed. To observe the influ-
ence of a specific NNM onto the responses associated with a particular forcing vector, an
energy balance was made, see [KUE 15]. The energy balance permits to calculated the
value of a multiplier d that need to be applied to whatever forcing vectorF in order for the
forced responses to pass by a specific point of NNMX . The energy balance is interesting
for experimental purpose since it can provide forcing vector dF simpler that the fictive
force F f ic which can be complex to realize experimentally. Since the non-conservative
NNMs have been extended to take in account energy resonance, the method is adapted as
follow: ∫ T
0 ẋ
∗f f icdt =
∫ T
0 ẋ
∗dfdt
⇔ XT (∇⊗I)F f ic =XT (∇⊗I)dF
⇔ d = X
T (∇⊗I)F f ic
XT (∇⊗I)F
(3.30)
If applied at each step of continuation during the computation of NNM, the energy balance
provide the evolution of the multiplier d. These results can then be used to visualize the
evolution of the frequency responses with respect to the multiplier d and reveal in some
case interesting phenomena such as the presence of ISs.
3.3 Shifted quadratic eigenvalue problem for stability
analysis
Contrary to Linear Normal Modes (LNMs), NNMs present complex dynamical behaviors
such as instability and bifurcations points. Therefore, stability and bifurcation analy-
sis is essential to apprehend the dynamical behavior of the nonlinear system. The same
approach as in the case of forced periodic solutions is applied to the newly obtained equa-
tions (3.22) and (3.25), see Subsection 1.2.2. However, the QEP of Eq. (1.42) cannot be
directly used and has to be adapted.
Since the equation of motion is autonomous, RX has a trivial singularity that gener-
ates two null eigenvalues in the QEP. Theses null eigenvalues prevent a precise computa-
tion of either the stability of the system or its bifurcations points. Therefore, to solve this
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problem, the two zeros eigenvalues generated by the trivial singularity have to be shifted
to a negative value. For this purpose, the method described in [MEI 13] is applied. In
order to be regularized, the QEP Q has to be successively shifted twice. Q̃ represent the
problem shifted once and ˜̃Q the problem shifted twice. By shifting the two eigenvalues
to −1, the following QEP is obtained:
˜̃Q(X,
˜̃
Λ, ˜̃φ,ϕ1,ξ) = ( ˜̃RX + ˜̃Λ ˜̃∆1 + ˜̃Λ2 ˜̃∆2) ˜̃φ = 0L
= [RX +∆1(ϕ1ϕ
∗
1 +ξξ
∗)+∆2(ϕ1ϕ
∗
1ξξ
∗) = 0L
+ ˜̃Λ(∆1 +∆2(ϕ1ϕ∗1 +ξξ
∗))+ ˜̃Λ2∆2] ˜̃φ
(3.31)
with
ϕ̄1 = (∇⊗In)X, RX ϕ̄2 =−∆1ϕ̄1
ξ̄ = ϕ̄1 + ϕ̄2, ϕ1 =
ϕ̄1
||ϕ̄1|| , ξ =
ξ̄
||ξ̄||
(3.32)
where (∆1, ∆2) are defined as in Eqs. (1.43) and (1.44) with respect to the new equations
(3.22) and (3.25). ϕ̄1 and ϕ̄2 are respectively the eigenvector and generalized eigenvector
associated with the double null eigenvalues. One can see that ϕ̄2||ϕ̄2|| is the same vector
as ∆X in the tangent predictor step in Eq. (3.15). For the sake of simplicity, the nota-
tions (Λ,φ) will be used instead of ( ˜̃Λ, ˜̃φ) in the rest of this manuscript. The obtained
modified QEP permits the stability of the nonlinear system to be computed without the
problems generated by the undetermined phase. Therefore, by using the modified QEP,
the bifurcation analysis can also be performed.
3.4 Bifurcation analysis
This new QEP is used to obtain equations characterizing the different types of bifurca-
tions. Since the quasi-periodic solutions are out of the scope of this work, only the LP
and BP bifurcations are treated.
3.4.1 Limit Point
At LP bifurcations, the stability of the periodic solution changes. Contrary to the forced
system, the LP encountered on NNMs does not represent an extremum with respect to the
frequency of the periodic solution. Only the stability criteria remains. Instead of using
det(RX) = 0 as for forced responses, LP are detected by monitoring the eigenvalues Λ
of ˜̃Q. By introducing Λ = 0 into the quadratic eigenvalue problem, the equation charac-
terizing the LP is obtained: [ ˜̃RXφ= 0L
φTφ−1 = 0
(3.33)
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Bifurcation analysis
Therefore, to detect Ls the indicator det( ˜̃RX) = 0 is used. At LPs, φ is a liner combina-
tion of ϕ̄1 and ϕ̄2. Thus, Eq. (3.33) characterizing the LP bifurcation cannot be reduced
to a more standard equation such asRXφ= 0L.
It’s noteworthy that, contrary to the case of forced responses for which having a null
eigenvalue in the QEP is equivalent to having a null eigenvalue in the jacobian RX , the
equivalence does not stand anymore for NNMs. Since bifurcations are characterized by
the QEP, it is important to consider the regularized QEP instead of a regularized jacobian
for bifurcation characterization. One can see the importance of the regularized QEP pre-
sented in Section 3.3. Indeed, if the equation of characterization was based not on the
regularized QEP but on a regularized Jacobian such as
(
RX +ϕ1ϕ
T
1
)
φ = 0L, the LP
would be incorrectly calculated and placed at a wrong location.
The augmented system used to compute LPs is obtained by adding Eq. (3.33) to
(3.14).
LP(Y ) =

R(X,ω,µ)
g(X)
˜̃RX(X,ω,ϕ1,ϕ2)φ
φTφ−1
= 02L+2 (3.34)
with Y = (X,ω,µ,ϕ1,ϕ2,φ). Then a Newton-Raphson algorithm is used to localize the
LP bifurcation. The resulting linearized system at iteration k reads:
LPY (Y k)δY k =−LP(Y k)
Y k+1 = Y k +δY k
(3.35)
with δY = (δX,δω,δ µ,δϕ1,δϕ2,δφ), (k,k + 1) the current and the next iteration
respectively and the Jacobian LPY equals to:
LPY =

RX 0L×L Rω Rµ
gXT 0TL 0 0
( ˜̃RXφ)X RX ( ˜̃RXφ)ω ( ˜̃RXφ)µ
0TL 2φk
T 0 0
 (3.36)
3.4.2 Branch Point and branching
On NNMs, BPs possess the same properties as in forced systems. The stability of the
main branch changes and a new branch of solution appears at the point of bifurcation.
Since the NNM are obtained by resolving autonomous equations, all the symmetries of
the system are conserved and thus BPs are often encountered. At those BPs, a new branch
of solution arise from the BP due to a symmetry breaking of the system. By introducing
Λ = 0 into the quadratic eigenvalue problem, the equation characterizing the singularity
is obtained. Since the geometric property concerning the appearance of a new branch of
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solution does not change, the equation characterizing the appearance of a new branch of
solution is still valid. Therefore, the augmented system for the characterization of BPs
can be written as: 
˜̃RXφ= 0L
RTωφ= 0
φTφ−1 = 0
(3.37)
It is possible to simplify this augmented system by using some properties of the BP bi-
furcation. ϕ̄2 correspond to a the predictor tangent calculated in Eq. (3.17) with δω = 1.
For BPs, φ belongs to a subspace which is not spanned by ϕ̄1 and ϕ̄2, i.e., ϕ̄1Tφ= 0 and
ϕ̄2
Tφ= 0. Using those properties, QEP (3.31) is reduced to:
RXφ= 0L (3.38)
Since RX remains singular, a classical regularization of RX with respect to ϕ1 is going
to be used instead of the augmented system (3.37). R̄Xφ= (RX +ϕ1ϕ
∗
1)φ= 0L
RTωφ= 0
φTφ−1 = 0
(3.39)
Then by adding Eq. (3.39) to (3.14) the following augmented system of size 2L+ 3 is
obtained:
BP(Y ) =

R(X,ω,µ)
g(X)
R̄X(X,ω,ϕ1,ϕ2)φ
RTωφ
φTφ−1

= 02L+3 (3.40)
with Y = (X,ω,µ,ϕ1,ϕ2,φ). Then a Newton-Raphson algorithm is used to localize the
BP bifurcation:
BPY (Y k)δY k = −BP(Y k)
Y k+1 = Y k +δY k
(3.41)
with δY = (δX,δω,δ µ,δϕ1,δϕ2,δφ), (k,k+1) respectively the current and the next
iteration and the Jacobian BPY equals to:
BPY =

RX 0L×L Rω Rµ e j
gXT 0TL 0 0 0
(R̄Xφ)X RX (R̄Xφ)ω (R̄Xφ)µ 0L
0TL 2φk
T 0 0 0
0TL RTω 0 0 0

(3.42)
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In order to use the same method as in the Subsection 2.1.2 to discriminate a Transcritical
from a Pitchfork bifurcation, the matrix R̄X has to be used instead of RX . Once the BP
has been detected, the branching can be made. To use the branching techniques presented
in the Subsection 2.1.2, the matrix R̄P has to be taken instead of RP resulting in the
following method.
At a non-degenerated BP, two tangents vectors exist. Therefore there are two indepen-
dent vectors φ= (φ1,φ2) ∈ RL+1 solutions ofRPφ= 0 with P = (X,ω) and a unique
left eigenvector φg ∈ RL toRP such thatRTPφg = 0. Consequently, Eq. (3.39) has to be
calculated at the second order to compute the two tangents.
P = P0 + εP1 + ε
2P2
R(P ) = R(P0)+ εR̄PP1 + ε
2 (R̄PP2 + ¯RPPP1P1) (3.43)
with ε being the pseudo-arclength path parameter. So the differential of order two is equal
to:
R̄PP2 +
( ¯RPPP1P1)= 0 (3.44)
By multiplying equation (3.44) by φTg , the following equation is obtained.
φTg
( ¯RXXX1X1 + ¯RXωX1ω1 + ¯Rωωω1ω1)= 0 (3.45)
Since there are two independent vectors φ= (φ1,φ2) ∈ RL+1 solution of RPφ1 = 0 the
new tangent can be written as (X1,ω1) = (φ1 +αφ2,α) with φ1 the eigenvector in Eq.
(3.39) and φ2 the displacement part of ∆X the tangent predictor step calculated in Eq.
(3.15). By introducing the tangent into the equation (3.45), the following equations are
obtained:
aα2 +bα + c = 0 (3.46)
with
a = φTg
((
R̄Xφ2
)
X
φ2 +2(R̄Xφ2)ω + ¯Rωω
)
b = φTg
((
R̄Xφ1
)
X
φ2 +(R̄Xφ1)ω
)
c = φTg
(
R̄Xφ1
)
X
φ1
(3.47)
The tangent solution depends on the type of the BP bifurcation:
• Transcritical: c 6= 0
There are two solutions:
α1 =
−b+
√
b2−ac
a
α2 =
−b−
√
b2−ac
a
(3.48)
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• Pitchfork: c = 0
There are two solutions:
α1 = 0
α2 =
−2b
a
(3.49)
Finally the branching can be made by perturbing (X,ω) in the direction of the new de-
termined tangent.
3.5 Examples of nonlinear modal analysis using NNMs
A system with two DOFs with cubic stiffness and non-conservative forces is considered.
The mechanical model is represented in Fig. 3.1. and the equations of motion are given
m1 m2
x2x1  
k1
c1
knl1 
k2
c2
knl2 
k1
c1
knl 3
Figure 3.1 – System used as example for NNM computation
by:
Mẍ(t)+Cẋ(t)+Kx(t)+fnl(x, ẋ) = 0
withM =
[
1 0
0 1
]
, C = γK = γ
[
1+ k2 −k2
−k2 1+ k2
]
(3.50)
and the vector of nonlinear forces:
fnl = fnlc +fnlnc =
[
knl1x31(t)+ knl2(x1− x2)3
knl3x32(t)+ knl2(x2− x1)3
]
+ γ3
[
ẋ31(t)+ k2(ẋ1− ẋ2)3
ẋ32(t)+ k2(ẋ2− ẋ1)3
]
(3.51)
Several designs are considered, see Tab. 3.1. For Design #1, the phase resonance of the
system is analyzed in the light of underlying symmetries. The modal analysis shows a lot
of nonlinear phenomena such as changes of stability, bifurcations, symmetry breaking and
modal interactions. These phenomena are explained with the symmetries of the system.
Secondly, a symmetry breaking event is analyzed with the NNMs in the case of Design
#2. With the symmetry broken, INNMs are uncovered and tracked with LP continuation.
Afterwards, Design #3 with viscous damping is considered. During the NNM com-
putation, fictive forces are sampled at different points. Their Fourier coefficients, whose
relative contribution are less than a given threshold, are truncated. The obtained forcing
vectors are then used to compute the corresponding frequency responses curves in order
to study the sensitivity of the energy resonance with respect to the value of the truncation
threshold. Finally, nonlinear damping is introduced in Design #4 to validate the energy
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Design k1[N/m] k2[N/m] knl1[N/m3] knl2[N/m3] knl3[N/m3] γ[s] γ3[s3]
1 1 1 0.5 0 0 0 0
2 1 0.105 0.5 0.02 0.5 0 0
3 1 0.105 0.5 0 0 0.05 0
4 1 1 0 0 0 0 10−5
Table 3.1 – Design used for NNM computation
resonance with nonlinear damping and to study the birth of isolated solutions using energy
balance.
3.5.1 Phase resonance in the light of underlying symmetries
In this subsection, the Design #1 is considered. This design has already been studied in
some other works, e.g., [KER 09] and is known to present complex nonlinear dynamics.
It is used here to compare the results with a reference solution and to test the robustness
of the method. Moreover, an explanation of the complex topology of the NNMs based on
an underlying symmetry of the system is proposed.
The first NNM of the system is plotted in Fig. 3.2. It exhibits various dynamical
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Figure 3.2 – Curve of the first NNM
phenomena such as modal interactions, internal resonance tongues, BP and LP bifurca-
tions and bifurcation degeneracy. Moreover, internal resonance tongues seems to present
a specific pattern. Modal interactions with an even sub-harmonic of the second NNM
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appear from BP bifurcations, whereas modal interactions with an odd sub-harmonic of
the second NNM are present on the main NNM curve. These patterns originate from the
anti-symmetric relation present in Eqs. (3.50) and (3.51) of the analyzed system.
Comments on the NNM curve topology As stated in [PEE 09], NNMs of a system
with odd nonlinearities which are initialized using linear normal modes are necessarily
symmetric with respect to the following symmetry, see Eq. (3.52).
x(Ti2 )+x(0) = 0 with Ti =
2π
iω (3.52)
with i corresponding to the ith harmonic used to initialize the NNM. In the frequency
domain, the symmetry can be written as follows:
SiX+X = 0
with Si = diag(1,Rot1(
π
iω
), ...,Rotp(
π
iω
), ...,RotH(
π
iω
))⊗Inbddl
and Rotp(
π
iω
) =
[
cos( pπi ) −sin(
pπ
i )
sin( pπi ) cos(
pπ
i )
] (3.53)
Eq. (3.53) is statisfied when cos
( pπ
i
)
is equal to−1, hence the following definition of the
group satisfying the symmetry EHi is obtained:
EHi = {Hp/p ∈ i(2N+1)} (3.54)
Therefore any NNM initialized using the ith harmonic will be composed only by the
harmonicsHp ∈EHi. These NNMs are called "Pure NNMs" with respect to the definition
introduced into [GOL 12a, GOL 12b]. The NNMs that are obtained exclusively from BP
bifurcation will be called "Mixed modes" or "Modal interaction orbit". A mixed NNM
has a modal shape that mixes the modal shape of pure NNMs.
When a BP bifurcation is encountered on a NNM calculated on EHi, a bifurcated
branch of solution can be tracked by perturbing in the direction of the eigenvectorφ∈EH j
associated with a singular eigenvalue of the jacobian JNNM of Eq. (3.15). Depending of
the result of the intersection between the subsets EHi and EH j, the new branch of solution
has different properties. Indeed, the bifurcated branch can lead to the jth subharmonic of
a NNM where the symmetry is conserved, or to an orbit of modal interaction j : i where
the symmetry is broken. To determine in advance which BP leads to which type of branch
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of solution, the intersection of the two subsets is calculated as follows:
∀(i, j) ∈ N2,∃!(k, l,m) ∈ N3/
i
j
=
mk
ml
=
k
l
is irreductible.
If ((k = 1, l ∈ 2N+1) or (k ∈ 2N+1, l = 1))
(EH j ⊂ EHi) or (EHi ⊂ EH j)
If (k, l) ∈ (2N+1)2
EHi∩EH j = EHmkl 6=∅
If
(
(k, l) ∈ (2N)2 or (k ∈ 2N+1 and l ∈ 2N) or (k ∈ 2N and l ∈ 2N+1)
)
EHi∩EH j =∅
(3.55)
the subscript mkl holds for the multiplication m× k× l. From the computed interactions
between the two subsets EHi and EH j, three relations can be highlighted: Inclusion,
Nonempty intersection, Empty intersection.
Inclusion of two EH happens when (k = 1, l ∈ 2N+ 1) or (k ∈ 2N+ 1, l = 1). So
modal interactions can appear on the fundamental NNMs without any other constraint on
the two subsets. It is a particular case of the equation (3.55). The second NNM that is
initialized with H1 represents a good example. To do so, the fundamental first NNM is
represented without the mixed NNMs, see Fig. 3.3. The notation NNMab stand for the
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Figure 3.3 – First NNM and its modal interactions without bifurcated branches
bth sub-harmonic of the ath NNM. The pattern imposed by the symmetry S1 (3.53) can
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be observed. All the modal interactions 1 : j (with j an odd number) are encountered.
At each modal interaction point, the Fourier coefficients of the second NNM are indeed
included in the subspace EH j. Of course, since the HBM is used, the modal interactions
1 : j with either harmonic 1 or j superior to the number H of harmonics used for the HBM
can not be represented.
A nonempty intersection of two EH happens when (k, l) ∈ (2N+1)2. There is no
possible inclusion between the two subspaces, so the point of modal interaction j : i does
not exist. A modal interaction j : i cannot happen without breaking the symmetries Si and
S j. Nevertheless, it is interesting to see that the intersection of the two subspaces EHi
and EH j for (k, l) ∈ (2N+1)2 generates another subspace EHmkl on which a NNM of
Harmonic mklth can be calculated. So two modal interactions mkl : i and mkl : j can appear
onto the fundamental NNMs of ith, jth and mklth harmonics. If the modal interactions
mkl : i and mkl : j exist, they are linked by the NNM of the mklth harmonic. As an
example, the two first NNMs initialized using the 3rd and the 5th sub-harmonic are linked
together by the 15th sub-harmonic of the second NNM, see Fig. 3.4.
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Figure 3.4 – Modal interaction between the 3rd , the 5th sub-harmonic of the first NNM
and the 15th sub-harmonic of the second NNM
The intersection of two EH is empty when (k, l) ∈ (2N)2 or when
(k ∈ 2N+1 and l ∈ 2N) or (k ∈ 2N and l ∈ 2N+1). The intersection being empty,
there is no relation of inclusion between the two subspaces and no modal interaction
point can appear on the two NNM curves simultaneously. Therefore, a modal interaction
between the two pure modes calculated in EHi and EH j can only manifest itself as an
orbit of modal interaction appearing from BP bifurcations. The orbit of modal interaction
does not respect the symmetry of Eq. (3.52). Therefore, the subset in which the periodic
solution is calculated is a subset in which EHi and EH j are included. The only points
included in EHi or EH j are the BPs and modal interaction bifurcations found on the
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orbits of modal interaction j : i. To visualize the energy transfer between the two subsets,
an alternative representation of the orbit of modal interaction is used. The energy
corresponding to the symmetrical and asymmetrical part of the periodic solution X are
obtained using one of the symmetric operators (Si,S j) introduced in Eq. (3.56). In this
work, the symmetric operator Si corresponding to the tracked NNM is used.
AEi = 12(X+SiX)
SEi = 12(X−SiX)
(3.56)
To unfold the orbit of modal interaction j : i, the symmetrical and asymmetrical energy
are displayed with respect to the frequency.
One can see in Fig. 3.5a that the first NNM always bifurcates from BP bifurcations
to reach the modal interaction bifurcation points. Consider for example the tongue of
modal interaction 2 : 1 that links the first NNM with the second sub-harmonic of the
second NNM. The two subsets EH1 and EH2 on which the two NNMs are calculated
have an empty intersection. Since EH1 and EH2 are distinct, the two NNMs calculated
on those subsets can only by linked by a orbit of modal interaction 2 : 1 emanating from a
symmetry breaking bifurcation. In Fig. 3.5b, one can see two Pitchfork points generating
a modal interaction tongue 2 : 1. This tongue of modal interaction is composed of two
distinct orbits of modal interaction emanating from two BP bifurcations on the first NNM
and from a degenerated BP on the second sub-harmonic of the second NNM .
On Fig. 3.6, the orbit of modal interaction 2 : 1 appearing from the first BP is dis-
played with respect to the symmetric and asymmetric energies (SE1,AE1) defined in Eq.
(3.56) and the frequency ω . Contrary to the usual Energy-Frequency representation of
3.5a which displays only a quarter of the total orbit, the new visualization of Fig. 3.6
displays the orbit of modal interaction 2 : 1 in its totality. The transfer of energy from
the symmetrical energy, corresponding to the energy of the periodical solution included
in EH1, to the asymmetrical energy, corresponding to the periodic solution included in
EH2, is made more visible in Fig. 3.7. Since only a quarter of the orbit was displayed,
four different BPs and modal interaction points 2 : 1 exist. The BP bifurcations present
on the fundamental branch of the first NNM are encountered at maximums of symmetri-
cal energy and null asymmetrical energy. On the other hand, modal interactions 2 : 1 are
encountered at null symmetrical energy and maximum asymmetrical energy. This repre-
sentation also helps to understand why the continuation method keeps coming back and
forth either on branch 1 or on branch 2 between the modal interaction points and the BPs
instead of turning on the other interaction branch when reaching the modal interaction
point 2 : 1.
Comments on the BPs topology The same way symmetry has shaped the topology of
modal interactions, the influence of the symmetry on the topology of the branching point
is now explored. At a BP on a NNM initialized with a solution in EHi, three groups
are involved: EH j the subset on which the BP bifurcation perturbs, EHi and IHi the
symmetric and invariant subsets by the operator of symmetry Si from Eq. (3.53).
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Figure 3.5 – First NNM and its modal interactions with bifurcated branches
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To be invariant by the operator of symmetry Si, cos
( pπ
i
)
must be equal to 1. So the
group IHi invariant by the symmetry Si can be defined as follows:
IHi = {Hp/p ∈ i(2N)} (3.57)
Depending on intersections between EH j, EHi and IHi, the topology of the BP varies.
The case EH j∩EHi being already treated in Eq. (3.55), only the intersection EH j∩ IHi is
dealt with. So, in order to distinguish the different cases that can occur, the intersections
between EH j∩ IHi are listed below:
∀(i, j) ∈ N2,∃!(k, l,m) ∈ N3/ ij =
mk
ml =
k
l is irreductible.
If (l ∈ 2N,k = 1) EH j ⊂ IHi
If (l ∈ 2N) EH j∩ IHi = EHmkl
If (l ∈ 2N+1) EH j∩ IHi =∅
(3.58)
with mkl standing for m× k× l. Now let’s see how the symmetry can lead to possibly
additional singularities in the jacobian.
R̄Xφ = 0
⇔ SiR̄XS−1i S1φ = 0
⇔ R̄XSiφ = 0
(3.59)
One can see from Eq. (3.59) that the symmetry can increase the degeneracy of the jaco-
bian R̄X if φsym = Siφ 6= ±φ. Indeed, in that case φsym represent a new eigenvector of
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Figure 3.7 – Projections of the orbit of modal interaction 2 : 1
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the jacobian R̄X . So RX would have two zero eigenvalues associated with two distinct
eigenvectors (φ,φsym) ∈ EH2j . Therefore, this bifurcation corresponds to a degenerated
BP rather than to a R1 bifurcation. So to predict the degeneracy of the BP, we have to
analyze in which case the eigenvector φsym =±φ, i.e., the BP is non-degenerated when:
S(
π
i
)φ=±φ (3.60)
For this equation to be exact, φ ∈ EH j has to be either in EHi or IHi.
• EH j ⊂ EHi has been treated in Eq. (3.55) and requires {l ∈ 2N+1,k = 1}
• EH j ⊂ IHi has been treated in Eq. (3.58) and requires {l ∈ 2N,k = 1}
So when j /∈ iN, R̄X would have two zero eigenvalues associated with two distinct eigen-
vectors (φ,φsym) ∈ EH2j . Let’s see the example of the two BP bifurcations on the first
NNM that lead to the orbits of modal interaction 2 : 1. The eigenvectors are included in
EH2 and EH1 is the group where the first NNM is calculated. So with i = 1 and j = 2, the
symmetry does not generate an additional singularity at the two BP bifurcations, see Fig.
3.8a. On the other hand, when the eigenvector is included in EH1 and EH2 is the group
where the second sub-harmonic of the second NNM is calculated, the symmetry gener-
ates a degenerated BP: the modal interaction bifurcation point 2 : 1, see Fig. 3.8b. With
i = 2 and j = 1, j is not a multiple of i. Therefore, the symmetry generates an additional
singularity at the branching point.
With the presented NNM computation method, the NNMs of the system have been
calculated for Design #1 presenting an odd nonlinearity. A symmetry of the system has
been used to better understand the dynamics of the system. The topology of bifurcation
points, symmetric and asymmetrical branches has been explained. An alternative way of
representing internal resonance tongues have been presented.
3.5.2 Symmetry breaking of phase resonance
In this subsection, Design #2 is considered to analyze the effect of symmetry breaking
on NNMs. Then, a LP continuation is performed to visualize the evolution of the NNMs
with respect to the system parameter used to break the symmetry. In particular, INNMs
are detected and computed.
The NNMs of the symmetric design are plotted in Fig. 3.9. One can see that the
first NNM looks like a classical NNM of a Duffing oscillator. On the other hand, the
second NNM presents a BP which is a typical characteristic of symmetries in the system.
Beyond the BP, the pure NNM changes its stability and becomes unstable. Two mixed
NNMs emerge from each side of the BP bifurcation. The BP present on the second NNM
comes from the symmetry of the considered design.
The symmetry of the system (3.50) is then broken by taking knl3 = 0.37 6= knl1. The
asymmetry of the system is represented by the parameter ∆knl = knl3− knl1. The NNMs
of the asymmetric system are then plotted in Fig. 3.10. One can see that the previous BP
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Figure 3.8 – Normal and degenerated BPs on orbit of modal interaction 2 : 1
has been broken by the perturbation of the nonlinear stiffness coefficient knl3, leading to
an imperfect bifurcation point. The mixed NNMs and the second pure NNM are turned
into a pure NNM and an INNM. Compared to the unbroken NNM, the resulting pure
NNM is moved at lower frequencies for the first mass and at lower amplitude for the
second mass. On the other hand, the INNM is on the opposite side of the BP each time.
Compared to the unbroken NNM, the INNM is shifted at higher frequencies for the first
mass and higher amplitude for the second mass. For an opposite value of ∆knl, i.e. ,
∆knl > 0 instead of ∆knl < 0, the two masses simply exchange their dynamical behaviour,
i.e., the plots of Figs. 3.10a and 3.10b are switched. These numerical results coincide
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Figure 3.9 – NNMs of the second design representing the amplitude of the two masses
with the analytic ones presented by Hill et al. [HIL 16]. To observe the evolution of
the INNMs, one could compute each INNM for different values of ∆knl. However, this
so-called sequential method is time consuming and reveals information only for some
chosen values of the varying system parameters. Since the INNMs under consideration
contain LPs, a LP tracking method with respect to the parameter ∆knl is used with the BP
as starting point. With the LP tracking method, the evolution of the INNMs is obtained
much faster than with the sequential method. Moreover, the LP continuation method
provides a starting point for the computation of the INNM branches. In Fig. 3.11, the
INNMs have been obtained using the LP continuation method and branching method.
The second NNM in the symmetric case is represented together with the evolution of the
INNM with respect to the parameter ∆knl that breaks the symmetry of the system. The
same pattern as in Fig. 3.10 holds for every ∆knl. For the first mass, the lowest branch
of LPs corresponds to ∆knl < 0 and the highest are to ∆knl > 0 whereas it is the opposite
for the second mass. Also, the more the symmetry is broken, the more the LP bifurcation
is moved away from the initial BP bifurcation.
In this subsection, symmetry breaking of the NNMs is analyzed for Design #2. When
the symmetry of the system is broken, the BP bifurcation becomes an imperfect bifurca-
tion with a resulting INNM. By using the LP continuation and branching method, INNMs
are computed and their evolution is analyzed with respect to a free parameter that breaks
the symmetry.
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Figure 3.10 – NNMs of the system with ∆knl =−0.13
3.5.3 Sensitivity analysis of obtained frequency responses with trun-
cated fictive forces
In this subsection, Design #3 of Tab. 3.1 is used to highlight the usefulness of the fic-
tive force. A viscous damping proportional to the linear stiffness matrix is taken. The
coefficient of proportionality γ of Eq. (3.50) is chosen equal to 5% to represent struc-
tural damping. Several fictive forces are computed with respect to different points on the
NNMs. Theses fictive forces are then used as external forcing to compute the frequency
response curves intersecting the NNM at their energy resonance, i.e., at their maximum
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of energy. Secondly, a sensitivity analysis with respect to the fictive force is performed.
Three fictive forces corresponding to three points on the first NNM are used. The first
fictive force targets a point on the main branch of the first NNM, whereas the other fictive
forces target a point near the modal interaction 3 : 1 and a point on the orbit of modal
interaction 2 : 1. The idea is to determine if a simplified fictive force can be used to obtain
the frequency response curves intersecting the NNM at the targeted points. Then, for each
fictive force, the harmonics with an energy contribution lower than a given threshold are
withdrawn in order to study the influence of the accuracy of the fictive force on the global
dynamics of the system.
The first NNM for Design #1 is represented in a Frequency-Energy plot instead of in
an Energy-Frequency plot. In fig. 3.12, this representation is chosen because it is easier
to visualize the forced responses of the system.
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Figure 3.12 – First NNMs of Design #3 in Frequency-Energy
One can see that the frequency shift induced by the viscous damping is negligible.
Therefore, standard conservative NNMs can be used to analyze such a system with small
viscous damping. However, when nonlinear damping is present, as in Subsection. 3.5.4,
the energy resonance differs greatly from conservative NNMs in the case of high high
amplitudes of vibration. Several points (a)-(b)-(c)-(d) on this first NNM are chosen to
compute the fictive force. The fictive forces in the case of with respect to viscous damping
are obtained with Eq. (3.28) in which Fnlnc is null:
F
φ
f ic = ω∇⊗CX (3.61)
Once the fictive forces are computed, they are used as forcing vectors F to compute
the corresponding frequency responses curves. The obtained frequency responses curves
and the NNMs are plotted together in Fig. 3.13. One can see that the forced responses
have their maximum of energy exactly on the non-conservative NNM corresponding to
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the energy resonance of the system. As expected, the fictive force leads to a localization
of energy on the targeted point of the NNM. In Fig. 3.14, the second NNM is also plotted.
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Figure 3.13 – First NNMs of Design #3 with frequency responses
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Figure 3.14 – NNMs of Design #3 with frequency responses
Since the orthogonality property is not conserved with NNMs, the second NNM is also
responding to the applied forcing. However, since the forcing is designed to target and be
orthogonal at the energy resonance of the first mode, the second NNM does not pass by
the maximum of energy of the interaction loops. One can also note that the energies of
these loops are far lower than the energy associated to the targeted point of the NNM.
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The fictive forces are interesting for experimental purposes. By controlling the forcing
vector, one could track the NNMs corresponding to the energy resonances of the system.
However, it is complicated to reproduce exactly the shape of the forcing vectors. To decide
if the exact fictive force Fφf ic from Eq. (3.28) can be replaced with an approximated force
Fapprox, a sensitivity analysis is performed. The level of approximation is defined as
follows: the harmonics of the fictive force with a relative energetic contribution lower
than a threshold Tthres (in %) are truncated. The resulting approximated force is given by:
Fapprox = F
φ
f ic((F
φ
f ic)
2 > Tthres×||Fφf ic||2) (3.62)
Several locations on the NNM are analyzed, see Fig. 3.15. First, the point a on the main
branch previously presented is considered. Then, points onto the 2 : 1 branch of modal
interaction and a point near modal interaction 3 : 1 are treated.
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Figure 3.15 – NNM points targeted - Point on fundamental (b), point on 2 : 1 orbit and
point near 3 : 1
Point (b) on main branch At the point (b) on the fundamental of the NNM, the fictive
force is calculated. In Fig. 3.16, the relative contributions in energy of the harmonics
are represented. The fictive force is simple and constituted essentially of harmonic 1.
Harmonics 3 and 5 do not contribute much to the fictive force (≈ 10−4, ≈ 10−6). The
threshold equals to Tthres = 50% is used to truncate the fictive force resulting in a single
harmonic forcing. In Fig. 3.17, the two forced responses are compared.
The truncated fictive force contains only the major harmonic contribution of the fictive
force. One can see that the two forced responses are equal. Therefore, it is possible
to target experimentally specific NNM using a mono-harmonic forcing vector when the
targeted point is far from any modal interaction.
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Figure 3.16 – Point (b) on main branch - Harmonic description and threshold
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Figure 3.17 – Point (b) on main branch - Comparison between forced-responses obtained
with exact and truncated fictive forces
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3. Nonlinear Normal Modes and a generalization to non-conservative systems
Point near modal interaction 3 : 1 At the point near modal interaction 3 : 1, the fictive
force is calculated. In Fig. 3.20, the relative contributions in energy of the harmonics
are represented. The fictive force is more complex than for the one calculated at point
(b). It is composed by two main harmonics 1 and 3. The harmonic 9 represents the third
highest contribution at the order of 10−2 of the total energy. The others odd harmonics that
compose the fictive force contribute less. The fictive force is now truncated respectively
with Tthres = (0%,25%,30%,50%). With a threshold at 50%, the approximated force is
only composed of harmonic 1. With a threshold at 30%, the harmonic 3 of the fictive
force is added to the approximated force. With a threshold at 0.4%, the harmonic 9 of the
fictive force is added to the approximated force. The corresponding response curves are
plotted in Fig. 3.19. One can see that the response curves differ from each other until the
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Figure 3.18 – Point near modal interaction 3 : 1 - Comparison between forced responses
obtained with exact and truncated fictive forces (Zoom I)
threshold reaches Tthres = 0.4%. For threshold below Tthres = 0.4%, the response curves
obtained with a truncated and a non-truncated applied force are similar. At the interaction
point 3 : 1, the modal shapes of the two NNMs are almost equal. Therefore, the forcing
vector excites both NNMs near the modal interaction point, resulting in the appearance
of a loop, also called tongue of modal interaction, close to the second NNM. When the
fictive forces are truncated, one can see that the energy resonance on the first NNM is
not affected. On the other hand, the resonance on the interaction loop is influenced by
the truncation, see Fig. 3.18. The more the fictive force is truncated, the more the modal
shape of the first NNM is different from the modal shape of the second NNM, resulting
in weaker interaction between the two NNMs.
Therefore, an accurate forcing vector is essential to visualize specific phenomena such
as modal interactions. Here, a fictive force truncated with a threshold Tthres ≤ 25% is
enough to represent well the interaction in this case.
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Figure 3.19 – Point near modal interaction 3 : 1 - Comparison between forced responses
obtained with exact and truncated fictive forces
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3. Nonlinear Normal Modes and a generalization to non-conservative systems
Point on the branch of modal interaction 2 : 1 Finally, an analysis with a fictive force
targeting the branch of modal interaction 2 : 1 is performed. In Fig. 3.21, the relative
contributions in energy of the harmonics of the fictive force are represented. The fictive
force is composed by odd and even harmonics. This is because, the symmetry of the sys-
tem is broken on orbit of modal interaction, see Section 3.5.1. It is composed by mainly
by harmonic 1. The harmonic 2 represents the second highest contribution at the order of
10−2 of the total energy. The others harmonics that compose the fictive force contribute
less. The fictive force is now truncated respectively with Tthres = (0%,0.01%,0.1%,1%).
With a threshold at 1%, the approximated force is only composed of harmonic 1. With
a threshold at 0.1%, the harmonic 2 of the fictive force is added to the approximated
force. With a threshold at 0.4%, the harmonic 3 and 5 of the fictive force are added to
the approximated force. The forced responses are computed with respect to the following
thresholds Tthres = (0%,0.01%,%0.1,%1), see Fig 3.22. The same phenomena of exci-
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Figure 3.21 – Point on 2 : 1 orbit - Harmonic description and threshold
tation of the second NNM is observed. A zoom on the top of the resonance is presented
in Fig. 3.22b to see additional phenomena. One can see the appearance of several loops
around the resonance associated to the first NNM. These loops are the result of the ex-
citation of the branch of modal interaction 2 : 1. To visualize such behaviors, the fictive
force needs to have components on both the first and the second harmonic. This phenom-
enon cannot be observed if the fictive force is not accurate enough. For example, with the
threshold Tthres = 0.1%, one can see the appearance of the interaction. With the threshold
Tthres = 0.01%, almost half of the DOFs are conserved in the truncated fictive force. One
can see in Fig. 3.22c that the responses curves with truncated and no truncated applied
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Figure 3.22 – Point on the branch of modal interaction 2 : 1 - Comparison between forced
response curves obtained with full or truncated fictive force
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3. Nonlinear Normal Modes and a generalization to non-conservative systems
force are not yet superimposed. A threshold even lower than Tthres = 0.01% is required to
observe the interaction phenomena correctly.
As a conclusion for this subsection, one can see that the fictive force can be used to
target specific points on the NNM. The forcing vector needs to be taken almost equal
to the exact fictive force to observe localized phenomena such as modal interactions and
even more precise to observe phenomena relative to orbits of modal interaction. One
of the perspectives of this work is to realize experimental tracking of phase and energy
resonances with the help of their respective fictive force.
3.5.4 Validation of the energy resonance NMN
In this subsection, the design with cubic damping #4 of Tab. 3.1 is used. Presenting
strong non-linear damping this design is chosen for validating the concept of energy res-
onance by comparing NNMs and frequency response curves. The NNMs in Fig. 3.23 are
computed without stability and bifurcation analysis. Since the system is symmetric, the
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Figure 3.23 – Computation with the energy resonance criterion of the in-phase NNM1, its
sub-harmonic 3 NNM13 and the out-of-phase NNM2
two pure NNMs of the system are respectively in-phase and out-of-phase. Therefore, the
NNMs are orthogonal to each other and can be targeted specifically with a forcing vec-
tor respecting these symmetries. The in-phase NNM is targeted with various amplitude
of forcing f0 = [0.1,0.5,1,5,10,50,100,500]N. The corresponding frequency response
curves are presented in Fig. 3.24 .
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3.6 Conclusions
A robust method for nonlinear modal analysis based on NNMs as a family of periodic
solutions is presented. The continuation of NNMs is improved by the addition of an opti-
mized phase condition in the frequency domain and a damping matrix multiplied by quasi-
null coefficient. The concept of NNM is extended to take into account non-conservative
equations of motions. It is shown that the non-conservative NNMs can be computed as
periodical solutions at iso-energy level by introducing an appropriate fictive force in the
system. Similarly to linear modal analysis, two definitions of this fictive force are pro-
vided to characterize the phase and the energy resonances of non-conservative NNMs. As
a result, non-conservative NNMs can be computed with the same numerical methods as
for the conservative case. The stability analysis is performed by considering a shifted ver-
sion of the quadratic eigenvalue problem derived from Hill’s method. It results in a robust
method for the computation of all conservative or non-conservative NNM branches, their
stability and bifurcation points.
Then, a 2-ddl system is analyzed with respect to several designs. With the first de-
sign, the complex dynamical behaviors of the system are analyzed under the light of an
underlying symmetry. The topology of both tongues of modal interaction and BPs are
explained. The robustness of the method is validated by the calculation of all the NNM
branches in a single computation. With the second design, techniques of LP continuation
are applied to the system in order to visualize the evolution of INNM with respect to a
parameter that breaks the symmetry of the system. It is that LP continuation techniques
are efficient tools for the analysis of INNM. Finally, the theory describing the energy reso-
nance of the displacement vector is applied to the two last designs. First, viscous damping
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3. Nonlinear Normal Modes and a generalization to non-conservative systems
is considered in the model simulating structural damping. For viscous damping of a few
percentages, phase and energy resonances are almost equal. Thus, phase resonance can
be taken over energy resonance for simulating system with structural damping. It is also
shown that a sufficiently accurate fictive force can target specific points onto NNMs such
as modal interaction points or orbits of modal interaction. This opens the possibility of
experimental NNM tracking with a controlled fictive force targeting a specific resonance.
Finally, a system with a cubic nonlinear damping is considered to validate the energy
resonance NNM for more complex nonlinear damping.
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Chapter 4
Dynamical analysis of MEMS array
This chapter investigates the mass-sensing potential of an
array of identical resonant electrostatically actuated micro
beams, as a first step toward the implementation of arrays of
thousands of sensors for mass sensing. The effect of
electrostatic coupling is studied on a 2-beam array. Predicted
frequency responses exhibit complex branches of solutions
with additional loops and synchronization in frequency of
bifurcations due to the coupling between the beams. Then, the
dynamic of a 2-beam array is analyzed with bifurcation
tracking and Nonlinear Normal Modes (NNM) after a
symmetry-breaking event induced by the addition of an added
mass onto one beam of the MEMS array under symmetric
configuration. Phenomena leading to the apparition or the
merging of isolated solutions (IS) and isolated NNM (INNM)
are analyzed. Finally, mechanism of detection using 2-beam
and 3-beam array are proposed. Depending on the applied
voltages, the solutions with and without added mass exhibit a
large change in amplitude that can be used for detection. For
symmetric configurations, exploiting the bifurcations of
symmetry-breaking type permits improving mass sensing.
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n-Beam array model
In this chapter builds on the previous chapters and addresses electrostatically actuated
resonant MEMS array. An array of n identical clamped-clamped micro beams is consid-
ered in order to study the response change due to a very small added mass. The response
change is analyzed numerically for various numbers of beams and several configurations
of the beam array such as asymmetric and symmetric. The beams of the array are coupled
only by electrostatic forces and exhibit complex dynamical behaviors which are used to
provide additional methods for mass sensing.
In Section 4.1, a reduced-order model for an array of n clamped-clamped beams is
considered. It is obtained through Galerkin expansion onto a finite number of linear
eigenmodes and solved numerically by means of the Harmonic Balance Method (HBM)
combined with the Asymptotic Numerical Method (ANM). In Section 4.2, the case of
a two-beam array is investigated. The response change due to the electrostatic coupling
between the beam is analyzed. Approximated solutions are used to distinguish and with-
draw the coupling during the computation of the frequency responses. In Section 4.3,
a symmetric two-beam array is analyzed before and after symmetry-breaking event in-
duced by the addition of a small mass onto the first beam. Nonlinear modal analysis
and parametric analysis are performed using the methods presented in the previous Chap-
ters. First, the NNMs of the array are analyzed with LP tracking. INNM (INNM) are
detected after the symmetry-breaking event. Secondly, the frequency responses are com-
puted and analyzed with the previous NNM and LP tracking. Merging and birth of IS with
symmetry-breaking event are explained. A localization of motion is also observed when
the in-phase mode is excited after the symmetry-breaking event. In Section 4.4, mass de-
tection mechanisms are introduced according to the specific dynamical behaviors of the
beams. First, mechanism of detection based on hysteresis cycle with asymmetric voltages
are proposed. Two- and three-beam arrays are examined. Secondly, mass detection based
on symmetry-breaking event are analyzed on a three-beam array. An analysis related to
location, possible detection as well as quantification of the added mass is conducted.
Conclusions are drawn in Section 4.5. The originality of this chapter lies in the analy-
sis of complex phenomenon specific to MEMS array and their exploitation to provide
alternative mechanisms for mass sensing.
4.1 n-Beam array model
Let an array of n clamped-clamped beams be considered as sketched in Fig. 4.1. All the
beams are assumed to have identical dimensions (length l, width b, height h and moment
of inertia I) and identical material properties (Young’s modulus E and material density ρ).
Each beam is subjected to the electrostatic forces from its adjacent beams. The two beams
at both ends of the array (beam 0 and n+1) are totally clamped and non-deformable and
just serve for actuation. Let g be the gap between two adjacent beams.
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4. Dynamical analysis of MEMS array
4.1.1 Case without added mass
Let the deflection be in the xz plane and let w̃s be the lateral displacement along the z-axis
of the sth beam and Vs,s+1 =Vdcs,s+1 +Vacs,s+1 cos(Ω̃t̃) the voltage between s
th and (s+1)th
beams. Ω̃, t̃ denote physical forcing frequency and time respectively. Vdc, Vac denote bias
and alternative voltages respectively. The sth beam is subjected to two electrostatic forces
• the first one due to the (s+1)th beam
f es,s+1 =
1
2
bε0Cn
V 2s,s+1
(g+ w̃s+1− w̃s)2
. (4.1)
• the second one due to the (s−1)th beam
f es−1,s =−
1
2
bε0Cn
V 2s−1,s
(g+ w̃s− w̃s−1)2
. (4.2)
ε0,Cn are the dielectric constant and fringing field coefficient respectively. Consequently
the equation of motion of the sth beam in a n-beam array is:
EI
∂ 4w̃s(x̃, t̃)
∂ x̃4
+ρbh
∂ 2w̃s(x̃, t̃)
∂ t̃2
+ c̃
∂ w̃s(x̃, t̃)
∂ t̃
−
[
Ñs +
Ebh
2l
∫ l
0
(∂ w̃s(x̃, t̃)
∂ x̃
)2 dx̃]∂ 2w̃s(x̃, t̃)
∂ x̃2
=
1
2
ε0
bCnV 2s,s+1(
g+ w̃s+1− w̃s
)2 − 12ε0 bCnV
2
s−1,s(
g+ w̃s− w̃s−1
)2 , (4.3)
with s = 1, ..,n and Ñs the residual axial force acting on the sth beam and resulting from an
externally applied load or from manufacturing stress. Beams #0 and #(n+ 1) are totally
Vs+1,s(t)
Vs,s-1(t)
V1,0(t) Nanobeam 0
x
ws(x,t)
O
l
s-1
s
s+1
VN+1,N(t) N
1
hg
N+1
Figure 4.1 – Model of the clamped-clamped micro beam array.
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n-Beam array model
clamped, so:
w̃0(x̃, t̃) = w̃n+1(x̃, t̃) = 0. (4.4)
Introducing the following non-dimensional parameters
ws =
w̃s
g
; x =
x̃
L
; t =
t̃
τ
;
c =
c̃l4
EIτ
; Ns =
Ñsl2
EI
; α1 = 6
(g
h
)2; (4.5)
α2 = 6Cn
ε0l4
Eh3g3
; Ω = Ω̃τ,
in Eq. (4.3), yields:
∂ 4ws
∂x4
+
∂ 2ws
∂ t2
+ c
∂ws
∂ t
−
[
Ns +α1
∫ 1
0
(∂w
∂x
)2 dx]∂ 2ws
∂x2
= α2
V 2s,s+1(
1+ws+1−ws
)2 −α2 V 2s−1,s(1+ws−ws−1)2 . (4.6)
with s = 1, ..,n and the boundary conditions
ws(0, t) = ws(1, t) =
∂ws
∂x
(0, t) =
∂ws
∂x
(1, t) = 0, (4.7)
w0(x, t) = wn+1(x, t) = 0, (4.8)
By assumption, the n identical beams have identical linear undamped eigenmodes φk.
Linear undamped eigenmodes φk are obtained from the simplification of the equation(4.6).
∂ 4w
∂x4
+
∂ 2w
∂ t2
= 0. (4.9)
Then, a Galerkin expansion of the lateral displacement ws is expressed with the Nm first
modes:
ws(x, t)≈
Nm
∑
k=1
φk(x)ask(t). (4.10)
with ak(t) the time function and φk(x) the linear undamped eigenmodes solution of the
following equation:
∂ 4φk(x)
∂x4
−λ 4k φk(x) = 0. (4.11)
In [KAC 10a], φk is computed as such:
φk(x) = Ak
(
cosλkx− coshλkx+
[coshλk− cosλk
sinλk− sinhλk
][
sinλkx− sinhλkx
])
, (4.12)
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4. Dynamical analysis of MEMS array
with
Ak =
(∫ 1
0
[
φk(x)
Ak
]2
dx
)− 12
. (4.13)
and λk as the solution of the equation:
1− cosλk coshλk = 0. (4.14)
Multiplying by the denominator or using Taylor series expansions are two methods to
treat the electrostatic force in the RHS of Eq. (4.6). When using the multiplication by
(1+ws+1−ws)2× (1+ws−ws−1)2 in Eq. (4.6), additional terms with strong couplings
are introduced and the difficulty of the problem increases. On the other hand, when using
truncated Taylor series, the accuracy is usually bad at high amplitude [YOU 03]. To
simplify the calculus during Taylor expansions, let the following notations be introduced:
Xs(x, t) = ws+1(x, t)−ws(x, t), (4.15)
bsk(t) = a
s+1
k (t)−a
s
k(t), (4.16)
with Xs the relative displacement and bk the generalized coordinates between two consec-
utive beams, the relation between Xs(x, t) and bsk(x, t) being:
1+ws+1−ws = 1+
Nm
∑
k=1
φk(x)bsk(t) = 1+Xs, (4.17)
1+ws−ws−1 = 1+
Nm
∑
k=1
φk(x)bs−1k (t) = 1+Xs−1. (4.18)
Since the resonators will operate at small amplitudes only (max ws ≤ 0.45), a seventh-
order Taylor series is used [KAC 10a].
1
(1+ws+1−ws)2
'1−2Xs +3X2s −
4X3s +5X
4
s −6X5s +7X6s −8X7s , (4.19)
1
(1+ws−ws−1)2
'1−2Xs−1 +3X2s−1−4X3s−1+
5X4s−1−6X5s−1 +7X6s−1−8X7s−1. (4.20)
The Galerkin procedure requires to multiply Eq. (4.6) by φi (i = 1, ..,Nm) and to integrate
the result from 0 to 1 to obtain the second-order differential equations in time which are
written in matrix form as follows:
äs +C0ȧ
s +K0a
s−
(
N +α1T s2 (a
s)
)
KTa
s =
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n-Beam array model
α2V 2s,s+1Q0 +α2V
2
s,s+1
[
Q1 +Q
s
2(b
s)+Qs3(b
s)+Qs4(b
s)
+Qs5(b
s)+Qs6(b
s)+Qs7(b
s)
]
bs−α2Vs−1,sV 2s−1,sP0
−α2V 2s−1,s
[
P1 +P
s
2 (b
s−1)+P s3 (b
s−1)+P s4 (b
s−1)
+P s5 (b
s−1)+P s6 (b
s−1)+P s7 (b
s−1)bs−1
]
, (4.21)
where s = 1, ..,n, as = [as1,a
s
2, ...,a
s
Nm] and a
n+1 = a0 = 0 resulting from Eq. (4.8). The
matrices in Eq. (4.21) are detailed in 4.5.
The Harmonic Balance Method associated with the Asymptotic Numerical Method
(HBM+ANM) [KAC 11] is used to solve Eq. (4.21). The ANM is preferred to a more
conventional Newton-Raphson method because of the robustness of the ANM-based con-
tinuation and its ability to follow very complicated solution branches. First, Eq. (4.21)
must be recast in quadratic form by introducing the following set of auxiliary variables:
size
ys = ȧs Nm
zs = ẏs Nm
νs = bs = as+1−as Nm
bus = bs−1 = as−as−1 Nm
ν2s = νs×νs N2m
ν3s = ν2s×νs N3m
bu2s = bus×bus N2m
bu3s = bu2s×bus N3m
AQs =Q1 +Q
s
2 +Q
s
3 +Q
s
4 +Q
s
5 +Q
s
6 +Q
s
7 N
2
m
BP s = P1 +P
s
2 +P
s
3 +P
s
4 +P
s
5 +P
s
6 +P
s
7 N
2
m
v1s = α2V 2s,s+1 1
v2s = α2V 2s−1,s 1
t2s = T s2 (a
s) 1
AAQs = v1sAQs N2m
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BBP s = v2sBP s N2m (4.22)
so the new form of Eq. (4.21) adapted to HBM+ANM is:
ȧs = ys
ẏs = zs
0 = νs−
(as+1−as)
0 = bus−
(as−as−1)
0 = ν2s− νs×νs
0 = ν3s− ν2s×νs
0 = bu2s− bus×bus
0 = bu3s− bu2s×bus
0 = −Q1 +AQs−Qs2 −Qs5−Qs6
−Qs3−Qs4 −Qs7
0 = −P1 +BP s−P s2 −P s5 −P s6
−P s3 −P s4 −P s7
0 = α2V 2s,s+1 − v1s
0 = α2V 2s−1,s − v2s
0 = t2s −T s2 (as)
0 = AAQ− v1s×AQs
0 = BBP− v2s×BP s
0 = zs +C0ys +K0as −AAQ×ν
− v1sQ0+ +BBP ×bu
︸︷︷︸ ︸ ︷︷ ︸ v2sP0−NKTas︸ ︷︷ ︸ −α1t2sKTas︸ ︷︷ ︸
m(Ẋs) = l0(Ω) + l(Xs) +q(Xs,Xs) (4.23)
where: Xs= (as, ys, zs, νs, bus, ν2s, ν3s, bu2s, bu3s, AQs, BP s, AAQs, BBP s,
v1s, v2s, t2s)T is the unknown vector of size 5Nm + 3+ 6Nsm + 2N
3
m. For the array of n
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n-Beam array model
beams, with s = 1, ..,n, X= (X1, X2, X3, .., Xn, Ω)T is the unknown vector of size
n× (5Nm +3+6Nsm +2N3m)+1.
4.1.2 Case with added mass
The presence of a small mass δmp at position x0 on the sth0 beam introduces the extra term
µ0ä
s in Eq. (4.21), the matrix µ0 being defined as follows:
µ0i j = δs0(s)δmφi(x0)φ j(x0), i, j = 1, ..,Nm (4.24)
with δs0 the Kronecker symbol, δs0(s) = 1 when s = s0 and δs0(s) = 0 otherwise.
The mass ratio between the added mass δmp and the mass of the beam is:
δm =
δmp
ρbhl
(4.25)
It is used to replace the physical value of the added mass by a dimensionless value in the
following sections.
4.1.3 Designs of beam array
This subsection describes the designs used in this chapter. The two-beam array of Section
4.2 is sketched in Fig. 4.2. All beams are identical with the material and design para-
meters: h = 300nm, b = 160nm, l = 10µm, E = 1.69×1011N/m2, ρ = 2330kg/m3, the
quality factor Q = 5000 and identical gaps g = 200nm between two adjacent beams. The
V2,1(t)
V1,0(t) Nanobeam 0
xws(x,t)
O
lV3,2(t)
1
hg
2
3
Figure 4.2 – Array of two clamped-clamped beams.
voltages combinations applied to the 2-beam array and given in Table (4.1) define three
different designs. The three-beam array is considered with the same system parameters
as in the two-beams array, see Fig. 4.3. The voltages combinations applied to the 3-beam
array and given in Table (4.2) define four different designs.
4.1.4 Convergence in terms of Taylor expansion order
To validate the chosen Taylor expansion order T and number of spatial modes Nm of the
model, the first design of two-beam array presented in Subsection 4.1.3 is considered, see
Fig. (4.2). The beam responses plotted in Fig. 4.4 are tested with different Taylor-series
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Table 4.1 – Actuation voltages in the two-beam array
Design Vdc10(V ) Vdc21(V ) Vdc32(V )
Vac10(V ) Vac21(V ) Vac32(V )
#1 0.3 0.45 0.6
0.3 0.45 0.6
#2 3 3 3
0.1 0 0.1
#3 3 3 3
-0.1 0 0.1
V3,2(t)
V2,1(t)
V1,0(t) Nanobeam 0
xws(x,t)
O
lV4,3(t)
1
hg
2
3
4
Figure 4.3 – Array of three clamped-clamped beams.
Table 4.2 – Symmetric actuation voltages of the 3-beam array.
Design V dc10(V ) V dc21(V ) V dc32(V ) V dc43(V )
Vac10(V ) Vac21(V ) Vac32(V ) Vac43(V )
#1 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.4
0.5 0.3 0.5 0.4
#2 0 0.28 0.28 0
0 0.88 0.88 0
#3 0 5 5 0
0 1 1 0
#4 0 5.3 5.3 0
0 1 1 0
orders T and several modes Nm, by using HBM+ANM. For all the figures involving curves
in colors below, the reader is referred to the on-line version of this paper. First, computa-
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Effect of the electrostatic coupling on a 2-beam array responses
tions using third (T = 3), fifth (T = 5) and seventh (T = 7) order Taylor series are carried
out with Nm = 1 mode. The difference between responses with fifth and seventh orders
is negligible because Taylor series are accurate at small amplitude and responses seem-
ingly converge with the seventh order Taylor series. Then, the influence of the number
of modes in the Galerkin expansion is considered by using a Taylor series at order 7 with
Nm = 1, Nm = 2 and Nm = 3. As seen in Fig. 4.4, the response is converged with Nm = 2
modes. Hence, using Taylor series at order 7 and Nm = 2 modes provides good accuracy.
However, the computation with several modes is very time consuming and complicated.
For the series at order 7, the relative error in frequency between Nm = 1 and Nm = 2 modes
is less than 5.10−4% in frequency and quantitatively the response level does not change.
For each case, the additional loops D1−E1 (first beam) and B2−C2 (second beam) on the
response curves are the same. Consequently, Taylor series at order 7 and Nm = 1 mode
are used to simplify the numerical calculation without loss of accuracy.
In Fig. 4.4, responses are more complicated than in the case of a single beam and
present additional loops. A quasi-analytic solution obtained by the averaging method pro-
vides some explanations about the origin of these additional branches. In the following,
the results are computed with the corresponding parameters, H = 5, T = 7, Nm = 1
4.2 Effect of the electrostatic coupling on a 2-beam array
responses
In this section, effect of the electrostatic coupling is analyzed with the mean of averaging
method. With the averaging method, the coupling terms can be identified. Once identi-
fied, the coupling terms can be withdrawn in order to visualize the effect of electrostatic
coupling onto the responses curves. Then, the obtained results with averaging method are
compared with time-integration methods to validate the results.
4.2.1 Averaging method
The beam lateral deflection is expanded on its fundamental mode only:
w1(x, t) = φ1(x)a11(t)
w2(x, t) = φ1(x)a21(t)
(4.26)
First-order Taylor series are used to simplify the analytic calculation:
1
(1+ws+1−ws)2
' 1−2(ws+1−ws),
1
(1+ws−ws−1)2
' 1−2(ws−ws−1).
(4.27)
Using the averaging method and considering the solutions a11(t),a21(t) in following
forms
a11 = A11(t)cos(Ωt)+B11(t)sin(Ωt), (4.28)
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Figure 4.4 – 2-beam array with Design #1. Response curves of a two-beam array without
added mass by HBM+ANM. Responses with third (blue), fifth (red) and seventh (orange)
order Taylor series and Nm = 1 mode; responses with seventh-order Taylor series with
Nm = 2 (pink) or Nm = 3 (green) modes. Dark and light blue colors indicate stable and
unstable solutions respectively.
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a21 = A21(t)cos(Ωt)+B21(t)sin(Ωt), (4.29)
yields
ΩȦ11 =−B11ω1εσ1−
1
2
cA11Ω+
3
8
β11A211B11 (4.30)
+
3
8
β11B311 +
1
8
β13B11 +
(
1
2
δ11 +
1
8
δ13
)
B21
ΩḂ11 =
1
2
cB11Ω+
3
8
β11A311 +
3
8
β13A11 +
1
2
γ12 (4.31)
+
3
8
β11A11B211−A11ω1εσ1 +
(
1
2
δ11 +
3
8
δ13
)
A21
ΩȦ21 =−B21ω2εσ2−
1
2
cA21Ω+
3
8
β21A221B21 (4.32)
+
3
8
β21B321 +
1
8
β23B21 +
(
1
2
δ21 +
1
8
δ23
)
B11
ΩḂ21 =
1
2
cB21Ω+
3
8
β21A321 +
3
8
β23A21 +
1
2
γ22 (4.33)
+
3
8
β21A21B221−A21ω2εσ2 +
(
1
2
δ21 +
3
8
δ23
)
A11
The coefficients of Eq. (4.30-4.33) are defined in 4.5. In Eqs. (4.30-4.33), the coupling
terms (12δ11 +
1
8δ13)B21 and (
1
2δ11 +
1
8δ13)A21 represent the influence of the second beam
on the first beam while the terms (12δ21 +
1
8δ23)B11, (
1
2δ21 +
3
8δ23)A11 the influence of
the first beam on the second beam. The steady-state motions occur when Ȧ11 = Ḃ11 =
Ȧ21 = Ḃ21 = 0. This corresponds to an algebraic system of four nonlinear equations that
can be solved numerically. The corresponding response curves are plotted in Figs. 4.5
and 4.6 and are in very good agreement with those of Fig. 4.4 obtained numerically by
HBM+ANM.
4.2.2 Response curve analysis
Let Eqs. (4.30)-(4.33) be considered without these coupling terms. Therefore Eqs. (4.30)-
(4.31) and (4.32)-(4.33) form two independent systems of equations. The response curves
plotted in Figs. 4.5 and 4.6 are similar to those of a single beam because no loops are
present.
With coupling terms Eqs. (4.30)-(4.33) are dependent, therefore they share the same
bifurcations points and stability. Thus, the whole set of limits points on the two response
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4. Dynamical analysis of MEMS array
curves without coupling terms are present on each response with coupling terms. Figs. 4.5
and 4.6 show that, in the presence of coupling terms, points B1 and C1 on the first-beam
response generate the loop B2 −C2 on the second-beam response. Identically, points
D2 and E2 on the second-beam response produce the loop D1 − E1 on the first-beam
response. The synchronization of stability leads to the appearance of additional loops on
the response curve.
Moreover, the first-beam amplitude changes from Wmax = 0.15 to Wmax = 0.11,
whereas the second-beam amplitude is weakly affected. This is because the amplitude
of the B2−C2 generated loop is larger than the D1−E1 one. So, the amount of energy
transferred from the first beam to the second beam due to the coupling is larger than the
amount of energy transferred from the second-beam to the first-beam.
4.2.3 Comparison of the responses obtained with HBM+ANM and
with time-integration methods.
The results obtained by these two methods for the two-beam array without added mass
are represented in Fig. 4.7 and fit well. However, because of the response complexity, it
is impossible to obtain all the stable branches by time integration with a simple frequency
sweep-up and sweep-down. For example, in Fig. 4.7, the stable branches jE1− jB1
(first beam) and jE2−B2 (second beam) are not obtained. For the first beam, with a
frequency sweep-down the response path is F1− E1− jE1−C1− jC1− A1 where the
letter j indicates an amplitude jump. Unlike the single-beam response, there are two
jumps from E1 to jE1 and from C1 to jC1. For the second beam, the response path is
F2−E2− jE2−A2 with a jump from E2 to jE2 and point jE2 is not on the stable branch
A2−B2−D2− jD2−F2 obtained by a frequency sweep-up but on the stable part of the
B2−C2 loop. Therefore, the pseudo arc-length continuation used in the HBM+ANM
proves its efficiency and robustness here since it permits obtaining the complete response
curve.
4.3 Dynamics of MEMS array after symmetry-breaking
event induced by an added mass
In this section, the influence of an added mass on the dynamics of symmetric MEMS is
analyzed. By adding a mass onto a symmetric beam array a symmetry-breaking event
is induced. After such an event, the dynamics of the beam array is greatly influenced.
An analysis of dynamic with/without symmetry-breaking event is performed on a 2-beam
and a 3-beam array. The NNM of the array are computed before and after the symmetry-
breaking event. Then, a parametric analysis with respect to the value of the added mass
is performed by using tracking of LP. The bifurcation tracking reveals phenomena of
INNM. Then, analysis of frequency responses before and after symmetric-breaking event
is performed. Two analysis are performed with forces targeting successively the two
NNMs. The use of those forces and energy balance allow to uncover IS of frequency
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Figure 4.5 – 2-beam array with Design #1 without added mass of Beam #1. Response by
neglecting the coupling terms (blue), complete response (orange).
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Figure 4.6 – 2-beam array with Design #1 without added mass of Beam #2. Response by
neglecting the coupling terms (blue), complete response (orange).
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responses. Explanations of appearance and merging of IS are proposed. In this section
bifurcation analysis needs to be performed. Therefore, all the computation in this section
are made by using HBM+Galerkin+Taylor with respectively H = 5, Nm = 1 and T = 7.
4.3.1 Parametric analysis of NNM
In this subsection, the NNM of a symmetric two-beam array are computed before and after
a symmetry breaking event induced by an added mass δm = 10−4. The design #5 from
Table (4.1) is considered to perform the NNM computation. The system exhibits two pure
 0
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Figure 4.8 – 2-beam array with Design #2. Representation of NNM of the two beams
(δm = 0)
NNMs initialized using the Linear Normal Modes frequency and modal shape, see Fig 4.8.
The denomination pure and mixed NNM below are defined as in [GOL 12a] [GOL 12b].
One can see on the NNM, that a BP appears on the second pure NNM initialized at the
Frequency ω = 22.35. The BP, also known as symmetry breaking point, is symptomatic
of a symmetric system. Beyond the BP, the pure NNM becomes unstable and a new stable
mixed NNM. A mixed NNM has a modal shape mixing modal shapes of the pure NNM
of the system and therefore does not respect the symmetry of the problem. The given
voltages from Design #2 , see Table(4.1), excite the first pure NNM and the mixed NNM.
The first and second pure NNM correspond respectively to the out-of-phase and the in-
phase NNM. Then, the added mass (δm = 10−4) is dropped onto the beam 1 inducing
a symmetry-breaking event. The NNM of the beam array are computed with the added
mass, see Fig. 4.9. With the added mass onto beam #1, the dynamic of the second
NNM is completely changed. The BP has disappeared and the second NNM is now
different on each beam. One beam #1, the second pure NNM is composed by the previous
lower energy part of the second pure NNM and lower energy mixed NNM. Moreover
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Figure 4.9 – 2-beam array with Design #2. Representation of NNM after symmetry break-
ing with a added mass δm = 10−4
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the system now being non-symmetric has different modal shape on each beam. On the
second beam after symmetry breaking, the left part of the previous second pure NNM and
the mixed NNM form the second pure NNM. A phenomenon of localization of motion
can be observed. The beam where the mass is added has an amplitude of motion on the
second pure NNM lower than on the other beam. In the Subsection 3.5.2, such localization
phenomenon has already been encountered and linked to the birth of IS onto INNM. To
verify the presence of IS and INNM, a bifurcation tracking of LP point along the value
of the added mass initialized with the BP at δm = 0 is performed. With the use of LP
tracking, the NNMs presented in Fig. 4.10 have been obtained. INNMs are detected and
obtained with a branching method a the value of the added mass δm = 10−4. One the
first beam the INNM is composed by the upper part of the second pure NNM and mixed
NNM, while the right part of the previous second pure NNM and mixed NNM compose
the INNM on the second beam. To better analyze the evolution of the dynamic when
the symmetry-breaking event occurs, the parametric analysis using bifurcation tracking
of the LP is presented, see Fig. 4.11. One can see that the more the mass of the added
value increase the more the NNMs move away from the location of the previous BP. In
this subsection, the effect of symmetry-breaking event induced by the addition of a added
mass onto the first beam of a two-beam array has been investigated with the help of NNM.
The breaking of the symmetry induces the breaking of the BP generating INNM and a
phenomena of localization of motion. In the next subsection, the analysis of symmetry-
breaking event is analyzed with the use of frequency responses.
4.3.2 Analysis of frequency responses
In this subsection, the analysis of symmetry-breaking is performed in the light of fre-
quency responses. The first NNM (out-of-phase) is targeted with a forcing vector re-
specting the symmetry of the mode, see Design #2 in Tab. 4.1. Then, the second NNM
(in-phase) is targeted with the voltages in Design #3 in Tab. 4.1. Particular behaviors
on the IS depend on which type of NNM the IS are linked to. The originality lies in the
detection and analysis of IS and NNM before and after symmetry breaking in a MEMS
array using bifurcation tracking, continuation methods and energy balance.
Out-of-phase NNM excited First, the frequency responses curves are computed with
respect to the Design #2 in Tab. 4.1, see Fig. 4.12. The two NNMs are either in-phase
or out-of-phase due to the symmetry of the system and are therefore orthogonal to each
other. One can see that the first NNM is well targeted with the symmetrical voltages Vac
and that the second NNM do not respond due to the orthogonality of the two modes. In
Fig. 4.8, a mixed NNM is emanating from the in-phase mode. The modal shape of the
mixed NNM is composed by both modal shape of the two pure NNMs. Therefore, one
could suppose that IS are present on those mixed NNM branches.
To verify this hypothesis, an energy balance can be performed to observe the mul-
tiplier coefficient d that has to be applied to Vac in order to target specific point onto
the NNM. Since MEMS present low damping the fictive force obtained with undamped
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Figure 4.10 – 2-beam array with Design #2. Representation of NNMs with their IS
branches (δm = 10−4)
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Figure 4.11 – 2-beam array with Design #2. Bifurcation tracking of LP for the character-
ization of the isolated branches of NNM
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Figure 4.12 – 2-beam array with Design #2 before symmetry-breaking. Frequency re-
sponse with the out-of-phase mode excited (δm = 0)
phase resonance is used to perform the energy balance. The fictive force when the phase
resonance is computed can be calculated such as:
F
φ
f ic = (∇⊗C)X (4.34)
The forcing vector F in the MEMS array is proportional to V 2. Therefore, F can be
decomposed in three vectors (F0,F1,F2) proportional respectively to (1,Vac,V 2ac). F0
being a conservative force can be withdrawn from the energy balance equation. Then, the
multiplier coefficient d can be computed from the energy balance, see Eq. (4.35).
XT
(
∇2⊗C
)
X = dXT (∇⊗I)F1 +d2XT (∇⊗I)F2 (4.35)
With respect the voltages presented in the Design #2, the multiplier coefficient d is ob-
tained along the NNM, see Fig. 4.13. The y-axis represent the multiplier coefficient d
applied to the forcing vector in order to target NNMs. The mixed NNM present a as-
ymptotic behavior when it approaches the BP. A infinite multiplier coefficient d would
be needed for the BP to be targeted by the frequency response with respect to the Design
#2. This behavior is the direct consequence of the two pure NNMs being orthogonal to
each other. For a multiplier coefficient of d = 1, the mixed NNM is crossed in four points
(A2,A3,A4,A5). Therefore, with the Design #2, ISs should be found on each side of the
mixed NNM. At those four points, the corresponding frequency and Fourier coefficient
of the displacement vectors are used to initialized the computation of those ISs, see Fig.
4.14. One can see that the points (A1,A2,A5) are superposed with LPs contrarily to the
two points (A3,A4) closer to the second NNM. A symmetry-breaking event is generate by
the addition of an added mass (δm = 10−4) onto the first beam of the array. Then an mass
of δm = 10−4 is added onto the first beam of the array to generate a symmetry-breaking
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Figure 4.13 – 2-beam array with Design #2 before symmetry-breaking. Energy balance
with δm = 0
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Figure 4.14 – 2-beam array with Design #2 before symmetry-breaking. Frequency re-
sponses and IS with the out-of-phase mode excited (δm = 0)
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event. After the event, the following frequency responses are computed. The energy bal-
ance is used to provide solutions points for the initialization of IS computation, see Fig.
4.15. The frequency responses and the NNMs fit well. Since the symmetry of the system
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Figure 4.15 – 2-beam array with Design #2 after symmetry-breaking. Frequency re-
sponses and IS with the out-of-phase mode excited (δm = 10−4)
has been broken, the two NNMs are no longer orthogonal. Therefore, the second pure
NNM is now composed partially by the previous mixed NNM and responds to the current
excitation. The IS found onto the second pure NNM is supported by an excited NNM.
Consequently, for a high enough amplitude of voltages with respect to the current shape
of excitation, the IS supported by the second pure NNM could merged with the response
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4. Dynamical analysis of MEMS array
curve. On the other hand, the IS found onto the INNM is totally isolated from any excited
NNM. Hence, the IS will remain isolated even for higher amplitude and/or other shapes
of excitation. A LP bifurcation tracking is performed with respect to the amplitude of the
forcing vector to analyze the merging behaviors of the IS, see Figs. 4.16 and 4.17. The LP
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Figure 4.16 – 2-beam array with Design #2. LP tracking with respect to the amplitude of
forcing (δm = 10−4)
curve passes by the IS present on the excited pure NNM at points (B2,B3). The evolution
of the multiplier coefficient d during the LP tracking presented is used to detect the pres-
ence of IS. An IS is detected when the system parameter that has been liberated to perform
the continuation crosses back its initial value. In Fig. 4.17, the IS can be detected when
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Figure 4.17 – 2-beam array with Design #2. Visualization of LP tracking in the d-
Frequency plane (δm = 10−4)
the LP curve has a multiplier coefficient d = 1. Since the LP curve crosses d = 1 at two
points (B2,B3) that are not on the main frequency response, IS are detected and branching
method can be used to compute them. Therefore, LP tracking is another way to detected
and computed the IS. Moreover, this method is more adapted for frequency responses
analysis compared to the method involving energy balance that is more adapted for NNM
analysis. The LP curve can also be used to obtain the multiplier coefficient d threshold at
which merging and birth of IS occurs. One can see that the IS and the frequency response
merge for a forcing vector multiplied by d ≈ 1.05. The minimum multiplier coefficient
necessary for IS to appear can be also determined at d ≈ 0.61. The other IS supported by
the INNM is not linked to the frequency response by the LP tracking. Consequently, IS
supported by INNM can never merge with the frequency response for any amplitude and
shape of excitation with respect to the taken system parameters. Another way to obtain
the IS would be to perform a LP tracking with respect to the value of the added mass. In
Fig. 4.19a, the evolution of IS with respect to the added mass is presented with respect to
the frequency and the value of the added mass δm. The curve δm = 10−4 is crossed twice
at the same two points (B2,B3). Those points are used to initialized the IS supported by
the pure NNM, see Figs. 4.18a and 4.18b. Therefore, IS found onto a pure NNM can be
initialized using LP tracking with respect to the value of the added mass. On the zoom
Fig. 4.19b, the IS merge with the main frequency response for δm > 1.21×10−4. Conse-
quently, the IS can be reattached to the main frequency response by increasing the break
in the symmetry of the system. To our knowledge, the use of this phenomenon for mass
detection purposes is limited because the ISs are positioned in the unstable part of the
out-of-phase NNM and therefore cannot be easily reached by frequency sweep. However,
in the next paragraph, the mass detection based on symmetry-breaking of the in-phase
mode is more promising.
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Figure 4.18 – 2-beam array with Design #2. LP tracking with respect to the value of the
added mass δm. Frequency responses obtained for δm = 10−4
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Figure 4.19 – 2-beam array with Design #2. Visualization of the LP tracking in the δm-
Frequency plane
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In-phase NNM excited The frequency responses are computed with respect to Design
#3, Tab. 4.1. To better visualized the frequency responses with their corresponding NNM,
the part emanating from BP bifurcations and the other part are plotted separately, see
Fig. 4.20. The second NNM is well targeted with the symmetrical voltages Vac and
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Figure 4.20 – 2-beam array with Design #3 before symmetry-breaking. Frequency re-
sponse with the in-phase mode excited (δm = 0)
that the first NNM does not respond due to the orthogonality of the two modes. On
the stable part of the excited pure NNM, the frequency responses are stable until BP
are encountered. Then, the frequency responses become unstable and are supported by
the unstable part of the excited pure NNM, see Fig. 4.20a. The BP encountered onto the
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frequency response represent a symmetry-breaking bifurcation. From those BP, additional
branches of frequency responses appear, see Fig. 4.20b. Being supported by a mixte
NNM, these frequency responses do not respect the symmetry of the system.
Then, the added mass (δm= 10−4) is added onto the first beam of the array to generate
a symmetry-breaking event breaking the underlying symmetry of the system. Once the
symmetry is broken, the following responses curves are obtained, see Fig. 4.21. With the
current Design #3 targeting the in-phase NNM, the symmetry-breaking event influence
way more the dynamic of the MEMS array. After the symmetry-breaking event induced
by the addition of an added mass onto the first beam, a localization of motion appears
onto the second beam. The obtained frequency responses are in good agreement with the
NNM presented in Fig. 4.10.
As explained in Subsection 3.5.2, after symmetry-breaking event, the NNMs are com-
posed of pure NNMs and INNM, both composed from previous part of both mixed and
pure NNMs. Since IS are found onto the INNM when the out-of-phase NNM is excited,
see Fig. 4.20, it could be supposed ISs to be present onto the INNM. To verify this hy-
pothesis an energy balance is performed, see Eq. 4.35 and Fig. 4.22.
After symmetry-breaking event, the obtained energy balance onto the NNMs is dif-
ferent from the one obtained with the out-of-phase NNM excited, see Fig. 4.22. With the
in-phase NNM excited and the symmetry broken, the IS onto the INNM starts to appear
on point of NNM the closest to the previous second NNM. This is why no infinite asymp-
tote in d is present close to the second NNM and that IS starts to appears close to the LP
supported by the INNM at d ≈ 0.28. For a multiplier coefficient of d = 1 the INNM is
crossed in two points (C2,C3). Therefore, a single IS supported by all the INNM should
be present onto the frequency responses. At the points (C2,C3), the corresponding fre-
quency and Fourier coefficient are used to initialized the ISs, see Fig. 4.23. One can see
that the IS is well detected and computed. Moreover, the IS is supported by the entirely
INNM and not only the INNM composed essentially by the previous mixed NNM as in
the results obtained with the Design #2.
Another way to detect those ISs is to exploit the merge of the IS and the frequency
response when the MEMS array is symmetrical. LP tracking can detect and compute
the IS if the IS and the frequency response are merged in the symmetrical configuration.
To exploit such property, a LP tracking with respect to the value of the added mass is
performed, see Fig. 4.24 During the LP tracking, the first part of the curve have δm < 0.
Then the LP curve cross the first time δm = 10−4 at point D2. At this point, one known
that a IS is present and a branching method can be applied to compute the IS. The rest of
the curve represent the evolution of the IS with respect to the value of the added mass δm.
It reaches a peak a δm≈ 0.02. So for any added mass δm > 0.02, no IS are present onto
the INNM with respect to the current voltages.
In symmetrical configuration, NNMs of the MEMS array are composed of mixed and
pure NNMs. The mode shape of the mixed NNMs are composed by a mix of mode
shape of pure NNMs of the system. When mixed NNM possesses IS, two cases can be
distinguished. When the pure NNM that support the mixed NNM is not excited, then the
IS cannot merge with the frequency response for any amplitude of forcing. When the pure
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Figure 4.21 – 2-beam array with Design #3 after symmetry-breaking. Frequency re-
sponses with the in-phase mode excited (δm = 10−4)
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Figure 4.22 – 2-beam array with Design #3 after symmetry-breaking. Energy balance
with the in-phase mode excited (δm = 10−4)
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Figure 4.23 – 2-beam array with Design #3 after symmetry-breaking. Frequency response
and IS with the in-phase mode excited (δm = 10−4)
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Figure 4.24 – 2-beam array with Design #3. LP tracking with respect to the amplitude of
forcing with the in-phase mode excited. Frequency responses obtained for δm = 10−4
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Figure 4.25 – 2-beam array with Design #3. Visualization of LP tracking in the δm-
Frequency plane
NNM that support the mixed NNM is excited, then the IS are merging with the frequency
response for a high enough amplitude of forcing. In asymmetrical configuration, NNMs of
the MEMS array are composed of pure NNMs and INNMs. When pure NNMs possesses
IS, the IS are merging with the frequency response for a high enough amplitude of forcing.
The INNMs can possess IS as long as the forcing vector targets the pure NNMs that
compose the INNM. Moreover, these IS cannot merge with the frequency response for
any shape and amplitude of the forcing vector. In MEMS array, symmetry-breaking event
affect greatly the dynamic of the system. When the out-of-phase NNM is excited, ISs
are in the unstable region of the out-of-phase NNM and are not easily exploitable by
frequency sweep. However, when the in-phase NNM is excited the symmetry-breaking
generates great change in maximum of amplitude in the MEMS array and can be easily
exploitable by frequency sweep. In the next section, one will see how the dynamic of
MEMS arrays can be exploited for mass detection purposes.
4.4 Mechanisms of detection
In this section, mechanisms of detection with beam array based on hysteresis cycle and
symmetry-breaking event are presented. First in Subsection 4.4.1, the mass detection
method for 2-beam with asymmetric voltages is addressed. The additional loops that
appears due to electrostatic coupling of the beam are used to provide a mass detection
mechanism based on hysteresis cycle. Secondly in Subsection 4.3, 2-beam and 3-beam
arrays are considered with symmetric voltages. The symmetric configuration of the array
is then broken by a mass added onto the first beam of the array. The resulting symmetry-
breaking event is then exploited to detect and quantify the added mass.
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4.4.1 Based on frequency shift and hysteresis cycle (Design #1)
In this subsection, a 2-beam array is considered with respect to the Design #1 presented
in Tab 4.2. It is presented a mechanism of detection based on the merging behavior of the
additional loops caused by bifurcation synchronisation in frequency to generate important
changes in the hysteresis cycle after the addition of an added mass.
Let the added mass fall on the second beam at x0 = 0.5. Figure. 4.26 presents the
responses of the first and second beams with and without an added mass δm = 10−4
determined by the HBM+ANM. The stable/unstable parts of the responses are plotted for
δm = 0 and δm = 10−4. Fig. 4.27 presents the response curves for the case of an added
mass δm = 10−4. It permits the comparison between the results obtained by HBM+ANM
and by time integration method with a frequency sweep-up and a frequency sweep-down.
From Fig. 4.26, it appears that the added mass makes the beams responses more com-
plicated due to the presence of several additional loops. For the second beam, the ampli-
tude is almost unchanged with an added mass (Wmax = 0.22) and there is a small frequency
shift, while the first-beam amplitude changes from Wmax(B1)≈ 0.11 to Wmax(F1)≈ 0.17.
In the objective to carry out an experimental investigation, it is necessary to verify, us-
ing the time integration method, that such an amplitude difference is detectable. In Fig.
4.27a, it can be observed that a simple sweep-up or sweep-down does not permit the de-
tection of the added mass. Indeed, the frequency responses obtained by time-integration
combined with sweep-up and sweep-down coincide with the stable part of the response
curve for δm = 0 of Fig. 4.26a and the branches up to H1 and F1 are not obtained. The
only difference concerns the position of the amplitude jump. During sweep-down, for the
first beam the jump occurs at C1 without added mass and at I1 with added mass; for the
second beam, it occurs at H2 and at G2 respectively. However, these differences are very
difficult to distinguish for a small added mass.
To detect the added mass by means of amplitude difference, let both frequency sweeps
be combined, see Fig. 4.28. First, the frequency is swept down from point J to a frequency
value Ωmin which is set between Ω(C1) and Ω(I1), then increased.
When using the time integration method, the response of the first beam is J1− i1−
ji1−C1− J1 (Wmax = 0.02) without added mass and J1− I1− jI1−G1−H1− jH1− J1
(Wmax = 0.15) for δm = 10−4. The response of the second beam is J2− i2− ji2− g2−
d2− jd2−J2 (Wmax = 0.22) without added mass and J2− I2− jI2−G2−J2 (Wmax = 0.04)
for δm = 10−4. Hence, the added mass is clearly detected by the difference of amplitude.
If the mass δm = 10−4 is added on the first beam instead of the second one, the beam-
array response is almost unchanged because, as considered in the previous section, the
influence of the second beam on the first beam is stronger than the influence of the first
beam on the second beam. Hence, a perturbation of the second-beam will cause a larger
amplitude variation than a perturbation of the first beam.
The threshold of detection can be set by adjusting voltages. In order to adjust the
mass threshold, ΩA1 has to be superior to ΩA2m and inferior to ΩA2 , see Fig. 4.29. For
example, when decreasing Vdc32 and Vac32 to 0.575V instead of 0.6V while keeping the
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Figure 4.26 – 2-beam array with Design #1. Responses determined by the HBM+ANM
with an added mass δm = 10−4 (red: stable branches, orange: unstable branches) and
without added mass (dark blue: stable branches, light blue: unstable branches).
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Figure 4.27 – 2-beam array with Design #1. Responses with added mass δm = 10−4.
Comparison between HBM+ANM (red: stable branches, orange: unstable branches) and
time integration method with a frequency sweep-up (pink curves) and a frequency sweep-
down (blue curves).
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Figure 4.28 – 2-beam array with Design #1. Responses determined by time integration
method without added mass (blue curves J1− i1− ji1−C1−J1 and J2− i2− ji2−g2−d2−
jd2−J2) and with added mass δm = 10−4 (pink curves J1− I1− jI1−G1−H1− jH1−J1
and J2− I2− jI2−G2− J2) ; responses determined by HBM+ANM with added mass
δm = 10−4 (red: stable branches, orange: unstable branches).
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Figure 4.29 – 2-beam array with Design #1. Response with Vdc32 = Vac32 = 0.575V
and other voltages as in Table 1, without mass (dark/light blue) and with δm = 10−5
(red/orange).
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Figure 4.30 – 2-beam array with Design #1. Response with Vdc32 = Vac32 = 0.575V
and other voltages as in Table 1, without mass (dark/light blue) and with δm = 10−3
(red/orange).
other voltages unchanged, see Table 4.1, ΩA2 becomes closer to ΩA1 . Therefore, smaller
masses, such as δm = 10−5, can also be detected by a large amplitude change. For a big-
ger mass, such as δm = 10−3, the second beam response has a lower amplitude, see Fig.
4.30. By adding a mass bigger then an upper threshold, ΩB2m becomes larger than ΩB1m
and the amplitude of the second beam response decreases. Therefore, larger masses such
as δm = 10−3 can this time be detected by a reduced amplitude on the second beam re-
sponse curve. To sum up, there exist two mass thresholds. When the first one is exceeded
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there is a large amplitude jump on the first beam amplitude. Then, when the added mass
is higher than the second threshold, the amplitude of the second beam starts to decrease.
But for added masses between these two thresholds, the responses are not so different.
Therefore quantifying these masses is difficult.
4.4.2 Based on symmetry-breaking event
This subsection considers a 3-beam array with symmetric voltages. Designs with small
(Design #2) and large (Designs #3 and #4) voltages are investigated with values presented
in Table 4.2. A mechanism of detection based on symmetry-breaking event induced by
an added mass on the MEMS array is investigated.
Small symmetrical voltages (Design #2) Due to the symmetric voltages, the electro-
static forces on both sides of the second beam are balanced. Hence the second beam does
not vibrate. If the added mass falls on it, the system is still symmetric and the second
beam remains at rest. However, if the added mass falls on the first or third beam, the
system loses its symmetry and the response changes. Depending on the value of added
mass, the response change for the first and third beams can be very small and difficult to
identify. This is why the detection is based on the second-beam response instead.
Fig. 4.31 shows the case of an added mass δm = 10−3 at the middle of Beam #1
(x0 = 0.5). Without the added mass, the responses of Beams #1 and #3 are identical.
With the added mass, the response of Beam #1 is shifted to the left and loops appear on
the responses of Beams #1 and #3. However, the response amplitudes do not change in
comparison with the case without added mass. The amplitude of beam #2 is nil (Wmax = 0)
without added mass but large with δm = 10−3 as a result of symmetry breaking.
When voltages Vac21 and Vdc21 between the beams #1 and #2 are identical to voltages
Vac32 and Vdc32 between the beams #2 and #3, the electrostatic forces and the second-beam
displacement depend only on the difference between deflections of beams #1 and #3. The
larger the added mass is, the more different these displacements are, and the larger the
second-beam displacement is. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.32 showing the second-beam
response for several values of the added mass.
With a mass δm = 10−3 added on the Beam #1, the deflections of Beams #1 and #3
are different. Let points A,B,C,D be considered as defined in Figs. 4.31 and 4.32a. At
these points, the displacements of Beams #1 and #3 are plotted in Fig. 4.32b. For each
value of time t, these displacements are the most different at point C and the less different
at point B. Therefore, it results that WC >WD >WA >WB as observed in Fig. 4.32a.
The amplitude of Beam #2 is large, with Wmax = 0.25 at point C. However, this branch
is unstable, thus not observable experimentally. Fig. 4.33 represents the responses ob-
tained by time integration with frequency sweep-up and sweep-down. As for the two-
beam system, these responses are not coincident. As shown in Fig. 4.33a, with a fre-
quency sweep-up the maximum amplitude Wmax = 0.04 is reached just before the jump
down to point E and Wmax = 0.04 whereas, with a sweep down, the maximum amplitude
is Wmax = 0.05 at point F.
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Figure 4.31 – 3-beam array with Design #2: response with a mass δm = 10−3 added
on the first beam (red/orange) and without added mass (dark/light blue). Without added
mass, the second-beam amplitude is nil.
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(a) Response of Beam #2 without (blue curve) and with δm = 10−4 (pink
curve) or δm = 10−3 (red/orange curve) added on Beam #1.
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(b) Displacement of Beam #1 (solid line) and Beam #3 (dotted line) at points
A (yellow curves), B (red curves), C (green curves) and D (blue curves) with
δm = 10−3.
Figure 4.32 – 3-beam array with Design #2
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A larger amplitude can be reached if the two frequency sweeps are combined as fol-
lows (see Fig. 4.33b): first a sweep-down until the jump at point F, then a sweep-up,
resulting in a maximum amplitude Wmax = 0.11 at point D that can be easily detected.
However, with a smaller added mass, e.g. δm = 10−4, the difference between the
displacements of Beams #1 and #3 is small. Thus the deflection of Beam #2 is also small,
as shown in Fig. 4.32a, making the detection difficult. As explained in Section 4.4 there is
a threshold of added mass, above which additional loops increase the response amplitude.
Therefore the added mass has to be larger than the threshold for the symmetry breaking
to generate a high amplitude on Beam #2. To detect smaller added masses, let Design #3
be considered.
Large symmetrical voltages (Design #3 and #4) In this paragraph, the considered
large symmetrical voltages generates large amplitude responses. Therefore, an analysis of
convergence in term of Taylor expansion T and number of spatial mode Nm is necessary.
The responses for Design #3 are presented in Fig. 4.34. The considered voltages
are large enough for a frequency sweep-up from Ω = 22.35 to Ω = 22.75 to make the
resonator collapse by pull-in (Wmax ≥ 1). Hence, the sweep-up is performed only in the
interval Ω = [22.17 − 22.23] where the resonator has not yet collapsed. Without added
mass, the calculation with one mode and a third-order Taylor series shows convergent
responses. The array remains symmetric, so beam #2 does not vibrate.
With a mass δm = 10−4 added on the first beam, because of the symmetry-breaking,
the second-beam amplitude is large. The calculations have been limited to 3 modes and
seventh-order Taylor series in order to keep an affordable computational time. In Fig.
4.34, with the same order of Taylor series (T = 3,5 or 7), responses with Nm = 1 or
Nm = 2 modes are almost unchanged. On the contrary, with a fixed number of modes,
responses change a lot when using the third or fifth order, while the seventh order does
not improve the solution anymore. For smaller added masses, the influence of high orders
is more significant.
Fig. 4.35 shows the responses for Design #4 (slightly higher symmetric voltage, see
Table 4.2), calculated with Nm = 1 mode. Using third order Taylor series, an added mass
δm = 10−6 can be detected by a small difference between the responses with and with-
out added mass. However, with seventh-order series, a smaller added mass δm = 10−12
can be detected because a larger difference is observed. Theoretically, any infinitesimal
perturbation causes the symmetry-breaking of the three-beam array. However, from a
numerical point of view, the detection threshold depends on the accuracy of the model.
Thus, the detection threshold can be improved by increasing the order of the Taylor se-
ries. It is however limited by the computational cost and the numerical accuracy of the
algorithms.
Fig. 4.36 presents responses calculated with Nm = 1 and seventh-order Taylor series
for increasing values of δm. Without added mass, the amplitude of beam #2 is Wmax = 0
and it changes from Wmax = 0.05 for δm= 10−12 to Wmax = 0.2 for δm= 5×10−4 (cyan).
For large values of δm (δm > 10−6), the quantification is possible.
To better visualized the evolution of the response curve with respect to the value of
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(a) HBM+ANM (red/orange curve), time integration with a sweep-up (pink
curve) and a sweep-down (blue curve)
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(b) HBM+ANM (red/orange curve), time integration method combining a fre-
quency sweep-down then sweep-up (blue curve).
Figure 4.33 – 3-beam array with Design #2. Response of Beam #2 with δm = 10−3 added
on Beam #1.
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Figure 4.34 – 3-beam array with Design #3. Responses with an added mass δm = 10−4
on the first beam determined by using third (red), fifth (blue) and seventh (green) order
Taylor series with Nm = 1 (solid line) or Nm = 2 (circle) modes; responses without added
mass (black).
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Figure 4.35 – 3-beam array with Design #4. Responses with Nm = 1 mode. Red curves:
responses with δm = 10−8 (solid line) or δm = 10−6 (circle) on the first beam determined
by third-order Taylor series. Blue curves: responses with δm = 10−12 (solid line) or
δm = 10−6 (circle) on the first beam determined by seventh-order Taylor series. Black
curves: responses without added mass.
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Figure 4.36 – 3-beam array with Design #4. Responses with Nm = 1 mode and seventh
order Taylor series, without added mass (black), with δm = 10−12 (green), δm = 10−6
(magenta), δm = 10−4 (red), δm = 5×10−4 (blue) added on the first beam.
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Figure 4.37 – 3-beam array with Design #4.
added mass (δm > 0) , a parametric analysis by LP tracking is made, see Fig. 4.37.
The results are obtained using HBM without ANM with Nm = 1, H = 5 and seventh-
order Taylor series. The LP tracking with respect to the value of the added mass allows
to obtain a continuous parametric analysis. In Fig. 4.38 , the LP curve presented with
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Figure 4.38 – 3-beam array with Design #4. Maximum of amplitude Max(Wmax) with
respect to added mass δm for Beam #2.
respect to the value of the added mass (δm > 0) and the amplitude of the second beam
can be used to determine direct the value of the added mass in function of the maximum
of amplitude of the second beam. For small values of δm (δm < 10−6) the difference in
amplitude is very small so an accurate quantification is difficult. When the quantification
of the non-dimensional ratio δm is made, the corresponding physical added mass δmp is
obtained with Eq. (4.25) as listed in Table 4.3 for a few values of δm. The parametric
Table 4.3 – Correspondence between the non dimensional mass ratio δm and the physical
value of the added mass δmp
δm 10−3 10−4 5×10−4
δmp(kg) 1.1184−18 1.1184−19 2.2368−20
δm 5×10−6 10−6 10−8
δmp(kg) 5.5920−21 1.1184−21 1.1184−23
analysis has been made with respect to the value of the added mass superior to δm > 0. In
Fig. 4.39, the entire LP tracking for amplitude of the second beam between 0 and 0.5 is
displayed. For amplitude below 0.5, the value of the added mass becomes negative until
it reaches zero. Then, the value of the added mass becomes positive again indicating the
presence of IS. The IS appears for value of the added mass below δm≈ 6.4×10−5. The
LP curve crosses the value of the added mass δm = 5×10−6 in three points (F1,F2,F3)
indicating the presence of an IS.
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Figure 4.39 – 3-beam array with Design #4. Maximum of amplitude Max(Wmax) with
respect to added mass δm for Beam #2.
The frequency response with δm = 5× 10−6 is computed and initialized with LP
tracking, see Fig. 4.40. One can see the IS delimited by the two points (F1,F2). For
beam #1 and #3, the IS is one the other side of the frequency curves, whereas for beam
#2, the IS is localized inside the frequency curves.
To better visualize the evolution of the IS, several others ISs are plotted with respect
to δm = (3×10−6,6×10−6) in Fig. 4.41. The particular point at δm = 0 is also used to
compute what seems to be an undetected bifurcated branch of solution. One can see that
for δm→ 0, the frequency response tends towards a branch emanating from BPs on the
main branch at δm = 0. One can observe the evolution of IS with respect to δm < (≈
6.4× 10−6) on the other side of the frequency response obtained with δm = 0. The IS
computed with δm = 6×10−6 is smaller than the one obtained with δm = 3×10−6. This
is because the value of δm is closer to the isolat center than the other IS.
On the curve obtained with δm = 0, two BPs were not detected with the previous
frequency response computation due to the small frequency range of the phenomena. In-
deed with a too long step size, two BPs can be undetected by the indicator if those BP
are close enough to each other to be located between the two periodic solutions com-
puted successively. A branch of solution emanating from previously undetected BPs is
obtained. The two BP are symmetry-breaking bifurcation. Indeed in symmetric configu-
ration, the system cannot have his second beam moving without breaking the symmetry
of the system. This phenomenon is similar to buckling behaviors, with a high symmetric
voltages the beam array loose its stability around the asymmetric NNM of the system
leading to symmetry-breaking motion. This phenomenon is interesting since the asymp-
tote in amplitude can be tuned by amplifying the alternative voltages Vac by the multiplier
coefficient d. Consequently, the maximum amplitude of the bifurcated branch can be
tuned to be outside the zone dominated by ambient noise.
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Figure 4.40 – 3-beam array with Design #4.
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Figure 4.41 – 3-beam array with Design #4.
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4.4.3 Perspectives for mass detection
One perspective is the exploitation of localization of motion that occurs with/without
symmetry-breaking event to provide mechanism of detection and quantification of multi-
ple mass in parallel by using a asymmetric n-beam array. When n-beam with the maxi-
mum number of symmetries is considered, one of its NNMs present multiple successive
symmetry-breaking bifurcations of the lattice. Each of those symmetries are then detuned
leading to as many localization of motion as there are symmetries. Each symmetry if
detuned can lead to two possible asymmetric configurations. Especially, the system can
go from one asymmetric configuration to one other by adding masses onto the MEMS
array. Moreover, the mass detection threshold associated to each broken symmetry can be
tuned with the bias voltages Vdc. The mechanism of detection is based on this inversion of
localization of motion that appears when the symmetry-breaking events are crossed from
one asymmetric configuration to the other. The quantification of the masses can then be
performed by LP continuation as in Subsection 4.3.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, the influence of electrostatic coupling between the beams has been ana-
lyzed with time integration and averaging methods. The time integration method is used
to simulate experimental results. The averaging method permits to visualize the influ-
ence of electrostatic coupling between the beams by comparing the responses curves with
and without the identified coupling terms. Because of this influence, each beam response
presents a very complicated nonlinear behavior with several loops, the influence of dis-
tant beams being weaker. A phenomenon of frequency synchronization of the bifurcations
points has been uncovered.
Afterwards, the influence of symmetry-breaking event onto the dynamics of a sym-
metric beam array has been analyzed. The symmetry-breaking event has been induced by
the addition of a small mass onto the first beam of the 2-beam array. The results show
that symmetry-breaking events generate INNM and IS. Moreover, it has been shown that
merging and birth properties of IS is linked to NNM properties. If a IS is supported by a
INNM, the merging cannot happen. However, if the IS is supported by a pure or a mixte
NNM, it can only merge with the main frequency response if both of the NNM are excited
by the input force.
For mass detection topic, results based on time integration show that the combination
of two frequency sweeps (down then up) is necessary for the experimental detection of an
added mass. For an asymmetric beam array, a small added mass can be detected by tuning
voltages to a threshold. In particular, in symmetric configurations, the mass detection
can be highly improved by using bifurcations of symmetry-breaking type. Moreover,
the amplitude of the voltages can be used to put the amplitude range for mass detection
outside the zone dominated by the ambient noise.
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General conclusion
In the first part of this thesis, the topic of parametric analysis for nonlinear systems has
been addressed. The methods of detection, localization and tracking of bifurcations have
been recalled for codimention-1 and developed for R1 and LPNS bifurcations. Bifurcation
tracking has been applied to a NLTVA and a Jeffcott rotor to visualize the evolution of the
dynamics of the system with respect to a single parameter. For the NLTVA, the evolution
of LP and NS have been computed with respect to the forcing amplitude as varying para-
meter. For the Jeffcott rotor, the LP and NS bifurcations have been tracked with respect
to the friction coefficient. Then, an original method, based on HBM, has been developed
to perform a multi-parametric recursive continuation for parametric analysis of nonlinear
systems. The originality lies in the implementation of a recursive continuation process
based on a extremum characterization adapted for continuation techniques. At the end of
the analysis, the evolution of a specific initial point and all associated extremum points
with respect to several parameters are obtained. Therefore, the presented method can
perform both parametric analysis and optimization of the chosen system. The algorithm
has then been applied to a NLTVA to push the birth of ISs at higher forcing amplitude.
The evolution, limits of existence and extremum of birth and merging of ISs have been
uncovered with respect to the chosen parameters. The obtained results permit optimizing
and better understanding how the NLTVA’s ISs are evolving with respect to the forcing
amplitude, the nonlinear stiffness and the damping coefficients. It results in new configu-
rations that can decorrelate system parameters from the birth of ISs, push the birth of IS
at higher forcing amplitude and even totally withdraw the ISs from the dynamics of the
system. A comparison of the efficiency shows that each configuration presents a range of
forcing amplitude in which the efficiency of the NLTVA is the best.
In the second part of the thesis, a robust method for the computation of NNMs as
a family of periodic solutions has been developed. The continuation process of NNM
has been improved by the addition of an optimized phase condition and a damping ma-
trix multiplied by a quasi-null coefficient. Then, an extension of conservative NNM to
non-conservative equations of motion has been provided. As in linear modal analysis,
the extension to non-conservatives NNMs characterizes the phase resonance and the res-
onance of the energy of displacement. Moreover, the same methods used to provide
non-conservative LNMs have been used to obtain non-conservative NNMs. The original-
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ity of the approach lies in the characterization of non-conservative NNM with conserva-
tive equations and in the direct extension of non-conservative LNMs to non-conservative
NNMs.
Then, the problems of stability and bifurcations computation have been addressed.
A shifted Quadratic Eigenvalue Problem obtained by Hill’s method has been introduced
for the NNM stability and bifurcation analysis. It results in a method that can compute
conservative and non-conservative NNMs with their corresponding stability and bifur-
cations. Then, multiple configurations of a 2-ddl system have been analyzed with the
proposed method. First, the dynamics of the system has been analyzed with respect to the
underlying symmetries of the system and conservative NNMs. Several phenomena such
as INNM, merging and birth of ISs, tongues of modal interactions, birth and degeneracy
of BPs have been explained based on symmetry considerations. Moreover, NNMs with
complex topology have been computed in a single calculation, proving the robustness of
the method. Secondly, the theory describing the energy resonance of the displacement has
been validated with viscous, cubic and sinusoidal damping. Then, it has been shown that
an appropriate fictive force can accurately target specific NNM points such as branches
of modal interaction, modal interaction points and points on the main NNM branch. A
sensitivity analysis with respect to the accuracy of the fictive force has also been per-
formed. Finally, the concept of energy resonance has been validated on a system with
cubic nonlinear damping.
In the last part of the thesis, the influence of electrostatic coupling between the beams
of a MEMS array has been analyzed. It has been shown that, because of the coupling,
each beam presents complicated behaviors such as the birth of loops and synchronization
of bifurcation points. Then, the effect of symmetry-breaking on the global dynamic of
a resonant MEMS array has been studied. A symmetric 2-beam MEMS array has been
considered. The results show that symmetry-breaking events generate INNM that support
ISs. Moreover, the merging and birth of ISs are related to NNM properties. If an IS is
supported by an INNM, the merging of IS with the main frequency cannot happen. How-
ever, if the IS is supported by a pure or a mixed NNM, it can only merge with the main
frequency response if both NNMs are excited by the input force. Then, these preliminary
works have been used to provide new mechanisms for mass detection. In an asymmetric
configuration, it is based on a threshold of detection induced by the effect of electrostatic
coupling. If the value of the added mass is greater than the value of the threshold, the
mass is detected and identified by a classical hysteresis cycle. Concerning the symmetric
configuration, the mass detection can be improved by using symmetry-breaking bifurca-
tions. Moreover, by choosing a high bias voltage, a phenomenon similar to buckling but
for periodic solutions could be used to put the amplitude range of detection outside of the
zone dominated by the ambient noise.
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Perspectives
The results of this work open the following perspectives:
• The newly developed tool for parametric analysis with respect to multiple parame-
ter could be used on large nonlinear systems modeled with FEM to observe the
evolution of specific points with respect to multiple parameters.
• One could try to use the same concept of recursion to characterize bifurcations in
increasing co-dimensions based on the multiplicity of specific eigenvalues.
• The multi-parametric recursive continuation permits to follow a specific augmented
system with respect to multiple system parameters. So, one could use the method
to perform the continuation of multiple initial points characterized by a single aug-
mented system. For example, it could be used to obtain the evolution of several
maximums of energy with respect to several parameters. One could even introduce
equations constraining the several peaks at the same amplitude.
• The theory developed to compute NNMs could be used for the nonlinear modal
analysis of any nonlinear system. Moreover, the fictive forces associated to the non-
conservative NNM could be used to target specific NNMs and therefore perform
experimental tracking of NNM including branches of solutions appearing from BP
bifurcation.
• The implementation of stability and bifurcation analysis for energy resonance
NNMs.
• One could adapt the concept of non-conservative NNM to compute "free-
oscillations" modes. Those modes would be excited by transient phenomena un-
til all energy is dissipated. This extension could then be used to provide a way to
identify NNMs using impact characterization.
• The computation of NNMs could be extended to equations of motion composed of
nonsmooth nonlinear forces without regularization of those forces.
• Based on the work made on the influence of symmetry-breaking event, one could
detect a small added mass by using the localization of motion induced by multiple
symmetry-breaking events. This method could be used to tune several mass thresh-
olds associated to each symmetry of the system. Especially, it could be used to
detect multiple masses in parallel.
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Cette thèse a pour buts de fournir des méthodes numériques pour une meilleure analyse
de la dynamique globale des systèmes mécaniques nonlinéaires oscillants. Ces méthodes
sont appliquées à un absorbeur de vibration nonlinéaire ajusté pour améliorer ses perfor-
mances et aux tableaux de MEMS pour la détection de masses infimes afin de fournir des
méthodes alternatives de détection. Les contributions sont principalement:
1. La caractérisation des points de bifurcations de résonance 1:1 (R1) et Point Limite
Neimark Sacker (LPNS) en utilisant la méthode de la Balance Harmonique. Cette
caractérisation améliore l’analyse des points de bifurcations à l’aide de méthodes
de résolutions basées sur la balance harmonique. Ces points de bifurcations de
co-dimensions 2 rendent possible une analyse de point de bifurcations selon deux
paramètres du système.
2. La création d’une méthode d’analyse paramétrique de systèmes nonlinéaires selon
de multiple paramètres. Cette méthode peut être appliquée à n’importe quel point
initial caractérisé par un système augmenté. En utilisant notre caractérisation récur-
sive de point extrémal sous forme de système augmenté, la méthode assure la con-
tinuation du point initial et de ses extremums. Ainsi les résultats fournis sont les
points extrémaux ainsi que les courbes d’évolutions de ceux-ci selon l’intégralité
des paramètres système choisis.
3. L’amélioration d’un absorbeur nonlinéaire ajusté de vibration (NLTVA). L’étude
a été réalisée à l’aide de la méthode d’analyse multi-paramétrique présentée
précédemment appliquée aux solutions isolées. L’analyse des résultats a fourni
l’évolution des solutions isolées selon les plusieurs paramètres de l’absorbeur. Il
en résulte plusieurs configurations repoussant à plus haute amplitude de forçage
l’apparition des solutions isolées (ISs) et augmentant ainsi sa plage opérationnelle.
En plus de cela, certaines configurations arrivent à décorréler l’apparition de solu-
tions isolées avec certains paramètres de l’absorbeur.
4. La création de méthodes numériques pour le calcul des modes normaux non-
linéaires, ainsi que leur stabilité et leurs points de bifurcations. La méthode de
continuation des modes normaux nonlinéaires est basée sur une condition de phase
spécifique et une relaxation de l’équation de mouvement. Il en résulte une méth-
ode numérique robuste de continuation modes normaux nonlinéaires. Une double
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régularisation du problème quadratique aux valeurs propres obtenue par méthode
de Hill a été effectuée afin de calculer la stabilité des modes et d’obtenir les équa-
tions caractérisant les points limites (LPs) et de points de branchements (BPs). De
plus une extension aux modes normaux nonlinéaires non-conservatif est proposée
afin de calculer les résonances de phase et d’énergie en déplacement.
5. L’analyse de la dynamique des tableaux de MEMS à l’aide des méthodes dévelop-
pées, ainsi que la proposition de mécanismes de détection alternatifs basées sur la
dynamique nonlinéaires des tableaux de MEMS. L’analyse des tableaux de MEMS
à l’aide de méthode d’analyse paramétrique et de calcul de modes normaux non-
linéaires a permis de comprendre les changements sur la dynamique induits par des
phénomènes complexes. Ainsi, il est expliqué que le couplage électrostatique en-
gendre un phénomène de synchronisation en fréquence des points de bifurcations
présents sur les différentes poutres du tableau de MEMS. De même l’influence sur
la dynamique des brisures de symétries générées par l’ajout d’une masse à quanti-
fier est expliquée. Ces deux phénomènes sont par la suite exploités pour former des
mécanismes alternatifs de détection de masses infimes.
Analyse et caractérisation de résonance 1:1 (R1) et de
point limite de neimarck sacker (LPNS)
Les points de bifurcations jouent un rôle important dans la dynamique globale des sys-
tèmes nonlinéaires. Ces points sont des solutions de l’équation de mouvement où le
théorème de fonction implicite est mal posé et où les changements de dynamique se
produisent. Ainsi, l’analyse paramétrique des points de bifurcations représente un bon
moyen d’appréhender la dynamique des systèmes nonlinéaires. Les points de bifurca-
tions peuvent être catégorisés en fonction de leur codimension. Les points de bifurcations
rencontrés sur les courbes de réponses sont de codimension 1. De même, les points de
bifurcations rencontrés sur les courbes de codimension 1 sont de codimension 2. Dans
la section 2.1, les détections, les localisations et les suivies des points de bifurcations de
codimension 1 sont rappelés. Dans cette section un résumé de la caractérisant les bifurca-
tions R1 et LPNS de codimension-2 est présenté. Des exemples d’analyse paramétriques
de bifurcations sont ensuite détaillés.
Résonance 1:1 (R1) Ce point de bifurcation apparait sur des courbes de LPs, il est no-
tamment lié à la topologie présentée dans la Fig. 4.42a. Les points de Neimark-Sacker
(NS) sont des bifurcations délimitant les zones de solutions quasi-périodiques. Par con-
séquent, il est intéressant de détecter les bifurcations R1 car elles représentent la fin ou le
début de courbes de bifurcations de NS pour identifier les limites d’évolution des plages
de solutions de quasi-périodique selon le paramètre utilisé lors de l’analyse paramétrique.
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Figure 4.42 – Bifurcations de codimension-2
Le point de bifurcation peut être calculé à l’aide du système augmenté suivant:
R1(Y ) =

R
RXφ1
RXφ2 +∆1φ1
φT1φ1−1
φT2φ1

= 03L+2 (4.36)
où Y = (X,φ1,φ2,ω,α) avec α le paramètre utilisé lors de la continuation des LPs ou
des NSs, X les coefficients de Fourier du vecteur déplacements solution de l’équation
de mouvement R = 0L, RX la jacobienne de l’équation de mouvement, ω la fréquence
d’excitation et (φ1,φ2) des vecteurs utiles au calcul.
Point limite de Neimarck Sacker (LPNS) Ce point de bifurcation apparait sur des
courbes de point limites, il est notamment lié à la topologie présenté dans la Fig. 4.42b.
Ce point représente l’endroit où deux courbes de LPS et de NSs coïncident. Le point de
bifurcation est calculé à l’aide du système augmenté suivant:
LPNS(Y ) =

R
RXφ1
RXφ2−κ∆1φ3−κ2∆2φ2
RXφ3 +κ∆1φ2−κ2∆2φ3
φT1φ1−1
qTφ2
φT2φ2−1

= 04L+3 (4.37)
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Figure 4.43 – Résultats de l’analyse paramétrique
où Y = (X,φ1,φ2,φ3,ω,α) avec α le paramètre utilisé lors de la continuation des LPs
ou des NSs,X les coefficients de fourrier du vecteur déplacements solution de l’équation
de mouvement R = 0L, RX la jacobienne de l’équation de mouvement, ω la fréquence
d’excitation et (φ1,φ2,φ3) des vecteurs utiles au calcul.
Analyse de bifurcation Deux analyses paramétriques ont été réalisées sur un absorbeur
nonlinéaire ajusté de vibrations (NLTVA) tiré de [DET 15a] et un modèle de rotor Jeff-
cott tiré du papier [XIE 16b]. Voici les résultats finaux dans la Fig. 4.43 représentants les
points de bifurcations de codimension 1 et 2 selon des paramètres systèmes. Les points
de codimension-1 sont correctement suivis et ceux de codimension-2 bien localisés. Dif-
férents phénomènes sont expliqués plus en détails dans la section 2.1.4. Notamment sur
les résultats du NLTVA, la courbe de LP la plus à gauche a la forme d’un S caractéristique
de la présence d’une IS.
L’analyse de bifurcation est réalisée sur deux exemples que sont le NLTVA et le rotor
de Jeffcott. Bien que limitées à un unique paramètre variable, ces méthodes sont utiles
pour effectuer des analyses paramétriques de systèmes non-linéaires car elles donnent
directement un aperçu de la dynamique des systèmes selon le paramètre étudié. Ces
méthodes ont démontré la présence de solutions isolées dans les réponses du NLTVA.
Méthode d’analyse multi-paramétrique par continuation
récursive
Les méthodes de continuation sont des outils très efficaces pour réaliser des analyses
paramétriques de systèmes non-linéaires et plus précisément du suivi de bifurcations.
Cependant, les méthodes de continuations actuelles sont toutes mono-paramétriques. Les
systèmes non-linéaires étant complexes, ceux-ci ne peuvent pas être analysés correcte-
ment dans tous les cas avec de telles méthodes. Par conséquent, il est nécessaire de
créer des méthodes d’analyse paramétriques selon de multiples paramètres. Pour faire
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cela la méthode proposée effectue des niveaux de continuation récursive des bifurcations
et de ces extremums. Ainsi, on obtient une méthode rapide pour analyser l’entièreté de
l’évolution du point de bifurcation et de ces extremums selon les paramètres choisis.
La méthode d’analyse multi-paramétrique est initiliasée par le calcul précis du point
à continuer Y0 solution d’un système augmenté G0(Y0) = 0. Ensuite, un paramètre α1
est libéré afin d’effectuer le niveau 1 de continuation représentant la branche de solution
G0(Y0,α1)= 0. S’en suit une détection et une localisation des 1-extremums de la branche
de solution à l’aide de localisation précise des extremums basée sur la caractérisation
récursive suivante:
Gk(Yk) =
Gk−1(Yk−1,αk)Gk−1Y jk−1φk
φTk φk−1
 = 0 with Yk = (Yk−1,φk,αk)
Y
j
k−1 =
(
(Yk−1,αk)\α j,αk
) (4.38)
avec Gk le k-extremum localisé sur un niveau (k− 1) de continuation, α le vecteur des
paramètres choisis pour effectuer l’analyse, Gk−1Y jk−1
la jacobienne de Gk−1 par rapport
au vecteur Y jk−1. Les extremums obtenus servent alors comme nouveaux points initiaux
pour le niveau de continuation suivant. La méthode d’analyse multi-paramétrique par
continuation récursive peut être résumée à l’aide de l’algorithme présenté dans la Tab. 4.4
De cette méthode, il résulte les branches de solutions du point initial et de ces ex-
tremums formant un arbre avec de courbes et de ramifications indiquant le changement
de niveau de continuation. Les extremums de cette arbre peuvent alors être utilisés pour
fournir les sets de paramètres α correspondant aux optimums locaux. Alors que, les
branches de solutions obtenues par continuation fournissent les zones d’existences des
points suivis délimitées par les extremums locaux. Par la suite, ces informations peu-
vent être exploitées pour visualiser l’évolution de certain phénomènes selon de multiple
paramètres ou encore pour fournir des sets de paramètres améliorant les systèmes exis-
tants.
Amélioration d’un absorbeur nonlinéaire ajusté de vibra-
tion (NLTVA)
Dans la Section 2.3, la méthode d’analyse multi-paramétrique par continuation récursive
est utilisée pour analyser les ISs présentes dans les réponses du NLTVA de [DET 15a],
voir Fig. 4.44. Les paramètres choisis pour effectuer l’analyse sont l’amplitude de forçage
f0, les coefficients de raideur non-linéaire knl2 et d’amortissement c2 de l’amortisseur.
Avec cette analyse, l’évolution des ISs sont analysées et mieux visualisées selon les
paramètres choisis et fourni des dimensionnements améliorant l’efficacité du NLTVA.
Voici un résumé des résultats obtenus (Fig. 4.45) lors de l’analyse multi-paramétrique
du NLTVA schématisé dans la Fig. 4.44. Sur la Fig. 4.45a est repérée la forme de S
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Étape 0: Initialisation
- Choisir l’ensemble p paramètres système α= (α1, ..,αp) à utiliser pour
la continuation multi-paramétrique récursive.
- Définir les domaines fermésDα =Dα1× ...×Dαp au sein desquels l’ensemble
α des paramètres varie.
- Résoudre le système augmentéG0(Y0) = 02L+1 pour localiser le point initial
Y0 à continuer.
Étape 1: Niveau 1 de continuation et détection des 1-extremums
(a) Niveau 1 de continuation
* Prendre α1 comme une nouvelle inconnue.
* Continuer la brancheG0(Y0,α1) = 0 avec α1 balayantDα1
* Détecter tout les 1-extremums avec l’indicateur ∆α1 = 0
(b) Résoudre le système augmentéG1(Y1) = 0 pour localiser précisément tout
les 1-extremums Y1.
(c) Finir l’algorithme si aucun 1-extremum n’est détecté. Autrement, aller
à l’étape 2.
Étape k: Niveau k de continuation et détection des k-extremums
k = [2, ..., p] Pour chaque (k−1)-extremum Yk−1 détectés durant l’étape k−1:
(a) Niveau k de continuation
* Prendre αk comme une nouvelle inconnue.
* Continuer la brancheGk−1(Yk−1,αk) = 0 avec αk balayantDαk
* Détecter tous les k-extremums selon chaque paramètre
α j ∈ [α1, ..,αk] avec les indicateurs ∆α j = 0
(b) Résoudre le système augmentéGk(Yk) = 0 pour localiser précisément tout
les k-extremums Yk détectés dans (a)
(c) Finir l’algorithme si aucun k-extremum n’est détecté ou si k = p.
Autrement, aller à l’étape (k+1).
Table 4.4 – Algorithme d’analyse multi-paramétrique par continuation récursive.
m1 m2
x2x1 ,f(t)
k1
c1
knl1
k2
c2
knl2
Figure 4.44 – Modèle mécanique du NLTVA
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évoquée précédemment représentant le niveau 1 de continuation de LP selon l’amplitude
du forçage f0. Celle-ci est caractéristique de la présence de ISs. Les deux extremums sur
le S représentent la naissance et la fusion de l’IS avec la courbe de réponse. On peut voir
que pour une amplitude de forçage f0 plus grande que celle obtenue au niveau de la fusion
de l’IS, il existe un grand saut en amplitude résultant de la fusion de l’IS avec la courbe
de réponse diminuant ainsi fortement l’efficacité de l’absorbeur. Par conséquent, afin
d’améliorer la plage opérationnelle, le point de fusion doit être repoussé à des amplitudes
de forçage plus hautes. Pour visualiser l’évolution des points de naissance et de fusion de
l’IS, le suivi de ces points de 1-extemums est réalisé avec le coefficient de raideur non-
linéaire comme paramètre variable additionnel, voir Fig. 4.45b. La plage opérationnelle
peut être multipliée par 16 en prenant la configuration (D2) du point 2-extremum avec
l’amplitude de forçage la plus haute possible (soit celui-ci de plus à droite). De plus,
pour des coefficients de raideur nonlinéaire supérieurs à knl2 > 0.0076N/m3, les ISs
ne peuvent pas apparaitre et cela quelque soit la valeur de l’amplitude de forçage f0.
Afin d’obtenir encore plus d’informations sur l’évolution des ISs, la continuation des 2-
extremums représentant la coïncidence des points de naissance et de fusion de l’IS est
réalisée, voir Figs. 4.45c et 4.45d. Deux 3-extremums selon les paramètres knl2 et c2 y
sont distingués. De la même manière qu’au niveau 2 de continuation, des zones sans IS
sont constatées et délimitées par les extremums D3 et D4, voir Fig. 4.45c. Ces zones sont
intéressantes car elles fournissent des configurations décorrélant l’apparition de le IS avec
certains paramètres du NLTVA. Le point D4 présente un intérêt limité car l’amplitude de
forçage associé est très faible. Par conséquent la configuration de paramètre associé à ce
point est incapable d’élargir la plage opérationnelle. La point D3 quant à lui est intéres-
sant car il permet de multiplier la plage opérationnelle par 9 tout en limitant l’influence
des paramètres knl2 et c2 sur la présence de solutions isolées.
Les différentes configurations retenues D2,D3,D4 sont comparés avec le "Equal
Peak" de [DET 15a] dans la Fig. 4.46. Chaque configuration est optimale dans la plage
d’amplitude de forçage composée de sa plage opérationnelle moins l’ensemble des plages
opérationnelles propres aux autres configurations. Ainsi D2 permet d’élargir le plus la
plage opérationnelle mais possède une mauvaise efficacité pour les faibles amplitudes. la
configurationD3 présente les moins bonnes performances à basse amplitude de forçage
mais a l’avantage d’avoir les coefficients de raideur nonlinéaire et de d’amortissement qui
influencent peu ou pas l’apparition de la IS. De plus, il présente aussi la meilleure efficac-
ité dans la plage f 0 = 0.18N− 1.1N. la configurationD1, quant à lui, n’est pas présenté
faute de place dans ce résumé succinct.
Pour conclure, les résultats obtenus conduisent à une meilleure visualisation de la
structure des ISs du NLTVA selon l’amplitude de forçage, les coefficients de raideur non-
linéaire et d’amortissement de l’amortisseur. L’analyse paramétrique prodigue de multi-
ples résultats tels que les zones d’existence des ISs selon les paramètres systèmes et les
configurations permettant d’améliorer l’efficacité du NLTVA. En utilisant ces designs, la
plage opérationnelle peut être grandement augmentée et l’apparition de IS décorrélée de
certains paramètres du système. Ainsi, la méthode d’analyse multi-paramétrique améliore
l’efficacité du NLTVA tout en le rendant moins sujet à l’apparition de ISs.
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Figure 4.45 – Résultats de l’analyse multi-paramétrique du NLTVA.
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Calcul de Modes normaux nonlinéaires (NNM)
Une méthode de le calcul par continuation des NNMs conservatifs, de leur stabilité et de
leurs points de bifurcations (LP et BP) est proposée. Puis, deux extensions du concept de
NNMs pour calculer les résonances de phase et d’énergie en déplacement d’équations de
mouvement non-conservatives autonomes sont présentées.
Calcul des NNMs conservatifs, de leur stabilité et de leurs bifurcations
Pour calculer les NMNs d’une équation de mouvement, le forçage doit être imposé à zéro
(F = 0L) afin d’obtenir l’équation autonome suivante:
R(X,ω) =Z(ω)X+Fnl(X,ω) = 0L (4.39)
avec Z la partie linéaire, X le vecteur de déplacement et Fnl le vecteur des forces non-
linéaires.
Condition de phase Pour réaliser la continuation des NNMs conservatif, une condition
de phase adaptée est introduite et résolue en parallèle avec l’équation de mouvement
autonome présentée dans l’Eq. (4.39) résultant en un système augmenté à solution unique
localement mais sur-contraint.
g(X) =XTj−1 (∇⊗In)X = 0 (4.40)
avecXTj−1 le vecteur de déplacement au pas de continuation précédant ( j−1).
Relaxation de l’équation du mouvement Afin d’obtenir un système augmenté capable
de calculer les NNMs, le système augmenté sur-contraint composé de l’équation de mou-
vement et de la condition de phase présenté Eq. (4.40) est relaxé en ajoutant une partie
non-conservative multipliée par un coefficient quasi-nul à l’équation de mouvement:
Mẍ(t)+µe f ic(ẋ)+Kx(t)+fnl(x, ẋ) = 0n (4.41)
Il en résulte l’équation suivante en HBM:
R(X,ω,µ) =Z(ω)X+Fnl(X,ω)+µ (∇⊗In)X = 0L (4.42)
Le système augmenté composé de l’équation de mouvement relaxée, Eq. (4.42), et de la
condition de phase, Eq. (4.40), permet alors le calcul des NNMs.
Calcul de stabilité Le système augmenté résultant ayant une jacobienne carrée, la sta-
bilité du NNM peut être calculé à l’aide du problème quadratique aux valeurs propres
(QEP) obtenu par la méthode de Hill.
Q(X,λ ,φ) = (RX +Λ∆1 +Λ
2∆2)φ= 0L (4.43)
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avec
Λk = λ j + ilω
avec j ∈ [0,2n] , k ∈ [0,2L] , l ∈ [−H,H] , 2L = 2n× (2H +1) et i2 =−1 (4.44)
avec φ=φr + iφi les vecteurs propres associés,RX la jacobienne de l’équation de mou-
vement, voir Eq. (1.24) et (∆1,∆2) des matrices définies dans les Eqs. (1.43) et (1.44).
Les λ j représentent les exposants de Floquet pour le calcul de la stabilité. Cependant, ce
QEP possède une double singularité et n’est pas utilisable comme tel. Il doit tout d’abord
être régularisé doublement.
˜̃Q(X,
˜̃
Λ, ˜̃φ,ϕ1,ξ) = ( ˜̃RX + ˜̃Λ ˜̃∆1 + ˜̃Λ2 ˜̃∆2) ˜̃φ = 0L
= [RX +∆1(ϕ1ϕ
∗
1 +ξξ
∗)+∆2(ϕ1ϕ
∗
1ξξ
∗) = 0L
+ ˜̃Λ(∆1 +∆2(ϕ1ϕ∗1 +ξξ
∗))+ ˜̃Λ2∆2] ˜̃φ
(4.45)
avec
ϕ̄1 = (∇⊗In)X, RX ϕ̄2 =−∆1ϕ̄1
ξ̄ = ϕ̄1 + ϕ̄2, ϕ1 =
ϕ̄1
||ϕ̄1|| , ξ =
ξ̄
||ξ̄||
(4.46)
Caractérisation des LPs et BPs Le QEP modifié obtenu est ensuite utilisé pour le
calcul de stabilité et la caractérisation des LPs et BPs.
• LPs: Contrairement aux solutions d’un système forcé, les LPs rencontrés sur les
NNMs ne représentent pas un extremum selon la fréquence de la solution. Par
conséquent, seul le critère lié au changement de stabilité peut être utilisé afin de le
caractériser. En introduisant Λ = 0 dans le QEP régularisé, les LPs peuvent être
caractérisés. Il en résulte le système augmenté suivant:
LP(Y ) =

R(X,ω,µ)
g(X)
˜̃RX(X,ω,ϕ1,ϕ2)φ
φTφ−1
= 02L+2 (4.47)
avec Y = (X,ω,µ,ϕ1,ϕ2,φ).
• BPs: Les BPs présents sur les NNMs conservent les mêmes propriétés liées aux
changement de stabilités et à l’apparition d’une nouvelle branche de solution. En in-
troduisant Λ= 0 dans le QEP régularisé, le changement de stabilité lié aux BPs peut
être caractérisé. Il faut encore rajouter à cela l’équation caractérisant l’apparition
d’une nouvelle branche de solution (RTωφ = 0 avec Rω la jacobienne selon la
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fréquence de la solution) pour obtenir l’ensemble des équations permettant le cal-
cule des BPs. Cette equation additionnelle permet de simplifier l’équation carac-
térisant le changement de stabilité. En faisant cela le système augmenté permettant
le calcul des BPs est obtenue:
BP(Y ) =

R(X,ω,µ)
g(X)
R̄X(X,ω,ϕ1,ϕ2)φ
RTωφ
φTφ−1

= 02L+3 (4.48)
avec Y = (X,ω,µ,ϕ1,ϕ2,φ).
Extension des NNMs aux équations non-conservatives Deux extensions permettant
de calculer les résonances de phase et d’énergie de déplacements d’équations non-
linéaires non-conservatives sont présentées.
• Résonance de phase
La phase φ entre solution périodique X et le forçage F de l’Eq. (1.5) est calculée
ainsi:
φ = arctan
(
((∇bis⊗In)X)T (Rnc)
XT (Rc)
)
où ∇bis =
 0 01×2L
02L×1 IH⊗
[
0 −1
−1 0
]
(4.49)
avec (Rc,Rnc) les parties conservatives et non-conservatives de l’Eq. (1.5) cal-
culées à l’aide de l’Eq. (3.20). Pour avoir une résonance de phase, il faut que
XT (Rc) = 0 et queXT (Rnc) 6= 0. CommeX 6= 0L, l’équation correspondant à la
résonance de phase est la suivante:
Rφ =
(
Ω∇
2⊗M +I⊗K
)
X+Fnlc = 0L (4.50)
On peut remarquer qu’il s’agit de la même que celle utilisée pour calculer les NNMs
conservatifs.
• Résonance d’énergie
La résonance d’énergie se produit lorsque:
∂XTX
∂ω
= 0 (4.51)
Après maints calculs, l’équation caractérisant cette propriété est la suivante:
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RE =
((
Ω∇
2⊗M +I⊗K
)
X+(Fnlc)
)
− 1
2
(
∇
2
1⊗M +
1
2ω
∂ (MatFnlTc )1
∂ω
)−1
(
∇⊗C+ ∂MatFnl
T
nc
∂ω
)(
(∇⊗C)X+ Fnlnc
ω
)
= 0L (4.52)
avec (∂MatFnl
T
c
∂ω
,
∂MatFnlTnc
∂ω
) les matrices présentées dans la Sous-section 4.5.
Force fictive Pour cibler précisément un point du NNM caractérisé par l’équationRφ =
0L ouRE = 0L à l’aide d’une réponse forcée solution de l’équation R = 0L, il suffit
d’utiliser le vecteur de force fictive obtenue de la sorte:(
R=ZX+Fnl−F f ic = 0L
Rφ = 0L ouRE = 0L
)
⇒ F f ic =ZX+Fnl− (Rφ ouRE) (4.53)
Les vecteurs de forces sont appelés "fictives" car il s’agit de la force à injecter dans le
système forcé pour compenser la perte d’énergie respective aux NNMs non-conservatifs
garantissant la non-modification de la variété invariante. Les forces fictives obtenues
correspondant aux résonances de phase et d’énergie sont les suivantes:
• Résonance de phase
F
φ
f ic = ω (∇⊗C)X+Fnlnc (4.54)
• Résonance d’énergie
F Ef ic = ω (∇⊗C)X+Fnlnc +
1
2
(
∇
2⊗M + 1
2ω
∂ (MatFnlc)
∂ω
)−1
(
∇⊗C+ ∂MatFnlnc
∂ω
)(
(∇⊗C)X+ 1
ω
Fnlnc
)
(4.55)
Cette méthode a ensuite été appliquée à un système à 2-DDLs, soumis à plusieurs
configurations, étudié dans de nombreuses recherches telles que [KER 09] et connu pour
présenter une dynamique non-linéaire complexe, voir Section 3.5.
Analyse des résonance de phase à l’aide des symétries sous-jacentes du système Les
résultats obtenus avec la configuration#1 présenté dans la Tab. 3.1 confirment la ro-
bustesse de la méthode en obtenant notamment le mode en phase en un seul calcul, voir
Fig. 4.47. De plus, des explications pour mieux comprendre la topologie du NNM et
de ces BPs sont présentées. Celles-ci sont basées sur l’étude des symétries sous-jacentes
présentes dans le système.
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Figure 4.47 – Coube du NNM en phase
Étude d’une brisure de symétrie à l’aide d’un suivi de LP Dans la Sous-section 3.5.2,
l’influence d’une brisure de symétrie sur les NNMs est étudié à l’aide du design #2 de la
Tab. 3.1 et d’un suivi de LP selon un paramètre ∆knl afin de briser la symétrie en question,
voir Fig. 4.48. La brisure de symétrie génère des NNMs isolés (INNMs) s’éloignant de
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Figure 4.48 – Évolution des INNMs selon ∆knl. INNM pour ∆knl =
[7.2,1,−0.32,−0.52]N/m3
la configuration symétrique au fur et à mesure que ||∆knl|| augmente.
Analyse de sensibilité des courbes de réponses forcées à l’aide de forces fictives
Dans la Sous-section 3.5.3, la configuration#3 de la Tab. 3.1 possédant un amortissement
visqueux proportionnel à γ = 5×10−2[s] fois la matrice de raideurK est pris afin de voir
l’influence d’un amortissement structurel sur la résonance d’énergie. De plus, plusieurs
forces fictives sont calculées et utilisées pour calculer les réponses forcées du système,
voir Fig. 4.49. Les courbes obtenues suivent bien le NNM de résonance d’énergie, de
plus celui-ci est quasi-identique au NNM de résonance phase. Cela montre l’intérêt du
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Figure 4.49 – NNMs en phase et en opposition de phase avec les courbes de réponses
concept de force fictive qui cible précisément un point du NNM. Par la suite, la précision
est testé en tronquant les coefficients de Fourier des forces fictives ayant une contribution
en énergie relative supérieur à un seuil. Trois cas de force fictives sont testés: une ciblant
la branche principale loin de toutes interactions modales, une ciblant un point proche de
l’interaction modale 3 : 1 et une ciblant un point sur l’orbite d’interaction modale 2 : 1. Il
en résulte que plus la composition de la force fictive permettant de ciblé un point précis
du NNM est riche, plus il est nécessaire d’avoir une force fictive précise afin d’observer
la dynamique associée au point de NNM ciblé. De plus, pour un amortissement visqueux
proportionnel de quelque pour-cents, il a été montré que le NNM de résonance de phase
est suffisant pour caractériser les modes du systèmes.
Validation du concept de résonance d’énergie sur un système possédant un amor-
tissement cubique Dans la Sous-section 3.5.4, la configuration#4 de la Tab. 3.1
présentant un amortissement cubique est utilisé pour valider le concept de résonance
d’énergie. La résonance d’énergie en phase et sa sous-harmonique 3, ainsi que la ré-
sonance d’énergie en opposition de phase sont calculées. Puis, les réponses forcées
sont obtenues à l’aide d’une force ciblant le NNM en phase pour diverses amplitudes
f0 = [0.1,0.5,1,5,10,50,100,500]N de forçage, voir Fig. 4.50. Le NNM en phase de
résonance d’énergie correspond bien aux résonances en énergie des réponses forcées.
Tableaux de MEMS pour la détection de masses infimes
Un tableaux de n nano-poutres encastrées-encastrées excitées électrostatiquement (Fig.
4.51) est étudié afin de mettre en lumière de nouveaux phénomènes propres aux tableaux
de MEMS exploitables pour de la détection de masse infime.
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Figure 4.50 – NNM en phase (NNM1), sa sous-harmonique 3 (NNM13), NNM en oppo-
sition de phase (NNM3) et les réponses forcées pour f0 = [0.1,0.5,1,5,10,50,100,500]N
Synchronisation en fréquence des bifurcations
Premièrement, l’effet du couplage éléctrostatique sur la réponse du tableaux de MEMS a
été analysé sur un tableaux de deux MEMS identiques, voir Section 4.2. Pour cela des
solutions approchées obtenues par méthode de la moyenne sont utilisées pour distinguer
et enlever les termes de couplages entre les poutres afin d’analyser leur influence sur la
dynamique du système.
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Figure 4.51 – Tableaux de MEMS à n-poutres.
La Fig. 4.52 montre que lorsque les termes de couplages ne sont pas pris en comptes,
les réponses des poutres ressemblent à celles de deux MEMS simples. Autrement, il y
a une complexification des réponses avec l’apparition de boucles ainsi que des points de
bifurcations apparaissant aux mêmes fréquences sur les réponses des deux poutres.
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Figure 4.52 – Tableaux à deux poutres. Réponses sans les termes de couplages (blue),
avec les termes de couplages (orange).
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Influence d’une brisure de symétrie
Un suivi de bifurcation et des calcul de modes normaux non-linéaires ont été utilisées
afin d’analyser l’influence d’une brisure de symétrie induite par un ajout de masse sur la
première poutre d’un tableau symétrique de 2 poutres, voir Section 4.3. L’analyse met en
évidence des phénomènes de localisation de mouvement, de création d’ISs et de modes
normaux non-linéaires isolés (INNMs). Une analyse a montrée que les ISs pouvaient être
supportées par des modes normaux non-linéaires pouvant dans certain cas être isolés. De
plus, il a été montré que les propriétés d’apparition et de fusion des ISs dépendaient du
type de modes normal non-linéaire sur lequel elles étaient (pure, mixte, isolé). Un cas
d’étude où le mode en phase est excité est particulièrement intéressant car il présent un
phénomène de localisation de mouvement important pouvant potentiellement être exploité
pour réaliser de la détection de masse. Sur la Fig. 4.53, la localisation du mouvement a
lieu sur la seconde poutre. De plus, il y a la présence de ISs portées par un INNM. En
brisant la symétrie dans l’autre sens avec un ajout de masse, un important changement
d’amplitude est induit par l’inversion de la localisation de mouvement pouvant être ex-
ploité pour détecter et quantifier la masse ajoutée.
Mécanismes de détection
Des mécanismes de détection de masses utilisant un tableau à 2-poutres et à 3-poutres
sont présentés, voir Section 4.4.
Détection fondée sur le décalage en fréquence et des cycles hystérétiques Le mécan-
isme de détection proposé est basé sur le phénomène de synchronisation en fréquence des
bifurcations. Après l’ajout d’une masse, le décalage en fréquence engendre la fusion des
boucles additionnelles générant d’importants changements dans les cycles hystérétiques,
voir Fig. 4.54. La masse ajoutée sur la poutre 2 engendre un décalage du pic de résonance
vers les basses fréquences et ainsi la création de boucles additionnelles faisant passer le
maximum d’amplitude de la première poutre de Wmax(B1) ≈ 0.11 à Wmax(F1) ≈ 0.17 .
Pour détecter la masse ajoutée grâce à la différence en amplitude, deux balayages en
fréquence respectivement montant et descendant sont utilisés. La fréquence minimale
doit être prise entre Ω(C1) et Ω(I1); la fréquence maximale doit être prise supérieure à
Ω(J1). La réponse de la première poutre est obtenue avec une amplitude maximale de
Wmax = 0.02 avant l’ajout de masse et Wmax = 0.15 pour une masse de δm = 10−4; une
réponse de la seconde poutre avec une amplitude maximale de Wmax = 0.22 avant l’ajout
de masse et de Wmax = 0.04 pour une masse de δm = 10−4. Par conséquent, la masse
ajoutée est clairement détectée par la différence d’amplitude. Deux seuils de détection
causés par le phénomène de synchronisation en fréquence de bifurcation peuvent être
ajustés à l’aide du courant continus Vdc et Vac afin de détecter de faibles masses et des
masses plus importantes.
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Figure 4.53 – Tableaux de MEMS à 2-poutres après brisure de symétrie. Courbe de
réponses et IS avec le mode en opposition existé (δm = 10−4)
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Figure 4.54 – HBM+ANM avec une masse de δm= 10−4 (rouge: stable, orange: instable)
et sans masse (bleu foncé: stable, bleu clair: instable).
Détection fondée sur la brisure de symétrie Un tableau symétrique à 3-poutres est
considéré pour cette étude. Comme celui est symétriquement excité, la poutre du milieu
ne peut pas bouger. Une masse ajoutée est par la suite ajoutée sur la première poutre
brisant la symétrie et générant un grand saut d’amplitude sur la courbe de réponse de la
poutre du milieu, permettant la détection de la masse. Ce grand saut d’amplitude peut
ensuite être utilisé afin de quantifier la masse. Deux configurations ont été utilisés afin
de détecter une masse ajoutée, seul le second design est présenté dans ce résumé. La
résonance associé au mode normal asymétrique du tableaux est utilisée, voir Fig. 4.55.
Un important gain en amplitude a lieu sur la second poutre. Afin d’obtenir un abaque
pour quantifier la masse, un suivi direct de LP est réalisée en fonction de la valeur du
paramètre de la masse ajoutée δm, voir Fig. 4.55d. L’abaque obtenu dans la Fig. 4.55d
permet directement de quantifier la masse en fonction du maximum d’amplitude de la
poutre 2. De plus, l’asymptote en amplitude présente dans la Fig. 4.55d peut être ajustée
en fonction du courant continu Vdc de l’excitation électrostatique. Par conséquent, il est
possible d’ajuster cette asymptote en amplitude afin que celle-ci soit en dehors de la plage
dominée par le bruit ambiant.
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Figure 4.55 – Tableaux de 3-poutres.
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Annexe A
The Eq. (3.24) is multiplied by a matrix (AX)∗ representing its complex conjugate in
the time domain.
X∗A∗AX = F TF (4.56)
Since A possesses complex eigenvalues, X must be composed by at least two eigen-
vectors φ1,φ2 their imaginary part compensating each other. Since we want to be at
an energy resonance, X can be written as X = α1φ1 +α2φ2. Therefore, Eq. (4.56)
becomes:
λ
2
1 α
2
1φ
T
1φ1 +λ
2
2 α
2
2φ
T
2φ2 = F
TF (4.57)
with (λ1,λ2) the eigenvalues associated wit φ1 and φ2. In order to have the imaginary
parts of (λ1α1φ1,λ2α2φ2) compensating each other, α1,φ1,φ2,α2 must verify:
α1 = α2 φ
∗
1 = φ2 = φr + iφi λ
∗
1 = λ2 = λr + iλ1 (4.58)
with i2 =−1 and where the subscript r and i stand for the real and imaginary parts respec-
tively. Introducing Eq. (4.58) in Eq. (4.56), the following equation is obtained:
(λ 2r −λ 2i )XTX = F TF (4.59)
The derivation with respect to Ω = ω2 is then performed:
∂λ 2r −λ 2i
∂Ω
XTX+(λ 2r −λ 2i )
∂XTX
∂Ω
= 0L (4.60)
Since we want to be at the resonance characterized by Eq. (3.23), i.e., ∂X
TX
∂Ω
= 0, the
following equation is obtained:
∂λ 2r −λ 2i
∂Ω
XTX = 0 (4.61)
which is equivalent to:
∂A∗A
∂Ω
X = 0L (4.62)
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In order to complete this derivative, A is first split up into a conservative part Ac and a
non-conservative partAnc with the help of Eq. (3.20); so thatA=Ac +Anc and:
A∗A=ATcAc +A
T
ncAnc (4.63)
Thus, Eq. (4.62) is equivalent to:
∂ATcAc
∂Ω
X+
∂ATncAnc
∂Ω
X = 0L (4.64)
Let’s compute separately ∂A
T
c AcX
∂Ω
X and ∂A
T
ncAnc
∂Ω
X .
∂ATc Ac
∂Ω
X =
∂(Ω2∇2⊗M+I⊗K+MatFnlc)
T
((Ω2∇2⊗M+I⊗K)X+Fnlc)
∂Ω
= 2
(
∇2⊗M + 12ω
∂MatFnlc
∂ω
T)(
(Ω∇2⊗M +I⊗K)X+Fnlc
)
because ∇2T = ∇2
(4.65)
∂ATncAnc
∂Ω
X = ∂ (ω∇⊗C+MatFnlnc)
T (ω(∇⊗C)X+Fnlnc)
∂Ω
= −
(
∇⊗C− ∂MatFnl
T
nc
∂ω
)(
(∇⊗C)X+ Fnlnc
ω
)
because ∇T =−∇
(4.66)
with (∂MatFnl
T
c
∂ω
,
∂MatFnlTnc
∂ω
) the matrix presented in Eq. (4.71). The complete derivative
with respect to Ω can be obtained:(
∇
2⊗M + 1
2ω
∂MatFnlTc
∂ω
)(
(Ω∇2⊗M +I⊗K)X+Fnlc
)
− 1
2
(
∇⊗C− ∂MatFnl
T
nc
∂ω
)(
(∇⊗C)X+ Fnlnc
ω
)
= 0L (4.67)
However, the matrix
(
∇2⊗M + 12ω
∂MatFnlTc
∂ω
)
is singular and can not be inverted in order
to simplify the formulation. Since the singularity of the matrix is induced by the constant
Fourier coefficient, the Eq. (4.67) is compared with the following static equation verified
by the constant terms:
K+(Fnlc)0 = 0n (4.68)
with (Fnlc)0 the constant part of the conservative nonlinear forces. In order for the two
constant parts of the equations to be equal, the matrix
(
∇2⊗M + 12ω
∂MatFnlTc
∂ω
)
is regu-
larized by replacing ∇ by a new matrix ∇1 defined as follows:
∇1 = diag(1,∇Harm) = diag(ζ ,∇1, ...,∇ j, ...,∇H) with ∇ j = j
[
0 1
−1 0
]
(4.69)
where 1 and ∇Harm are related to the constant and the harmonic parts of the Fourier
coefficients. So:
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RE =
((
ω
2
∇
2⊗M +I⊗K
)
X+(Fnlc)
)
− 1
2
(
∇
2
1⊗M +
1
2ω
∂ (MatFnlTc )1
∂ω
)−1
(
∇⊗C+ ∂MatFnl
T
nc
∂ω
)(
(∇⊗C)X+ Fnlnc
ω
)
= 0L (4.70)
with (MatFnlTc )1 calculated with ∇1.
Computation of energy resonance partial derivatives
During the computation of the residue presented in Eq. (3.25), the terms
(
∂ (MatFnlTc )1
∂ω
,
∂ (MatFnlTnc)1
∂ω
) are computed as such:
∂ (MatFnlTc )1
∂ω
= −ω∇⊗InΓT ∂fnlc∂ ẋ Γ
−1
∂ (MatFnlTnc)1
∂ω
= −ω∇⊗InΓT ∂fnlnc∂ ẋ Γ
−1
(4.71)
with fnlnc and fnlc computed with Eq. (3.20). Then, during the continuation method
presented in Section 3.1, the jacobians of Eq. (3.25) are computed as follows:
REX =
(
Z + ∂Fnlc
∂X
)
− 12
(
∇21⊗M +
1
2ω
∂ (MatFnlTc )1
∂ω
)−1(
∂MatFnlTnc
∂ω∂X
(
(∇⊗C)X+ Fnlnc
ω
)
+
(
∇⊗C+ ∂MatFnl
T
nc
∂ω
)(
∇⊗C+ 1
ω
∂Fnlnc
∂X
))
− 12ω
((
∂ (MatFnlTc )1
∂ω
)−1
∂ (MatFnlTc )1
∂ω∂X
)(
∇⊗C+ ∂MatFnl
T
nc
∂ω
)(
(∇⊗C)X+ Fnlnc
ω
)
RE ω =
(
ZwX+
∂Fnlc
∂ω
)
− 12
(
∇21⊗M +
1
2ω
∂ (MatFnlTc )1
∂ω
)−1(
∂ 2MatFnlTnc
∂ω2
(
(∇⊗C)X+ Fnlnc
ω
)
+
(
∇⊗C+ ∂MatFnl
T
nc
∂ω
)(
1
ω
∂Fnlnc
∂ω
− Fnlnc
ω2
))
−12
(
∂ (MatFnlTc )1
∂ω
)−1(
1
ω
∂ 2(MatFnlTc )1
∂ω2
− IL
ω2
)(
∇⊗C+ ∂MatFnl
T
nc
∂ω
)(
(∇⊗C)X+ Fnlnc
ω
)
(4.72)
with the derivatives of (∂ (MatFnl
T
c )1
∂ω
,
∂ (MatFnlTnc)1
∂ω
) computed with:
∂ 2(MatFnlcT )1
∂ω2
φ = −ω∇⊗InΓT
(
∂fnlcϕ
∂ ẋ2
Γ∇⊗In
)
∂ 2(MatFnlcT )1
∂ω∂X φ = −ω∇⊗InΓ
T(
∂fnlcϕ
∂ ẋ∂x Γ+
∂fnlcϕ
∂ ẋ2
Γω∇⊗In
)
∂ 2(MatFnlncT )1
∂ω2
φ = −ω∇⊗InΓT
(
∂fnlncϕ
∂ ẋ∂x Γ∇⊗In
)
∂ 2(MatFnlncT )1
∂ω∂X φ = −ω∇⊗InΓ
T(
∂fnlncϕ
∂ ẋ∂x Γ+
∂fnlncϕ
∂ ẋ2
Γω∇⊗In
)
(4.73)
The derivatives in the time domain are computed as in Subsection. 2.1.3 with
ϕ= Γ−1
T
φ.
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Annexes B
Computation of the shifted QEP
Let’s calculate the problem shifted once using the method presented in [MEI 13]. In order
to be shift the two zeros eigenvalues to −1 the problems Q, defined in Eq. 1.42, and Q̃
must have eigenvectors with the following proprieties.
∃ν1 ∈ RL/
[
Q(0,ν1) = 0L
νT1 ν1 = 1
(4.74)
∃ν2 ∈ RL/
[
Q̃(0,ν2) = 0L
νT2 ν2 = 1
(4.75)
with
˜̃∆2 = ∆̃2 = ∆2
˜̃∆1 = ∆̃1 +∆̃2
(
ν2ν
T
2
)
= ∆1 +∆2
(
ν1ν
T
1 +ν
T
2 ν2
)
˜̃RX = R̃X +∆̃1
(
ν2ν
T
2
)
=RX +∆1
(
ν1ν
T
1 +ν2ν
T
2
)
+∆2
(
ν1ν
T
1 ν2ν
T
2
)
(4.76)
In order to find those eigenvectors, the following vectors are defined:
ϕ̄2 ∈ RL/ RX ϕ̄2 =−∆1ϕ̄1
ξ̄ ∈ RL/ ξ̄ = ϕ̄1 + ϕ̄2
ϕ1 ∈ RL/ ϕ1 = ϕ̄1||ϕ̄1||
ϕ2 ∈ RL/ ϕ2 = ϕ̄2||ϕ̄2||
ξ ∈ RL/ ξ = ξ̄||ξ̄||
(4.77)
Let’s prove that ν1 =ϕ1 and ν2 = ξ are suitable to shiftQ.
• ν1 =ϕ1 [
Q(0,ϕ1) = 0L
ϕT1ϕ1 = 1
(4.78)[
RXϕ1 = 0L
ϕT1ϕ1 = 1
(4.79)
So ϕ1 verify the property (4.74) and is thus suitable to shift the problem the first
time.
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• ν2 = ξ
Q̃(0,ξ ) = 0L
⇔ R̃Xξ = 0L
⇔
[
RX +∆1
(
ϕ1ϕ
T
1
)]
ξ = 0L
⇔ RXξ+∆1
(
ϕ1ϕ
T
1
)
ξ = 0L
⇔ RX
(
ϕ̄1+ϕ̄2
||ϕ̄1+ϕ̄2||2
)
+∆1
(
ϕ1ϕ
T
1
)( ϕ̄1+ϕ̄2
||ϕ̄1+ϕ̄2||2
)
= 0L
⇔ −∆1 ϕ̄1||ϕ̄1+ϕ̄2||2 +∆1
ϕ̄1
||ϕ̄1+ϕ̄2||2 +∆1
(
ϕ1ϕ
T
1
) ϕ̄2
||ϕ̄1+ϕ̄2||2 = 0L
⇔ ∆1
(
ϕ1ϕ
T
1
) ϕ̄2
||ϕ̄1+ϕ̄2||2 = 0L
⇔ ϕT1 ϕ̄2 = 0
(4.80)
To be equal to zeroϕ1 andϕ2 have to be orthogonal to each other. In order to prove
this propriety, the QEPQ is rewritten as a linear problemB.
(B−Λ ·I2L)ϕ̄= 02L (4.81)
B =
[
0L IL
−∆2−1RX −∆2−1∆1
]
and φ̄=
(
φ
Λφ
)
(4.82)
When represented as a linear problem the solution Λ and φ of the QEP represent its
eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors. The idea is to compute the two eigenvec-
tors (φ̄1, φ̄2) associated with the two zeros eigenvalues and to use the orthogonal
property φ̄2
T
φ̄1 = 0 to verify ϕT1 ϕ̄2 = 0. The eigenvector φ̄1 verify:
Bφ̄1 =
[
0L IL
−∆2−1RX −∆2−1∆1
](φ11
0L
)
= 02L
⇔ −∆2−1RXφ11 = 0L
(4.83)
Therefore, φ̄1 equals to
(ϕ̄1
0L
)
is a solution to the equations. The eigenvector φ̄2
verify:
Bφ̄2 = φ̄1
⇔
[
0L I¯L−∆2−1RX −∆2−1∆1
](φ21
φ22
)
=
(ϕ̄1
0L
)
⇔
( φ22
−∆2−1RXφ21−∆2−1∆1φ22
)
=
(ϕ̄1
0L
) (4.84)
Therefore, φ̄2 equals to
(ϕ̄2
ϕ̄1
)
is solution of the equations. Since two eigenvectors
(φ̄1, φ̄2) are orthogonal, ϕ̄1 and ϕ̄2 are orthogonal to each other, the propriety
presented in Eq. (4.75) is valid for ν2 = ξ . Therefore ν2 = ξ is a suitable vector to
shift the problem a second time.
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As a result, ν1 = ϕ1 and ν2 = ξ are the suitable vectors to shift the two zeros eigen-
values to −1. Hence the following shifted QEP with the two zero eigenvalues shifted to
−1 is obtained:
˜̃Q(X,
˜̃
Λ, ˜̃φ,ϕ1,ξ) = [RX +∆1(ϕ1ϕ∗1 +ξξ
∗)+∆2(ϕ1ϕ
∗
1ξξ
∗)
+ ˜̃Λ(∆1 +∆2(ϕ1ϕ∗1 +ξξ
∗))
+ ˜̃Λ2∆2
]
˜̃φ= 0L
(4.85)
Computation of nonlinearities and derivatives during NNM’s bifurca-
tion point continuation
The derivatives from the Jacobian of the augmented system with respect to the parameters
(X,ω,µ) are the following:
RX =Z(ω)+
∂Fnl
∂X
, Rω =ZωX+
∂Fnl
∂ω
Rµ = (∇⊗In)X, gX = (∇⊗In)X j−1 =ϕ1 j−1
(4.86)
where Xk−1 correspond to the solution of the previous step of continuation. Zω and Zµ
are equal to:
Zω =
∂Z
∂ω
= 2ω∇2⊗M Zµ =
∂Z
∂ µ
= ∇⊗In (4.87)
The computation of nonlinearities and derivatives during NNM’s bifurcation point con-
tinuation terms appearing during the BP and LP computation method are calculated ana-
lytically:(
˜̃RXφ
)
X
= (FnlXφ)X +∆1X (ϕ1ϕ
∗
1 +ξξ
∗)φ
+∆1
(
∂ϕ1ϕ
∗
1
∂X
φ+
∂ξξ∗
∂X
φ
)
+∆2
(
∂ϕ1ϕ
∗
1
∂X
ξξ∗φ+ϕ1ϕ
∗
1
∂ξξ∗
∂X
φ
)
(
˜̃RXφ
)
ω
= Zωφ+(FnlXφ)ω +∆1ω (ϕ1ϕ
∗
1 +ξξ
∗)φ
+∆1
(
ϕ1ϕ
∗
1φ+
∂ξξ∗
∂ω
φ
)
+∆2
(
ϕ1ϕ
∗
1
∂ξξ∗
∂ω
φ
)
(
˜̃RXφ
)
µ
= (∇⊗In)φ +∆1µ (ϕ1ϕ∗1 +ξξ∗)φ
+∆1
(
ϕ1ϕ
∗
1φ+
∂ξξ∗
∂ µ
φ
)
+∆2
(
ϕ1ϕ
∗
1
∂ξξ∗
∂ µ
φ
)
(
R̄Xφ
)
X
= (FnlXφ)X +
∂ϕ1ϕ
∗
1
∂X
φ
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(
R̄Xφ
)
ω
= (RXφ)ω(
R̄ωφ
)
ω
= (Rωφ)ω(
R̄Xφ
)
µ
= (∇⊗In)φ
where (FnlXφ)X , (FnlXφ)ω , (RXφ)ω , (Rωφ)ω ) are defined in Eqs. (2.38) and (2.40).
Xk−1 correspond to the solution of the previous step of continuation. Zω , ϕ1 and ϕ2
have been defined in equation (4.87), (3.6) and (3.32). (∆1X , ∆1ω ) are defined in Eq.
(2.38) and ∆1µ is computed as such:
∆1µ = I2H+1⊗In (4.88)
In order to complete the formulation of the equation (4.86) the derivatives of the normal-
ized vector have to be calculated.
∂ϕ1ϕ
∗
1
∂X
φ =
1
(ϕ̄1∗ϕ̄1)
2
(
∂ ϕ̄1ϕ̄1
∗
∂X
(ϕ̄1
∗ϕ̄1)φ− ϕ̄1ϕ̄1∗φ
(
∂ ϕ̄1
∗ϕ̄1
∂X
)∗)
∂ξξ∗
∂X
φ =
1(
(ϕ̄1 + ϕ̄2)
∗ (ϕ̄1 + ϕ̄2)
)2((
∂ ϕ̄2ϕ̄2
∗
∂X
+
∂ ϕ̄1ϕ̄2
∗
∂X
+
∂ ϕ̄2ϕ̄1
∗
∂X
+
∂ ϕ̄1ϕ̄1
∗
∂X
)
(ϕ̄1 + ϕ̄2)
∗ (ϕ̄1 + ϕ̄2)φ
−(ϕ̄1 + ϕ̄2)(ϕ̄1 + ϕ̄2)∗
(
φ
(
∂ ϕ̄2
∗ϕ̄2
∂X
+2
∂ ϕ̄1
∗ϕ̄2
∂X
+
∂ ϕ̄1
∗ϕ̄1
∂X
)∗))
∂ξξ∗
∂ω
=
1(
(ϕ̄1 + ϕ̄2)
∗ (ϕ̄1 + ϕ̄2)
)2 ((∂ ϕ̄2ϕ̄2∗∂ω + ∂ ϕ̄1ϕ̄2∗∂ω + ∂ ϕ̄2ϕ̄1∗∂ω
)
(ϕ̄1 + ϕ̄2)
∗ (ϕ1 +ϕ2)
−(ϕ̄1 + ϕ̄2)(ϕ̄1 + ϕ̄2)∗
(
∂ ϕ̄2
∗ϕ̄2
∂ω
+2
∂ ϕ̄1
∗ϕ̄2
∂ω
))
∂ξξ∗
∂ µ
=
1(
(ϕ̄1 + ϕ̄2)
∗ (ϕ̄1 + ϕ̄2)
)2 ((∂ ϕ̄2ϕ̄2∗∂ µ + ∂ ϕ̄1ϕ̄2∗∂ µ + ∂ ϕ̄2ϕ̄1∗∂ µ
)
(ϕ̄1 + ϕ̄2)
∗ (ϕ1 +ϕ2)
−(ϕ̄1 + ϕ̄2)(ϕ̄1 + ϕ̄2)∗
(
∂ ϕ̄2
∗ϕ̄2
∂ µ
+2
∂ ϕ̄1
∗ϕ̄2
∂ µ
))
where the derivatives of the non-normalized vectors are the following
∂ ϕ̄1ϕ̄1
∗
∂X
φ = ϕ̄1φ
∗ (∇⊗In)+(∇⊗In)ϕ̄1∗φ;
∂ ϕ̄1
∗ϕ̄1
∂X
= 2(∇⊗In)T ϕ̄1
∂ ϕ̄1ϕ̄2
∗
∂X
φ = (∇⊗In)(ϕ̄2∗φ)− (ϕ̄1φ∗)(RX−1
∂RX
∂X
ϕ̄2 +RX
−1 (∆1 (∇⊗In)+∆1Xϕ̄1));
∂ ϕ̄2ϕ̄1
∗
∂X
φ = −
(
RX
−1 ∂RX
∂X
ϕ̄2 +RX
−1 (∆1 (∇⊗In)+∆1Xϕ̄1)
)
(ϕ̄1
∗φ)+(ϕ̄2φ
∗)(∇⊗In)
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∂ ϕ̄1
∗ϕ̄2
∂X
=
∂ ϕ̄2
∗ϕ̄1
∂X
= (∇⊗In)T ϕ̄2−
(
RX
−1 ∂RX
∂X
ϕ̄2 +RX
−1 (∆1 (∇⊗In)+∆1Xϕ̄1)
)T
ϕ̄1
∂ ϕ̄2ϕ̄2
∗
∂X
φ = −
(
RX
−1 ∂RX
∂X
ϕ̄2 +RX
−1 (∆1 (∇⊗In)+∆1Xϕ̄1)
)
(ϕ̄2
∗φ)
∂ ϕ̄2
∗ϕ̄2
∂X
= −2
(
RX
−1 ∂RX
∂X
ϕ̄2 +RX
−1 (∆1 (∇⊗In)+∆1Xϕ̄1)
)T
ϕ̄2
− (ϕ̄2φ∗)
(
RX
−1 ∂RX
∂X
ϕ̄2 +RX
−1
∆1 (∇⊗In)
)
∂ ϕ̄1ϕ̄2
∗
∂ω
=
∂ ϕ̄2ϕ̄1
∗
∂ω
=−ϕ̄1
(
RX
−1
(
−∂RX
∂ω
RX
−1
∆1 +∆1ω
)
ϕ̄1
)T
∂ ϕ̄1
∗ϕ̄2
∂ω
=
∂ ϕ̄2
∗ϕ̄1
∂ω
=−ϕ̄1T
(
RX
−1
(
−∂RX
∂ω
RX
−1
∆1 +∆1ω
)
ϕ̄1
)
∂ ϕ̄2ϕ̄2
∗
∂ω
=
(
RX
−1
(
−∂RX
∂ω
RX
−1
∆1 +∆1ω
)
ϕ̄1
)(
RX
−1
∆1ϕ̄1
)T
+
(
RX
−1
∆1ϕ̄1
)(
RX
−1
(
−∂RX
∂ω
RX
−1
∆1 +∆1ω
)
ϕ̄1
)T
∂ ϕ̄2
∗ϕ̄2
∂ω
= −2
(
RX
−1
(
−∂RX
∂ω
RX
−1
∆1 +∆1ω
)
ϕ̄2
)T
ϕ̄2
∂ ϕ̄1ϕ̄2
∗
∂ µ
=
∂ ϕ̄2ϕ̄1
∗
∂ µ
=−ϕ̄1
(
RX
−1
(
−∂RX
∂ µ
RX
−1
∆1 +∆1µ
)
ϕ̄1
)T
∂ ϕ̄1
∗ϕ̄2
∂ µ
=
∂ ϕ̄2
∗ϕ̄1
∂ µ
=−ϕ̄1T
(
RX
−1
(
−∂RX
∂ µ
RX
−1
∆1 +∆1µ
)
ϕ̄1
)
∂ ϕ̄2ϕ̄2
∗
∂ µ
=
(
RX
−1
(
−∂RX
∂ µ
RX
−1
∆1 +∆1µ
)
ϕ̄1
)(
RX
−1
∆1ϕ̄1
)T
+
(
RX
−1
∆1ϕ̄1
)(
RX
−1
(
−∂RX
∂ µ
RX
−1
∆1 +∆1µ
)
ϕ̄1
)T
∂ ϕ̄2
∗ϕ̄2
∂ µ
= −2
(
RX
−1
(
−∂RX
∂ µ
RX
−1
∆1 +∆1µ
)
ϕ̄1
)T
ϕ̄2
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Annexe C
Reduced-order model
The non-dimensional equation of motion for beam s is
∂ 4ws
∂x4
+
∂ 2ws
∂ t2
+ c
∂ws
∂ t
− [N+ α1
∫ 1
0
(∂w
∂x
)2 dx] ∂ 2ws
∂x2
= α2
V 2s,s+1(
1+ws+1−ws
)2 −α2 V 2s−1,s(1+ws−ws−1)2 .
(4.89)
By using the Galerkin method and seventh-order Taylor series Eq.4.89 is replaced by a
set of equations in the following matrix form:
äs +C0ȧ
s+K0a
s−
(
N +α1T s2 (a
s)
)
KTa
s =
α2V 2s,s+1Q0 +α2V
2
s,s+1
[
Q1 +Q
s
2(b
s)+Qs3(b
s)+Qs4(b
s)
+Qs5(b
s)+Qs6(b
s)+Qs7(b
s)
]
bs−α2Vs−1,sV 2s−1,sP0
−α2V 2s−1,s
[
P1 +P
s
2 (b
s−1)+P s3 (b
s−1)+P s4 (b
s−1)
+P s5 (b
s−1)+P s6 (b
s−1)+P s7 (b
s−1)
]
bs−1
(4.90)
The components of the matrices are given by:
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C0i j = ciδi j, K0i j = λ
4
i δi j, T
s
2 (a
s) =
Nm
∑
k=1
Nm
∑
l=1
(∫ 1
0
φ
′
kφ
′
ldx
)
aska
s
l ,
KTi j =
∫ 1
0
φ
′′
j φidx, Q
s
0i =
∫ 1
0
φidx,
Qs1i j =−2
∫ 1
0
φiφ jdx, Qs2i j = 3
Nm
∑
k=1
(∫ 1
0
φiφ jφkdx
)
bsk,
Qs3i j =−4
Nm
∑
k=1
Nm
∑
l=1
(∫ 1
0
φiφ jφkφldx
)
bskb
s
l ,
Qs4i j = 5
Nm
∑
k=1
Nm
∑
l=1
Nm
∑
m=1
(∫ 1
0
φiφ jφkφlφmdx
)
bskb
s
lb
s
m,
Qs5i j =−6
Nm
∑
k=1
Nm
∑
l=1
Nm
∑
m=1
Nm
∑
n=1
(∫ 1
0
φiφ jφkφlφmφndx
)
bskb
s
lb
s
mb
s
n,
Qs6i j = 7
Nm
∑
k=1
Nm
∑
l=1
Nm
∑
m=1
Nm
∑
n=1
Nm
∑
o=1
(∫ 1
0
φiφ jφkφlφmφnφodx
)
bskb
s
lb
s
mb
s
nb
s
o,
Qs7i j =−8
Nm
∑
k=1
Nm
∑
l=1
Nm
∑
m=1
Nm
∑
n=1
Nm
∑
o=1
Nm
∑
p=1
(∫ 1
0
φiφ jφkφlφmφnφoφpdx
)
bskb
s
lb
s
mb
s
nb
s
ob
s
p,
P0i =
∫ 1
0
φidx, P1i j =−2
∫ 1
0
φiφ jdx, P s2i j = 3
Nm
∑
k=1
(∫ 1
0
φiφ jφkdx
)
bs−1k ,
P s3i j =−4
Nm
∑
k=1
Nm
∑
l=1
(∫ 1
0
φiφ jφkφldx
)
bs−1k b
s−1
l ,
P s4i j = 5
Nm
∑
k=1
Nm
∑
l=1
Nm
∑
m=1
(∫ 1
0
φiφ jφkφlφmdx
)
bs−1k b
s−1
l b
s−1
m ,
P s5i j =−6
Nm
∑
k=1
Nm
∑
l=1
Nm
∑
m=1
Nm
∑
n=1
(∫ 1
0
φiφ jφkφlφmφndx
)
bs−1k b
s−1
l b
s−1
m b
s−1
n ,
P s6i j = 7
Nm
∑
k=1
Nm
∑
l=1
Nm
∑
m=1
Nm
∑
n=1
Nm
∑
o=1
(∫ 1
0
φiφ jφkφlφmφnφodx
)
×bs−1k b
s−1
l b
s−1
m b
s−1
n b
s−1
o ,
P s7i j =−8
Nm
∑
k=1
Nm
∑
l=1
Nm
∑
m=1
Nm
∑
n=1
Nm
∑
o=1
Nm
∑
p=1
(∫ 1
0
φiφ jφkφlφmφnφoφpdx
)
×bs−1k b
s−1
l b
s−1
m b
s−1
n b
s−1
o b
s−1
p ,with i, j = 1, ..,Nm
(4.91)
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Annexe D
Averaging method for a two-beam array
By using Galerkin method with the fundamental mode as follows
w1(x, t) = φ1(x)a11(t)
w2(x, t) = φ1(x)a21(t)
(4.92)
and first-order Taylor series for the electrostatic forces as follows
1
(1+ws+1−ws)2
= 1−2(ws+1−ws),
1
(1+ws−ws−1)2
= 1−2(ws−ws−1).
(4.93)
Eq. (4.21) becomes
ä11 + cȧ11 +ω1a11 +β11a311 +
(
β12 cosΩt +β13 cos2 Ωt
)
a11+(
δ11 +δ12 cosΩt +δ13 cos2 Ωt
)
a21+(
γ11 + γ12 cosΩt + γ13 cos2 Ωt
)
= 0 (4.94)
ä21 + cȧ21 +ω2a21 +β21a321 +
(
β22 cosΩt +β23 cos2 Ωt
)
a21+(
δ21 +δ22 cosΩt +δ23 cos2 Ωt
)
a11+(
γ21 + γ22 cosΩt + γ23 cos2 Ωt
)
= 0 (4.95)
where
βs1 = 151.35α1; βs2 =−4α2
(
Vdcs,s+1Vacs,s+1 +Vdcs−1,sVacs−1,s
)
;
βs3 =−2α2
(
V 2acs−1,s +V
2
acs,s+1
)
; δ11 = δ21 = 2α2V 2dc12;
δ12 = δ22 = 4α2Vdc12Vac12;
δ13 = δ23 = 2α2V 2ac12; γs1 = 0.83α2
(
V 2dcs,s+1−V
2
dcs−1,s
)
;
γs2 = 1.66α2
(
Vdcs,s+1Vacs,s+1−Vdcs−1,sVacs−1,s
)
;
γs3 = 0.83α2
(
V 2acs,s+1−V
2
acs−1,s
)
and s = 1,2.
Let the relation between Ω and ωs be
Ω = ωs + εσs, (4.96)
where ωs is determined by
ωs =
λ 4s −2α2
(
V 2dcs,s+12 +V
2
dcs−1,s
)
1+δs0(s)mφ1(x0)2
. (4.97)
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